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INTRODUCTION
LOCATING MOLLY WELSH:
MEMORY AND MYTH IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY MARYLAND

In April 1683, at least eight ships sailed from England to various parts of the
world: the Falcon, the Reserve, the Josias, the George, the Golden Fleece, the Success,
the Pearl and the Dover.1 Plutarch’s Lives appeared on booksellers’ shelves, alongside a
large multi-volume study, A Genealogical History of the Kings of England and Monarchs
of Great Britain, &c. form the Conquest Anno. 1066 to the year 1677.2 British citizens
with the means to do so were not only able to travel to foreign lands or purchase books
more readily; they could also view, for a small fee, fascinating creatures right at home:
“A very strange Beast called a Rhynoceros, lately brought from the East Indies, being the
first that ever was in England, is daily being seen at the Bell Savage on Ludgate Hill,
from Nine a Clock in the Morning till Eight at Night.” For a period of eighteen months
this “beast” was ogled at by anyone ready to pay.3 Though the wider world was
apparently opening up to England toward the end of the seventeenth century, not every
citizen could say that he reaped any particular benefit from England’s colonial expansion.
Elsewhere in 1683, some stories say, an English dairymaid stepped off the deck
of a ship onto the shore of the New World, her services for the next seven years sold to a
Maryland tobacco farmer. This woman, Molly Welsh, was transported from England to
the British colony of Maryland. In spite of this inauspicious beginning, she would

1

The London Gazette, No. 1822, May 7, 1683.
The London Gazette, No. 1822, May 7, 1683, The London Gazette, No. 1823, May 10, 1683.
3
The London Gazette, No. 1973, October 16, 1684, The London Gazette, No. 2123, March 25, 1686.
2
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manage to carve out a place for herself in her new surroundings.4 Molly Welsh survived
the harsh Maryland environment and potentially difficult conditions of her indenture,
acquired land, became a tobacco farmer, purchased slaves and married one of them,
raised four daughters mostly on her own, and helped to raise her grandson, the famous
African-American scientist and mathematician, Benjamin Banneker.
And then again, perhaps not. Molly Welsh may never have traveled from
England to Maryland. She may not have been a dairymaid, and may not have been
English. She may never have become a tobacco farmer or owned slaves. She may never
have been related to Benjamin Banneker at all. What has been passed down through the
centuries are a series of complicated oral traditions that weave in and out of history,
mixing personal bias, political agendas, and family loyalties. These are events that may
have happened to a woman named Molly Welsh, not necessarily what did happen. This
study will attempt to understand the complex nature of separating myth from fact,
locating as closely as possible the woman Molly Welsh might have been though because
of a clear lack of written documentation, the truth may never be fully known.
Not surprisingly this story does not come down to us through the protagonist’s
writings. Molly Welsh left behind no journal, and she wrote no letters that are known to
survive. Few seventeenth-century working-class colonial women left diaries and Molly
Welsh is no exception. Women who worked on farms would have been required to spend
a significant amount of time and energy simply trying to survive, first as a servant, and
then as a poor tobacco farmer raising children. Molly Welsh may have been one of the
4

Molly was most likely the diminutive for Mary or Margaret. Her family name is known as Welsh, Walsh
and occasionally Welch and references throughout Benjamin Banneker biographies use any of these three,
though the most likely, according to Silvio Bedini, the source often quoted as the definitive biographer of
Banneker, that Welsh is the most likely name. See Silvio Bedini, The Life of Benjamin Banneker: The First
African-American Man of Science (Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society, 1999), 7.
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few seventeenth-century women who could both read and write and oral tradition has it
that she taught her grandson, Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806), to read. However,
another grandson, John Hendon, who said he was raised by Molly Welsh, made no
mention of her teaching him to read. Another oral tradition has it that Molly was
responsible for sending Benjamin Banneker to a bi-racial Quaker school in rural
Maryland. Perhaps then we can imagine that this woman from humble beginnings was
the impetus for Banneker becoming the “first African American scientist and
mathematician,” writer of his own Almanack, and a strong anti-slavery advocate who
corresponded with Thomas Jefferson. It is certainly because of interest in Benjamin
Banneker that any oral traditions concerning Molly Welsh have been passed down today,
and yet surprisingly, if she were such an important influence on Benjamin Banneker, he
himself made no mention of his supposedly white grandmother and her responsibility in
his education.
One of the most complicated issues concerning Molly Welsh’s story is the
interesting problem of race. Molly Welsh, oral tradition captured in the nineteenth
century tells us, was a white Englishwoman who worked as an indentured servant. The
same tradition has it that she owned slaves, although she is said to have married (or
formed a union with) one of them. I aim not only to recover the life of Molly Welsh
Banneker, but also to consider its various tellings—probing in particular at Molly’s
shifting racial status. By examining a multiplicity of social and cultural aspects of life for
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Maryland women, I test whether these various
narratives are even possible or plausible reconstructions of the Molly Welsh story. My
project thus sheds light on the woman Molly Welsh was, how her story was constructed,
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what factors contributed to the retelling of her story, and why and at what point various
narratives deviate from each other. By comparing the various Molly Welsh/Benjamin
Banneker narratives it is possible to uncover or at least posit the most reliable narrative,
while at the same time coming to a greater understanding of how such historically
undocumented stories are constructed and what part memory plays in their
reconstruction. An extensive bias informs many of these narratives, shaped by the
various “memories” generated by family loyalty, by the growing tensions between the
North and the South over slavery, by Reconstruction, and by new standards in historical
accuracy that appeared with the founding of the American Historical Association in 1884.
Even though Molly Welsh left behind no words of her own, there are ways in
which one can follow her story. “Historical narrative,” writes historian David Lowenthal,
“is not a portrait of what happened but a story about what happened.”5 Distant threads of
Molly’s story are traceable within biographies written about Benjamin Banneker. Over
one hundred biographies and narratives have been written that mention Banneker and his
ancestry.6 These works span a period of over two hundred years, beginning with the
earliest biography printed in 1792, before Banneker’s death, to the most recent published
paper, an article discounting Molly Welsh’s direct relationship to Benjamin Banneker,
published in December 2006.7 These Banneker narratives, from letters and speeches to
biographical writings and works of historical fiction, were written by a wide variety of
authors including upper middle class men and women, African-American men and
5

David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 215.
Silvio Bedini documents that 136 biographies on Banneker had been written by 1997. Since then at least
a dozen more works have appeared. Bedini provides a short commentary on the validity and usefulness of
each work. See Bedini, The Life of Benjamin Banneker, 397-415.
7
James McHenry,“A Letter from Mr. James McHenry to Mssrs. Godard and Angel, containing particulars
reflecting Benjamin Banneker, a free negro,” The American Museum or Universal Magazine, 12:2
(September 1792), 185-187 and George Ely Russell, “Molly Welsh: Alleged Grandmother of Benjamin
Banneker,” National Genealogical Society Quarterly, 94 (2006): 305-314.
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women, historians, political activists and genealogists. One of the most consistently
quoted and accepted narratives—written by Martha Tyson in 1854, a half-century after
Banneker’s death—was referred to repeatedly by nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Banneker biographers. This is the work that first presents Molly Welsh as a white
indentured servant, transported from England to Maryland where she served out her
seven year’s indenture.
From the beginning, Molly Welsh’s ethnicity has been a point of contention. In
addition to being described by Tyson as a white English dairymaid, Molly has also made
an appearance as a black slave and a mulatto servant. She is said to have married a slave,
and archival sources describe a daughter as “Negro” and oral tradition describes another
as a fair copper color.8 Many accounts point to Molly Welsh as the one person who
taught Banneker to read from the great family bible, her greatest prize and something she
had carried with her from England.9 Examining what is known about Molly Welsh from
evidence found in various Benjamin Banneker biographies suggests that Molly Welsh’s
life is not only interesting, but that her story makes a valuable case study in following
how histories are written, especially how an author’s historical and cultural bias affect his
or her narrative. As David Lowenthal finds, “bias does not merely reduce the historical
past but also enlarges it…subjective interpretation gives it life and meaning.”10

8

St. Paul’s Parish, Baltimore, Maryland, Parish Register, Folio 102, p. 153, No. 27: The entry reads:
“James Boston (or Baslon) to Katherine Banneker, May 22nd, 1735, Negroes.” See also St. Paul’s Parish,
Baltimore, Maryland, Parish Register, Folio 111, p. 168. The entry reads: “William Black & Esther
Banneker was married September 22, 1744.” Martha E. Tyson also commented that Mary Banneker’s
“complexion [was] a pale copper color, similar to that of the fairest Indian tribes, and she had an ample
growth of long black hair, which never became gray.” See Martha E. Tyson, Banneker: The African
Astronomer, (Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society, 1884), 25.
9
Bedini, The Life of Benjamin Banneker, 39.
10
David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, 217-218.
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Of the over one hundred biographies and stories about Benjamin Banneker that
have been published, only a handful can be said to be grounded in “reliable” sources
gathered from individuals who met or knew Banneker personally. These biographies
were authored by the Revolutionary War advocate James McHenry, and anti-slavery
advocates Susannah Mason, John Latrobe, Martha Tyson, and Tyson’s daughter, Anne
Kirk. Three of these authors met Banneker, and Tyson lived in the same small town as
him. Interest in Banneker did not wane as the nineteenth century came to a close.
Martha Tyson prepared two manuscripts on Benjamin Banneker. The earlier version was
less embellished and was used for a speech given by her nephew-in-law to the Maryland
Historical Society in 1854. Tyson’s later manuscript was edited by her daughter, adding
another narrative hand in the retelling of the Molly Welsh story. These two narratives are
found in Martha E Tyson, Banneker, the Afric-America Astronomer, From the
Posthumous Papers of Martha E. Tyson, Edited by Her Daughter, and Martha E. Tyson,
A Sketch of the Life of Benjamin Banneker, From Notes Taken in 1836. This tradition of
identifying Molly Welsh as a white servant from England continues in various other
nineteenth-century works including that of Benson Lossing, Eminent Americans: Brief
Biographies of Three Hundred and Thirty Distinguished Persons (1857), and John
Slattery’s “Benjamin Banneker: The Negro Astronomer” (1884). Moses Sheppard
(1771-1857), a Baltimore businessman, Quaker and philanthropist, (and incidentally, a
man who was influential in stopping legislation that considered banishing free AfricanAmericans from Maryland), located Banneker’s manuscript journal and commonplace
book in the Maryland Historical Society’s library and had them bound in “Russia leather”
in the 1850s so as to make them appear more important.11
11

It does not appear that Banneker’s manuscript journal and commonplace book currently reside in
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Twentieth-century scholars interested in Banneker’s life included early African
American scholars Henry Baker and Carver Woodson, who published works on
miscegenation and early African American men of importance. Shirley Graham’s Your
Most Humble Servant (1949) picked up the narrative thread of Molly Welsh and added
her own subtle changes to the story. Interestingly, while earlier white authors (and their
audiences) appear to have had some difficulty accepting (at least publicly) the idea that
the black Banneker could have had a white grandmother or simply had no reason to
suspect it, these African-American scholars had no problem with the idea at all, and they
each allowed Molly Welsh significant agency in raising and educating Banneker.
Interest in African-American history blossomed in the 1970s as historians sought
to understand American history from the bottom up. Though he was initially more
interested in Banneker’s hand-carved wooden clock, Silvio Bedini wrote a biography of
Banneker in 1972, almost three hundred years after Molly is believed to have arrived in
Maryland. Bedini’s work is considered by many scholars to be the most comprehensive
account of Banneker’s life. He incorporated documents from Maryland Archives and
church registries, hand-written accounts by Banneker and the correspondence between
Banneker and Jefferson. Bedini also included as references in a vastly useful appendix a
number of previously unpublished documents that remain in private hands, including
letters discussing the issue of Molly Welsh’s race. Other studies of Banneker appeared at
the end of the twentieth century including Ron Eglash’s “The African Heritage of
Benjamin Banneker” (1997), and Charles Cerami’s Benjamin Banneker: Surveyor,
Astronomer, Publisher, Patriot (2002).

Recently, an article appeared focusing on the

life of Molly Welsh rather than on Benjamin Banneker. The article by George Russell,
collection of the Maryland Historical Society.
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“Molly Welsh: Alleged Grandmother of Benjamin Banneker,” contradicts previous
claims that Welsh was Benjamin Banneker’s grandmother. Instead, Russell argues
resolutely that while Molly Welsh was a white woman, she was in fact a white slave
owner who owned Benjamin Banneker. Ultimately, while the story of Molly Welsh has
been woven into Banneker biographies and embellished in popular historical novels, this
study attempts by examining this evolving narrative to identify as closely as possible the
real Molly Welsh, the woman outside of the myth.

***

“Memory, history, and relics of earlier times shed light on the past,” wrote
historian David Lowenthal, “But the past they reveal is not simply what happened; it is in
large measure a past of our own creation, molded by selective erosion, oblivion, and
invention.”12 The shifting account of Molly Welsh offers an excellent opportunity to
understand just how memory, history and oral tradition are molded by various narrators
over two centuries, creating a new story worth telling. In spite of the overwhelming lack
of incontrovertible evidence proving anything about Molly Welsh’s life in Maryland, a
few legal documents do exist, including the marriage records of two of her daughters as
well as deeds associated with her son-in-law’s sizeable land purchase of one hundred
acres. Even now in the twenty-first century new discoveries are being made over three
hundred and twenty-five years after Molly was supposedly transported to Maryland.13

12

David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country, i.
One genealogist recently uncovered several findings pertaining to the Welsh/Welch/Banneker family
including documents that suggest that Molly’s eldest daughter, Mary, had a “Malatto” child and was
subsequently bound for an additional seven years to Thomas Harwood, her master at the time. Her child,

13
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Her story—her origins, how she came to find herself in Maryland, her unusual choice of
spouse and even the color of her skin—shifts as the decades pass. Each narrator finds in
Molly Welsh a malleable character in Banneker’s story, and she is often used in order to
support the author’s own cultural bias and personal agenda. While it may seem unfair to
present a character about whom so little is factually known, a story of Molly Welsh does
exist—perhaps as a shadow off the stage or a single thread woven into another’s story—
yet her story and its obscurity is in many ways the story of numerous women who came
to Maryland in the late seventeenth century. “Honest history,” wrote Gary B. Nash, “can
impart a sense of how the lone individual counts, how the possibilities of choice are
infinite, how human capacity for both good and evil is ever present, and how dreams of a
better society are in the hands of the dispossessed as much as in the possession of the
putative brokers of our society’s future.”14
It is important to remember that creating a biography from a thin collection of
facts and oral traditions is problematic. As one scholar recently asked, “What does
biography do with the facts that can’t be fixed, the things that go missing, the body parts
that have been turned into legends and myths?”15 What indeed does one do when faced
with the task of attempting to detect the identity of a woman who lived some three
hundred years ago? Considering the dearth of any written documents concerning her or
her children’s lives, one must decode what is known about her grandson, Benjamin
Banneker, about whom much was written, and to whom admirers flocked while he was
Henry, simply because he was born a mulatto and to a servant, was also bound to Thomas Harwood until
the age of thirty-one as contemporary laws required. See Paul Heinegg, Free African Americans of
Maryland and Delaware from the Colonial Period to 1810 (Baltimore: Clearfield Co., Inc., 2000), 350.
Heinegg locates his information in the Maryland Court Records 1728-9, pp. 346-7.
14
Gary B. Nash, The Unknown American Revolution: The Unruly Birth of Democracy and the Struggle to
Create America (New York: Penguin Books, 2005), xxvii.
15
Hermione Lee, Virginia Woolf’s Nose: Essays on Biography (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2005), 5.
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alive. It is hoped that in this manner a coherent narrative reconstructing the life of Molly
Welsh will emerge.
While Molly Welsh may appear to be a near-silent character in her grandson
Benjamin Banneker’s story, it is possible that new discoveries will be made that further
verify (or refute) the long-standing tradition that Molly Welsh was a white English
dairymaid transported to Maryland and that she married one of her own slaves by whom
she had four daughters. Recent interest in new ways of approaching history, a greater
acceptance of oral traditions as an important historical source, and a renewed
appreciation for exploring stories of the untold masses, including women and minorities,
may someday locate Molly’s voice and allow her to speak for herself. The chances of
uncovering Molly Welsh’s story through documentary sources has improved with the
recent emergence of powerful databases and electronic search tools have made many
things possible that once were not (ancestry.com, the Old Bailey records for example).
And then, perhaps Molly might come to represent other seventeenth-century women who
married or had children with African men, like Eleanor Atkins who had a “Molattoe”
child and who subsequently received twenty-four lashes for her crime, Elizabeth Day
who admitted before the court that she had an illegitimate “Malatto” child by a “Negro
man named Quasey belonging to her master,” or Eleanor Price who pleaded guilty to
“Fornication with a Negro Man named Peter Belonging to Mr. John Walker,” received
twenty-one lashes, and whose child, Jeremiah, was bound out until the age of twentyone.16 Through their stories we might come to accept that one of the few choices these

16

Paul Heinegg, Free African Americans of Maryland and Delaware from the Colonial Period to 1810, 21,
99, 284-285. Eleanor Price was born about 1685 and was presented before the court in 1703. Her child
was bound out in 1708. Eleanor Atkins was born around 1677 and appeared before court in 1697/8.
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women had may have been with whom they had a child, though even this is subject to
question. Regardless, Molly Welsh’s story is one that does not appear to stand alone.
Through her we might see how women survived their indentures and prospered, or
managed at the very least to endure life in Maryland, women whose lives until now never
managed to become a footnote in anyone’s biography.

***

“History,” writes Richard C. Brown, “is a subjective construction derived from
‘facts’ that were selectively recorded to serve a wide range of purposes, and which often
survive by chance.”17 Clearly the manipulation of documents in order to solve a
historical puzzle is something that becomes important in the discussion of Molly Welsh’s
narrative. While few written documents proving any of the above claims have been
preserved, that should not deter scholars from trying to deconstruct various narratives to
find the most likely truths. Molly Welsh’s name is not found in any of the indentured
servant or transportation records (shoddily kept and haphazardly preserved) from the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Her indenture to any particular plantation
owner is also not listed anywhere, and the record of her marriage to the African slave she
allegedly manumitted, known variously as BannaKa, Bannka, or Bannaky, does not
survive, if in fact the marriage was ever recorded.18 It is quite likely that if Molly

Elizabeth Day was born around 1695 and appeared before court in 1710. Three years later she admitted to
having a second mixed-race child.
17
Richard C. Brown, “Microhistory and the Post-Modern Challenge,” Journal of the Early Republic, 23:1
(Spring, 2003), 3.
18
While biographers uses each of these names almost equally, I have chosen to use the version Bannka in
referring to Molly’s African husband, and Bannaky when talking about the family, which appears to be the
name they were known as by the early 1700s. Versions of this name as quoted directly from sources have
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married an African that she and her family would have kept a low-profile in order not to
be punished according to Maryland laws that prohibited interracial marriage and
fornication between white women and black men.19
Though love may be difficult to quantify, physical and emotional desire, in
combination with the close working proximity she and her two male slaves likely shared,
should be considered factors in her choice of a mate. Perhaps it is not misguided to think
that Molly saw a kindred spirit in Bannka as an outsider as well as a way in which she
might escape belonging to the white society that had in many ways abandoned her. This
connection is evident in historian Lawrence Levine’s comment that “Blacks shared with a
number of other ethnic minorities [reading Molly’s indentured servant status as another
sort of “minority”] a deep ambivalence concerning the degree to which they desired to
enter the mainstream of white American culture because they shared with these other
groups a strong centripetal urge which continually drew them back to central aspects of
their traditions even as they were surging outward into the larger society.”20 If another of
the Molly Welsh narratives is true that she acquired slaves, it is likely that Bannka “kept
not been regularized but remain in their original form. Around 1737, the name Bannaky had been
Christianized to Banneker as noted in official court records, in particular the record of Robert Banneker’s
purchase of 100 acres from Richard Gist in 1737. See Maryland Land Records, Liber HWS #1A, fol. 59
(Chapter II, pp. 25-27). Likewise, Silvio Bedini argued that “[t]he name “Banneker” or versions thereof
unquestionably appear to have been derived from “Bannka” or “Bannaka,” the name of Benjamin
Banneker’s Senegambian grandfather, a name modified over the years in pronunciation. As a consequence,
it appears to have been limited to members of the single family.” See Bedini, The Life of Benjamin
Banneker, 301.
19
A 1661 Maryland Preamble stated: “And forasmuch as divers freeborn English women, forgetful of their
free condition, and to the disgrace of our nation, do intermarry with negro slaves, by which also divers suits
may arise, touching the issue of such women, and a great damage doth befall the master of such negroes,
for preservation whereof for deterring such free-born women from such shameful matches, be it enacted:
That whatsoever free-born woman shall intermarry with any slave, from and after the last day of the present
assembly, shall serve the master of such slave during the life of her husband; and that all the issues of such
free-born women, so married, shall be slaves as their fathers were…And be it further enacted: That all the
issues of English, or other free-born women, that have already married negroes, shall serve the master of
their parents, till they be thirty years of age and no longer.” See Archives of Maryland, Proceedings of the
General Assembly, 1637-1664, pp. 533-534.
20
Lawrence Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from Slavery to
Freedom (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 444-445.
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alive important strands of African consciousness” and shared with her his African
traditions in song, dance, farming and perhaps most importantly his respect for her as a
person, Molly might have been attracted to his approach to life as much as to his physical
being. Thus Molly’s marriage to one of her own slaves seems a plausible choice that did
not necessarily cause her moral strife.21
According to Paul Heinegg’s extensive study of free African Americans of
Maryland and Delaware, “most free African Americans descended from white women
who had mixed-race children by African American men.”22 In a study of tolerances and
punishments of “disobedient” indentured servants in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
Maryland and Pennsylvania, another scholar found several examples of female servants
being punished for pregnancy and in the cases of Jane Harris, Elizabeth Sapcott, and
Margery Burgis, their resulting children were “mulatto.”23
The Maryland State Archives contains limited records concerning Molly and her
family. Two of Molly’s daughters’ marriages are recorded, as is the land purchase
Benjamin Banneker’s father made of one hundred acres and some of her grandchildren’s
birth records. But documents identifying, or better yet confirming, Molly Welsh as

21

Martha E. Tyson, “A Sketch of the Life of Benjamin Banneker; From Notes Taken in 1836. Read by J.
Saurin Norris Before the Maryland Historical Society, October 5th, 1854” (Baltimore: Maryland Historical
Society, 1854), 4.
22
Paul Heinegg, Free African Americans of Maryland and Delaware from the Colonial Period to 1810, 1.
23
Melissa A. Roe, “Differential Tolerances and Accepted Punishment for Disobedient Indentured Servants
and Their Masters in Colonial Court,” found at http://eh/net/Clio/Publications/indentured.shtml. Accessed
February 21, 2008. Interestingly, this paper written by an economic historian does not discuss whether
unmarried women who bore mulatto children received harsher punishment for their crime than unmarried
women who bore white children. In 1697, Jane Harris of Prince George’s County, Maryland, bore a
mulatto child and received as punishment sixteen lashings by the whip but no additional days of service.
By contrast, Elizabeth Pole who bore a white child received twelve lashings and no additional days of
service. Margery Burgis in 1697 in Prince George’s County, Maryland bore a mulatto child and received
260 days of extra service and twenty lashings by the whip. In 1698, Elizabeth Sapcott of Prince George’s
County Maryland bore a mulatto child while a servant and received 520 extra days of service and no
lashings; Mary Vinson of the same county in 1698 bore a white child while a servant and received 260
additional days of service and either fifteen lashings or 300 lbs. of tobacco as her punishment.
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Banneker’s grandmother have not been preserved. Likewise, records of her occupation
as a dairymaid, her subsequent transportation to Maryland, the purchase of her indenture,
or her purchase of either slaves or land, something which early governments closely
monitored, have yet to be found if indeed they ever existed in the first place. In looking
to deconstruct the story of Molly Welsh, it must be understood that what little
information biographers have passed down in regard to Molly Welsh can serve only as a
guide in understanding who she was.

***

Memory is created in the present. Retelling stories, reflecting on the past,
analyzing events in history, these all take place in the present, projecting ideas, feelings
and beliefs onto the past. “The Past is not dead,” William Faulkner wrote. “It is not even
past.”24 Because this study is constructed from various memories that appear over
several centuries, it is important to understand the social and cultural contexts of each
new story.25 Clearly the various and varied accounts of Benjamin Banneker’s ancestry
provide an intriguing starting point for exploring the possibilities of reconstructing Molly
Welsh’s life. But these accounts aren’t the only sources for looking at the possible life of
Molly Welsh. Seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century Maryland laws provide
enormous insight into the possibilities of what an indentured woman could expect upon
arrival and what type of life she might be able to build for herself. Laws pertaining to
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indentured servitude, marriage, property ownership, wills, and miscegenation will be
addressed in order to understand the Molly Welsh narrative.26
The deconstruction of Molly Welsh’s story will be presented in three parts. The
most consistently told narrative of Molly Welsh will be presented in the introduction
where her story will also be placed within the context of the social and cultural life in late
seventeenth and early eighteenth century Maryland (and to some extent England).27 This
first section of my thesis will examine seventeenth and early eighteenth-century
Maryland and English laws pertaining to marriage, property rights and indentured
servitude. I will also look at various aspects of what it meant to be a woman in
seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Maryland: social roles and expectations of
women, female property ownership in the Chesapeake region, women’s life expectancy,
marriage and how marriage restricted women’s rights, and the importance of family.28
Finally this section will look at the growing tensions (and subsequent laws) involving
interracial relations. In order to understand why a white English woman like Molly
Welsh might choose to marry a slave or a free black man in spite of laws which
26
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28
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Wenches and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race and Power in Colonial Virginia (Williamsburg:
Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, 1996) provides an interesting study of gender
roles and the women’s lives and how they change from 1600 to 1800.
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prohibited this and punishments that were harsh both for the parties involved and their
offspring.29 African influences on farming and family in seventeenth and early
eighteenth-century Maryland, and at slavery as a replacement for the system of
indentured servitude and what that meant to Maryland society also informs this
analysis.30
Next, Chapters II-VII of my study examine the stories behind the story. Here, I
will track a variety of important narratives that have emerged to explain Molly Welsh’s
life and consider why they took the shape they did, and why these various interpretations
appeared at certain points in time. I will consider evidence available to support these
various tellings.31 This section will also seek to understand authorial agenda—who is
writing the narrative and for what purpose? What in the language might suggest bias?
What is the audience each author seeks to reach and how reliable (or manipulated) are the
author’s sources? I will also consider events transpiring throughout American history
and historiography that might shed more light on shifts in narrative intent. For material
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evidence, I will incorporate both primary source material (biographies, public lectures,
contemporary newspaper obituaries and articles) and secondary source material that
focuses on or mentions Benjamin Banneker’s ancestry. Likewise, a significant number of
other “accounts” of Benjamin Banneker, most of which retell previously published
narratives and often rely on Martha E. Tyson’s biography, are also important sources for
understanding the changing narrative. Examining the role of the individual within the
historical process allows us to see the importance of personality and individual choice in
causation and ultimately to view Molly Welsh’s life as a measure of larger forces at
work. Since biography is “necessarily revisionist, dependent on what the writer in a
particular context envisions as a ‘life story,’” the biographers themselves will become
characters in this discussion.32
Finally, in the Epilogue, my study draws connections between these two sections
by looking at both the idea of myth and the relative importance of written versus oral
evidence. What lessons can be learned from this discussion of Molly Welsh? What
happens when stories such as hers are primarily constructed from oral tradition? How
can these various versions of the Molly Welsh story help us to better understand oral
traditions as important historical records?33 Molly Welsh’s story is inextricably linked,
and significantly formed, through narratives constructed for her grandson, Benjamin
Banneker, without whom her story would have remained unspoken. Even though she
seems hidden within these various Banneker narratives, Molly is, as Simone de Beauvoir
32
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has written, “like a butterfly pinned in a glass case” who can “no longer move in any
direction.”34 Within these narratives are significant clues leading us to an understanding
of who Molly Welsh might have been. These are some of the intriguing questions I wish
to address in my thesis. I hope that by presenting a more complete look at the contextual
atmosphere in which Molly Welsh lived, and by looking at the social and historical
events taking place and considering the potential bias within various narratives written
about the ancestry of Benjamin Banneker, we can better understand how memory works
historically, how we might use these various retellings of Molly’s story to understand
who she might have been and why our understanding of her story matters historically.
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CHAPTER I
THE DAIRYMAID AND THE PRINCE

“The past itself is gone,” writes David Lowenthal; “all that survives are its
material residues and the accounts of those who experienced it. No such evidence can
tell us about the past with absolute certainty, for its survivals on the ground, in books, and
in our heads are selectively preserved from the start and further altered by the passage of
time.”35 Yet something of the truth of Molly Welsh’s past must be recoverable within
Banneker’s biographies. Certainly the various Banneker stories provide scholars with
important clues as to how histories are molded by historical, social and personal bias
depending on when they are told. According to the most commonly accepted narrative,
that of Martha Tyson, Molly Welsh (also known as Molly Walsh or Welch), was born in
England around 1666 to a family of modest means.36 This account intimates that Molly
became a dairy maid, work at which she labored until approximately the year 1683 when
she was accused of pilfering a bucket of milk and was subsequently brought before the
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court.37 Seventeenth-century English laws were harsh even for first-time offenders and
the punishment for stealing was often death, even for items of little value.38 For some
reason Molly Welsh avoided death. In 1854, Benjamin Banneker biographer Martha E.
Tyson suggests that Molly was allowed to live because she could read.39 Another reason
that Molly Welsh may have escaped more severe punishment (and perhaps a more likely
reason) is that she was willing to be transported to Maryland, where female farm labor
and companionship were desperately needed.40 It is not difficult to imagine that a dairy
maid, used to carrying heavy pails and keeping long hours of physical labor, would be
considered an effective worker on a tobacco farm, though tobacco farming was one of the
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most physically exhausting types of labor undertaken by white servants in the British
colonies; “work enforcement for indentured servants was routinely harsh and physical,”
one account asserts, and servants often ran away from their masters.41 It is also quite
likely that farmers in colonial America enlisted the services of anyone, male or female,
willing to engage in hard labor including dairy work.
Life for a female indentured servant in seventeenth-century Maryland could not
have been easy.42 “White servitude as it existed in Maryland and the other colonies,” one
historian has written, “was only a modified form of the system of apprenticeship which
had been in vogue in England for several centuries preceding.”43 The terms of service for
women without indentures from 1666 on was five years (if the woman were age 22 upon
arrival), six years (a woman of age 18-21), seven years (a woman of age 15-17) or until
age 22 if under 15 when they arrived.44 The majority of inhabitants in Maryland during
the seventeenth century were born outside of Maryland or the colonies, most at that
moment in time having come from Britain, and living conditions were much harsher in
Maryland than they had been for most people in Britain. Overall life expectancy was
limited for both men and women and untimely death was the greatest hazard. Those just
arriving often fell ill with malaria; many died. Recurring malaria, especially for
pregnant women, also made people susceptible to other illnesses such as influenza and
dysentery.45 Men could expect to live into their early forties, but a majority of immigrant
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men died before they reached their fiftieth year.46 Women’s life expectancy, often
complicated by child-birth, was even shorter. While it is unknown how many who
immigrated survived, as seventeenth-century Maryland record keeping was inconsistent,
it is interesting to note that while in many societies women outlive men, in the
seventeenth-century Chesapeake region, it is likely that men outlived women.47 If Molly
lived to help raise her grandchildren, and locating her arrival in Maryland around 1683 as
a young woman is correct, it can easily be inferred that she must have lived into her
seventies which was quite an accomplishment considering she was of the laboring class.
Men far outnumbered women in colonial America, and because the majority of
women arrived as indentured servants, they married late in life and bore fewer children as
a result.48 Historians Lois Carr and Lorena Walsh argue that “immigrant predominance,
early death, late marriage, and sexual imbalance” worked to create “circumstances of
social and demographic disruption that deeply affected family and community life.”49
Pregnancy was not allowed for a servant, and punishment for bearing a bastard was
severe.50 It was also understood that a “servant woman could not marry unless someone
46
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was willing to pay her master for the term she had left to serve.”51 Seventeenth and early
eighteenth-century records, albeit irregular, confirm some assumptions as to what daily
existence for women living in the Chesapeake Region. But these records provide limited
insight into how women lived, how they were treated, and what joys they experienced in
the early formation of the American colonies.
The act of transporting criminals from Britain to the American colonies remained
a steady institution up to the time of the American Revolution.52 It is likely that Molly
Welsh, if she were in fact a transported felon or if she arrived at the age of seventeen, was
sold for a term of seven years to a tobacco farmer on the Patapsco River in Maryland. If
Molly Welsh was not transported as a felon but rather chose to make the passage, in spite
of having little money, she could have done so with relative ease. Selling oneself into
servitude in 1683 was not an uncommon practice for British citizens from the laboring
classes who wanted to avoid debt or attempt to make something more of themselves in
the New World.53 For those who did not have the means to buy passage to New England,
Virginia, or Maryland, for example, sailed across the Atlantic and upon arrival, the
captain of the ship would sell their services to secure payment for their passage. Often
those over eighteen years of age were sold for a period of four years; those between
twelve and eighteen served for a period of seven years. In either case, in spite of the
number of transported emigrants from Britain to the colonies who are actually listed in
51
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various extant records, no one named Mary, Margaret or Molly Welsh, Walsh or Welch
seems to have traveled across the Atlantic from 1680 to 1700. Records of transported
felons and indentured servants, including those who came willingly and those who were
kidnapped, are sketchy at best.54
From 1682 to 1692, the period during which Molly Welsh supposedly was
transported from England to Maryland, 290 females were recorded being transported,
alongside 670 males. Out of the total recorded number, 182 were bound for Maryland,
making Maryland the third largest recipient of bound help behind Jamaica (321 servants)
and Virginia (205 servants).55 “At least ten thousand emigrants sailed from Bristol
between 1654 and 1685,” writes one scholar, though many were not officially registered.
In 1664 Roger Whitley was appointed to prevent “foul play” in sending servants to the
New World, but almost twenty years later in 1682 the Privy Council declared his failure
to do the job properly.56 Regardless of this attempt at firm recordkeeping, is not known
then how many names were recorded and how many were left off official lists.
Numerous cases of agents stealing away people for the plantations, the practice known as
“spiriting,” motivated the Privy Council to decree that prospective servants must be
bound in the presence of a justice of the peace, mayor or chief magistrate. However, by
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1686, “registration of indentured servants once again reverted to semi-private hands.”57
And while this list of potential names may offer certain clues, no proof to date links any
of these names with the Molly Welsh of the Benjamin Banneker narratives.
As Molly Welsh stepped off the ship which had been her home for months, her
position as a servant for four to seven years, and her arrival in Maryland would have
given her little hope for a long life. By the time Molly Welsh came to Maryland, the
number of indentured servants entering Maryland was too great for the authorities to
want to provide free land.58 In 1682-1683, Charles Calvert, Lord Proprietor of
Maryland, abolished the system of land rights or Conditions Plantation, thus severing “all
connection between the distribution of land and the importation of servants. The latter
now became purely an item of traffic between the importer and the planter who stood in
need of the labor of the servant.”59 If indeed it is true that Molly arrived in 1683 or
thereabouts, she would have arrived after the discontinuance of the headright system of
land grants (headright being the granting of fifty acres of land to whomever paid the
passage of a laborer), which suggests that she would have had to purchase or lease
property.60
Despite the discontinuing the headright system of giving land to newly freed
servants, Maryland maintained support for former servants by requiring masters to
provide at least minimal support for a newly released servant’s survival. Molly could
expect to be provided with the means to purchase or rent a small parcel of land (twenty-
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five to fifty acres) and basic provisions with which to scratch out some sort of living, a
system based on traditional apprenticeship practice.61 As early as 1640 Maryland had
adopted an “Act Touching Servants Cloths” in order to reduce the potential indigent
population. The following law details what masters were required to give to their
servants at the end of the indenture:
A Servant at the end of his Service shall have by the custome of the Country one
good Cloth suite of Keirsy or broad cloth a Shift of white linen one new pair of
stockins and Shoes two hoes one axe 3 barrells of Corne and fifty acres of land
five whereof at least to be plantable women Servants a Years Provision of Corne
and a like proportion of Cloths & Land.62

Yet even the practice of providing servants with parting clothes and the barest of
provisions with which to start their own farms was on the wane. Part of oral tradition
suggests that Molly Welsh obtained, either by purchase, lease or gift, land further along
into the wilderness on the Patapsco River, where undeveloped land was both more readily
available and more affordable.63 With whatever meager supplies she obtained or was
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given upon her release from servitude, Molly Welsh begin carving a place for herself on
the American landscape.64
Within a few years, family tradition claims that Molly Welsh had succeeded well
enough at tobacco farming that she was able to purchase two slaves to help out with work
on her farm. One source commented that “tradition handed down in the family reported
that in 1692 Molly purchased her own slaves ‘from a ship anchored in the [Chesapeake]
Bay.’”65 One slave, whose name has not survived, was a strong and eager worker. The
other slave, named Bannka or Bannaky, was a man who refused to work and who said he
was a prince, the son of a king of Africa.66 Martha Tyson wrote that Molly “purchased as
laborers, two negro slaves, from a slave ship, which lay in the Chesapeake Bay” and that
“[o]ne of them, said to have been the son of a king in Africa, a man of industry, integrity,
fine disposition and dignified manners, she liberated from slavery and afterwards
married.”67 Bannka never took on a Christian name, nor did he adopt Molly’s own
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surname. “Most whites,” argued one scholar, “did not acknowledge that blacks had
surnames, many slaves adopted them, and they were, on occasion, referred to by
whites.”68 In an interesting move, oral tradition comments that Molly took Bannka’s
name instead, retaining its African pronunciation.
The close living conditions in which Molly and her two male slaves would have
lived, sharing shelter, food, labor, and the daily struggle for survival would likely have
brought them to know each other well. Their shared positions as servants in bondage,
even though Molly was now a free woman, could have also been a factor in their
becoming close. Whether it was Bannka’s regal African background, his strong-willed
nature, a deep physical attraction that drew Molly to Bannka, or all three, their marriage
would have been under extreme legal pressure for such unions not to occur. As early as
1661 Maryland enacted a law prohibiting interracial marriage that was later enforced in
1681, although miscegenation continued. Silvio Bedini points out, “The intermarriage of
white and black was regarded as a serious problem in several of the British colonies in
North America after the middle of the seventeenth century, and legislation regarding its
control became increasingly strict and was rigidly enforced.”69
When Molly formed a union with Bannka she was performing an illegal act. In
1661 it became illegal for a white servant to form any union with a slave.70 By 1681 it
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had become illegal in Maryland for any minister to join in marriage any African, slave or
free, and ‘a white woman servant freeborn.’71 As of 1692, any woman who married a
black man or bore his child forfeited her freedom and became a servant ‘to the use of the
Minister of the Poor of the same Parish.’”72 Thus Molly’s marriage to Bannka was an
extremely risky act, for herself, for Bannka and for each of her four mulatto daughters.73
While their union may seem unusual, relationships between African men, both
free and slave, and white female servants were a common enough for white men in
Maryland to pass laws trying to prevent such unions. Certainly the seventeenth century
was a much more fluid society than the eighteenth century with regard to such socially
disparate marriages. Dairymaids and innkeeper’s daughters after they served out their
indentures had the opportunity to marry men considered above their station in England,
given the low numbers of available women.74 With hard work and perhaps a bit of luck,
poor men could also move up the social ladder and make themselves into wealthy
plantation owners. Thus, marriages between African men and white female servants
were more common than we in twenty-first century America might think.
Regardless of the reasons Molly and Bannka chose to be united, together they had
four daughters: Mary, Katherine, Esther and Jemima.75 Although neither birth nor burial
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records exist for these four children, documentation concerning events in their lives
includes land purchases, marriages and court cases.76 While white males struggled to
control white women, making it illegal for a white woman to marry a black man, free or
slave, Molly disregarded these white male laws, for they had not served her well in the
past. By the early eighteenth century, partly because a number of women like Molly
Welsh chose to ignore such laws, Maryland’s anti-miscegenation laws became
increasingly strict. In 1715 and then in 1717, Maryland’s legislature made cohabitation
between any white person and any person of African descent unlawful. As the number of
colonies grew, miscegenation laws became increasingly commonplace. By the time of
the American Civil War, at least five states had enacted anti-miscegenation laws; many of
these laws stayed in effect until the 1960s.77
Bannka, it is said, never converted to Christianity, and died early, leaving Molly
with four young girls to raise.78 His early death left Molly with some difficult choices.
While Molly’s marriage to Bannka was illegal, after his death (considering the
competition for female companionship and land, as she was propertied), she could have
married again. Given the paucity of records, we do not know whether she ever remarried.
No oral tradition was passed down either way. It may be that Molly was unwilling to
traditional sources (including Tyson and Kirk) argue that Mary (or the eldest daughter) was born around
1700, which would make Molly approximately 34 at the time of her first birth, an age which is more in
keeping with the consistently later births of seventeenth-century women in Maryland who had been
servants. This would also make Molly approximately 65 years old at the time her grandson, Benjamin
Banneker, was born.
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give up her autonomy or her property. Her four bi-racial daughters would have been
vulnerable to laws that ordered their placement into positions of servitude for thirty-one
years simply for being “mulatto.” According to one biographer, it is likely that since
official records of the time “left much to be desired,” and since “documentary proof of
her and her family’s freedom, though seemingly essential, may have never existed,” the
fact that “no evidence of any such papers has been found in Molly’s case suggests the
possibility that none existed originally, and that her family’s security always remained in
jeopardy.”79 This is especially true if Molly and Bannka never married officially.
Molly also had her property to consider. While it has not been proven where
Molly Welsh’s farm might have been, many assume the land was close to where
Banneker’s family lived.80 Laws concerning property rights for women required that if
Molly had chosen to marry a white man, her property and the responsibility of managing
the farm would have become his. Only white women who were unmarried or widowed
could hold property in seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Maryland.81 “The
eighteenth-century Chesapeake widow found herself in a difficult dilemma,” writes
historian Martha Saxton. “The moral prescriptions for her behavior—passivity,
selflessness, and a fatalistic outlook—had little relevance for her material struggle to
survive.”82 Though documentation does not exist proving or disproving subsequent
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marriages, it is conceivable that Molly Welsh did not remarry and that she raised her
daughters and successfully continued to manage her tobacco farm on her own.
The daughters of Molly Welsh and Bannka were said to range in skin tone from
fair copper to deep brown. If her marriage was undocumented or not performed by a
minister, then it is possible that her children’s births would not have been recorded either.
Molly would have had no proof of her family’s freedom since her marriage to Bannka
was illegal, it is to be expected that her family kept much to itself. Molly was called
“remarkably” and “exceedingly fair” by Banneker biographers Martha Tyson and
Tyson’s daughter Anne Kirk. Mary, Molly’s eldest daughter, may have been the lightest
skinned of her daughters. Another daughter, Katherine, was called “a negro” on her
marriage certificate.83 Molly’s grandson, Benjamin Banneker, called himself a man of
“African descent” and “of the deepest dye” though other acquaintances of his
remembered him to have been “light black, or a dark mulatto.”84
Molly’s eldest daughter, Mary (probably named after her), according to Martha
Tyson, also purchased and married a “native of Africa” who upon marriage “took his
wife’s sir-name,” then known as Bannaky, though again, no documents exist recording
their marriage.85 Mary Bannaky’s husband, Tyson writes, “embraced the Christian
religion and was baptized by the name of Robert.”86 No explanation has been passed
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down which explains why Robert Bannaky chose his Christian name to be Robert or why
he took his wife’s surname other than to indicate that the Bannaky family was a wellrespected family at the time. Mary and Robert Bannaky’s marriage record does not exist
though Molly Welsh Bannaky’s other daughters also married and two of them, Katherine
and Esther, are registered in St. Paul’s Parish as marrying “negroes.”87 Since it was
illegal at the time for a white person to legally register to marry a black person, it is likely
that both Katherine and Esther had darker skin tones and could not pass as white.
Molly’s fourth daughter, Jemima, married a man named Hendon (or Henden); again
record of this marriage has not been found, though their son, a man named John Hendon,
claimed he was raised by his grandmother, Molly Welsh, after his mother’s early death.
Hendon was still living when one Banneker biographer, Martha E. Tyson, interviewed
him in 1836 and it is he who commented that Molly Welsh was “not only a white woman,
but had a remarkably fair complexion.”88 Molly also had a hand in helping to raise
Benjamin Banneker—the name Bannaky had become Christianized by 1836—whom
some scholars assert was the eldest child and only son of Mary and Robert Bannaky,
though even this placement of Banneker within the family order is in question.89 This
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would indicated that Molly (if oral traditions are correct in asserting that she was born
around 1666) lived into her seventies, maybe even longer, though other than suggesting
that Molly taught Benjamin Banneker to read and was responsible for sending him to
school, Molly disappears from the narrative relatively early on in Banneker’s life.
Interestingly, considering he had become such an important public figure by the
end of his life, Banneker is not known to have mentioned or recorded his family history.
In 1763, Banneker wrote three things in his newly purchased quarto edition of the Bible:
“I bought this book of Honora Buchanan the 4th day of January 1763. B.B.,” and the
following;
Benjamin Banneker was born November the 9th, the year of the Lord God, 1731,
and Robert Banneker departed this life July the 10th, 1759.90

Benjamin Banneker appeared to his contemporaries to be a black man. He claimed his
writings his African father and African grandfather, but still nothing of the maternal side
of his family. He recorded the date of his father’s death in his Bible, but made no record
of his grandmother’s death or even the death of his own mother, Mary Banneker.
Furthermore, Martha Tyson described Mary Banneker as having a “bright mulatto
complexion” and “an abundant suit of strait black hair,” suggesting that she was the
offspring of a bi-racial union.91 Notably Banneker is never known to have mentioned
that he had a white grandmother. He never alluded to, at least in print or surviving
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manuscript sources, his bi-racial background (although at the time he was alive being
three-quarters black was considered black).
Not surprisingly, Banneker was a strong anti-slavery advocate. He included antislavery commentaries in each of his five Almanacks published in the 1790s. He wrote to
Thomas Jefferson arguing for the equal treatment of Africans who were judged (and
treated disparagingly) not by what they could do but by the color of their skin. In many
ways Banneker’s absolute silence on the issue of his grandmother and even his mother
provides some evidence for the veracity of this popularly accepted oral tradition.
Banneker clearly discounted his maternal side of the family. He did not write a short
account of his life nor find it necessary to record other events in his Bible. Even the
family burial ground remained cloaked in mystery; certainly known to the family, it was
not known to outsiders. The only public comment Banneker made suggesting his
ancestral background, and which makes no mention of his supposed European blood,
appeared in a letter he wrote to Thomas Jefferson in 1791, in which he disclosed, “I
freely and cheerfully acknowledge that I am of the African race: and, in that color which
is natural to them, of the deepest dye.”92
Much that has been written about Molly Welsh rests on evidence provided by oral
traditions gathered by Martha Tyson in 1836. If we believe what has been written about
her, it is likely that Molly Welsh came to Maryland with nothing but her name. If it is
true that she arrived as a convicted felon accused of stealing, a crime she may not have
committed, her services would have been sold to the highest bidder upon her arrival in
Maryland. For four to seven years control of her life would not have been her own. Yet,
as various narratives suggest, the character of Molly Welsh possessed her own physical
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and inner strength, which allowed her to survive her servitude and successfully farm
tobacco afterward. Was it possible for a woman in rural seventeenth-century Maryland to
earn enough money to acquire slaves? Could she have fallen in love with one of them, a
man it was said she manumitted and married, a man who claimed he was the son of an
African king? Did Molly, after Bannka’s early death, manage to raise her four daughters
alone, each of whom survived into adulthood and married? To each of these questions
we can only answer, perhaps.
If the story of Molly Welsh is to be believed, it can be said that along her life’s
journey, Molly crossed many boundaries. She sailed across the Atlantic, acquired slaves
and property, something white women in seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century
Maryland could not do unless they were widowed or single. She chose her life partner,
an African slave with whom she lived in defiance of Maryland law. Though she was a
poor farmer struggling for daily survival, Molly took the time to teach her grandson to
read. But are these simply stories? It is possible that we may never know, though a
closer examination of various narratives will, perhaps, bring us closer to the truth.
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CHAPTER II
“OF THE DEEPEST DYE”: EARLY NARRATIVES

The truth about Molly Welsh haunts the biographies of Banneker though the
earliest of these contain no specific mention of her by name. These early works suggest
that Banneker possessed no European ancestry at all. Rather, the authors of these first
“histories” of Banneker, ranging from letters and poems to speeches and local historical
society publications, suggest emphatically that he was descended from Africans on both
sides of his family. Because these works were published between 1791 and 1845, while
Banneker was alive or while people who had some memory of him were yet living, they
offer interesting insights into biographical bias, both from the point of view of the author
and of the audience to whom these works were addressed. Except for Banneker himself,
each of these early authors were white middle and upper-middle class men and women
concerned with social justice, and in particular with the abolition of slavery.
“History is an invention,” Alessandro Portelli has observed, “which reality
supplies with raw materials. It is not, however, an arbitrary invention, and the interest it
arouses is rooted in the interests of the teller.”93 Perhaps the earliest narratives deemed
information about his mixed-race ancestry too volatile for the white audiences they were
addressing. Perhaps they assumed that local audiences, to whom most of these early
works were addressed, already knew Banneker’s familial background. Perhaps Molly’s
being white was simply not to be discussed publicly, although it is likely that such
information was acknowledged privately. The word “miscegenation” wasn’t even coined
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until 1863, almost a decade after Molly Welsh was introduced by both name and race by
Martha Tyson.94 Thus biography should be looked at not as invention, but rather as a
narrative controlled by the author.
In spite of everything that Molly Welsh accomplished, stories of her would not
exist if her grandson, Benjamin Banneker, had not become famous. Yet for the first fifty
years of Banneker narratives, Molly, not surprisingly, remains outside of Banneker’s
story. It was enough for an eighteenth-century African American of considerable talent
to get his story told, let alone the story of a poor white woman who arrived on the shores
of Maryland a penniless servant. While Molly’s story is told “off-stage” as it were, we
may begin to notice the shadows of her story if we look closely at what was written about
Banneker, and at what point Molly becomes an important character in the telling of his
story.

***

The earliest Banneker narratives fall into two categories, promotional and heroic.
Both types of narratives were intended to sway an audience to promote anti-slavery or to
use Banneker not as a person, but as an example of black genius. Certainly the time
period and social context in which these Banneker narratives appeared, and the audience
to whom each was addressed, is critical in understanding how and why each was written,
as well as what each author chose to include or exclude from the narrative. These very
early narratives—by Benjamin Banneker (1791), James McHenry (1791), Susannah
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Mason (1795), and John H. B. Latrobe (1845)—each use Banneker as an example of the
level of excellence African Americans might accomplish outside the bounds of slavery.
It is not surprising that the earliest narratives concerning Benjamin Banneker
promote his accomplishments as an African American scientist and mathematician. The
earliest narratives emphasize Banneker’s racial identity while lauding his achievements in
order to challenge the institution of slavery. Banneker’s Almanack, his reputation as a
mathematician and scientist, and even his letter to Thomas Jefferson (1791), published
both in contemporary newspapers and in Banneker’s Almanack, became important
examples of a black man’s potential within abolitionist causes. Even Banneker
promoted himself as an “African,” making no public declaration suggesting that he had
any white ancestry.
These early narratives exaggerated the positive aspects of Banneker’s life, many
of them looking to Banneker’s own writings for evidence of his African ancestry. It is
not the author’s conviction in these early narratives that I question, or their representation
of Banneker’s accomplishments. Rather it is the veracity of their argument about his
racial identity that should be examined. In order to plead their cause, each of these
authors appears to have omitted what did not fit his argument. The first three most
important narratives in this early period were written by Benjamin Banneker , James
McHenry, and John H. B. Latrobe. They each referred to Banneker’s background simply
as “African” thus implying that his grandparents (including Molly Welsh) were black,
with no suggestion of any admixture of European blood.
A brief introduction to the life and accomplishments of Banneker seems an
appropriate place to begin in order to place him within the context of his times and
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eventually pick up the complicated and very thin narrative thread of his grandmother,
Molly. Benjamin Banneker was born in November 1731. His parents were Robert
Bannka (whose name was later changed or Christianized to Banneker), an African whom
scholars believe was imported to Maryland as a slave from Guinea, and Mary Bannaky,
Molly Welsh’s daughter.95
Narratives consistently place Benjamin Banneker as the oldest child in the family,
though at least one scholar has found that it was likely that Banneker was in fact the third
child in the family, following a brother Henry (1728), and a sister Molly (ca. 1730).96
Though the family was already possessed of twenty-five acres called Stout Farm, Robert
Banneker purchased one hundred acres of land for seventeen thousand pounds of
tobacco, ten miles from Baltimore in a village of thirty houses, when Benjamin was just
six years old. As the oldest male child, Benjamin Banneker’s name was recorded on the
deed so that if his father died, Banneker would inherit the property seamlessly without
legal question.97 Robert Banneker died when Benjamin was twenty-eight, and it is
assumed (since little is known about his supposed older siblings Henry and Molly) that he
took over the care of the family farm from that date on.
As two historians have written, “[t]he free Bannekers were an unusual family in
Baltimore County, where fifteen years later there were, roughly, only two hundred free
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blacks in a population of four thousand slaves and thirty thousand whites.”98 Indeed,
simply by appearances, the Banneker clan may have seemed an “unusual” group if some
of these stories are true; Molly Welsh, if we imagine her to be the English dairymaid
with her pale skin married to Bannka, the Senegambian slave with extremely dark skin,
working together on their tobacco farm at the outskirts of society, may have seemed to
outsiders, an odd couple.99 Banneker’s own parents may have also been fair (his mother)
and dark (his father). Robert Banneker was probably also a very dark-skinned man from
Guinea, and Mary, his mother, was said to have an “imposing” appearance, “her
complexion a pale copper color, similar to that of the fairest Indian tribes, and she had an
ample growth of long black hair, which never became gray.”100 These decriptions were
likely gathered from John Hendon, Banneker’s cousin, and other friends and family
members who knew Banneker during Martha Tyson’s 1836 interviews. Since Bannka
died early, Molly was left to raise and support her growing daughters. Certainly a
farming family run by females, comprised of females, each of different skin tones, living
in such a difficult wilderness was an anomaly in early eighteenth-century Maryland.
This alone could have made the Bannekers appear “unusual.”
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When he was in his forties, an important change occurred in Banneker’s life.
Two men, the Ellicott brothers, moved to the area and built a complex of grist mills.
Banneker became especially good friends with George Ellicott, almost thirty years his
junior. It was George Ellicott who introduced Banneker to astronomy, and when
Banneker was in his sixties, he published a series of six almanacs. Calculating these
almanacs was a remarkable feat of its own. Almanacs contained essential information for
farmers and were often the only literary necessity in households where the Bible and
newspapers were luxuries. Almanacs provided readers with practical data including
astronomical, meteorological, medical, and agricultural as well as proverbs, poems and
amusements. While Banneker’s Almanack provided traditional information to his
readers, he also used his publications to argue for the abolition of slavery. Committed to
the cause of abolition, this free black man, this self-taught scientist launched a ‘bold
polemic aimed at those who denied equal intellectual and Humanity in black and
white.”101
Banneker first created an almanac for the year 1791 and shared his work with his
friend George Ellicott, the man from whom Banneker is believed to have borrowed the
pedestal telescope for making his measurements of the stars.102 Banneker decided on his
own to send off his Almanack for publication in 1791 to the Baltimore printer John
Hayes. When Hayes did not respond in a timely manner, the frustrated Banneker sent his
Almanack to publishers in Philadelphia. Yet again, he did not succeed in finding a
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willing publisher. Too late to search for a third publisher for his calculations to have any
meaning, frustrated but undaunted, Banneker recalculated his ephemeris for 1792. In an
effort to get his Almanack published, Banneker appealed to Dr. James McHenry, a wellknown citizen in late eighteenth-century Maryland. McHenry was a patriot, soldier and
statesman who had served as a surgeon in the Revolutionary War. He served two terms
as a member of the State Senate, was a member of the Constitutional Conventional in
Philadelphia in 1786, and served as Secretary of War under George Washington and John
Adams.103 A man with such credentials would certainly have provided a much humbler
man, a free African American, with strong credibility and even marketability. The
publishers of Banneker’s Almanack seemed to understand both of these things and
included McHenry’s letter in the first two editions of Banneker’s almanacs.104
Banneker actively sought a letter of recommendation from McHenry, “one of
Maryland’s most distinguished citizens.” He knew that this was one way to get his work
noticed. The idea of obtaining a white “patron” to sponsor a gifted black “artist” was not
unknown among black Americans in the late eighteenth century. Phyllis Wheatley
(1753-1784), the first published African American poet, also had a white patron. Though
the two never formally met, Selina Hasting, the Countess of Huntingdon, was so
impressed by Wheatley’s poems that she helped Wheatley publish a book of her poetry in
1773.105 McHenry’s letter of introduction to Goddard and Angell, potential publishers of
Banneker’s Almanack, succeeded in gaining publication for Banneker’s first Almanack,
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which eventually appeared in print in 1792. McHenry’s letter also appeared in
newspapers as early as 1791. The success of this letter in providing Banneker with solid
credibility and potentially with increased sales of his book, may have resulted in
McHenry’s letter being reprinted in Banneker’s 1792 and 1793 Almanacks as well.106
McHenry’s August 1791 letter of introduction read (italics are as original):
Benjamin Banneker, a free negro, has calculated an almanac, for the ensuing year
1792, which being desirous to dispose of, to the best advantage, he has requested
me to aid his application to you for that purpose. Having fully satisfied myself,
with respect to his title to this kind of authorship, if you can agree with him for
the price of his work, I may venture to assure you, it will do you credit, as editors,
while it will afford you the opportunity to encourage talents that have thus far
surmounted the most discouraging circumstances and prejudices. This man is
about fifty-nine years of age; he was born in Baltimore County; his father was an
African, and his mother the offspring of African parents. His father and mother
having obtained their freedom were enabled to send him to school, where he
learned, when a boy, reading, writing, and arithmetic, as far as the double
position. They left him, at their deaths, a few acres of land, upon which he has
supported himself ever since, by means of economy and constant labor, and
preserved a fair reputation…I consider this negro as fresh proof that the powers of
the mind are disconnected with the colour of the skin, or, in other words, a
striking contradiction to Mr. Hume’s doctrine, that, ‘the negroes are naturally
inferior to whites, and unsusceptible of attainments in arts and science.’107

The language McHenry used seems straightforward as a letter of recommendation.
McHenry claimed Banneker “has requested me to aid his application” to sell his almanac
to the publishers. He asked that the publishers consider a fair sum to pay Banneker and
that he is “satisfied” with Banneker’s authorship of the work in question. The purpose of
McHenry’s narrative was not to focus on Banneker’s background so much as to relate
Banneker’s worthiness as a scientist and his accomplishments regardless of his skin
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color—perhaps the darker the better to make his case that those of African descent are
not “naturally inferior to whites.”
Yet McHenry does provide a limited and relatively indirect reference to
Banneker’s background. He makes no specific mention of Molly and in fact writes that
Banneker’s “father was an African, and his mother the offspring of African parents.”
Perhaps as a resident of Baltimore, and a man who had satisfied himself with discovering
that Banneker’s work was authentic, McHenry would have had access to Banneker in
questioning his ancestry. But it is equally likely that had Banneker’s grandparents’
mixed-race marriage been controversial, he might have concealed this from McHenry.
The disclosure of Banneker’s ancestry was not the ultimate purpose of this letter. Getting
a publisher for Banneker’s Almanack was. Even if McHenry were cognizant of any
European ancestry, it is obvious that he was lauding only Banneker’s African blood.
McHenry’s conclusion argued, “I consider this negro as fresh proof that the powers of the
mind are disconnected with the colour of the skin” and he offered Banneker as proof that
those of African descent were just as capable of great achievements as those of European
descent.108 McHenry, like Banneker, wrote for a white audience and used his language
accordingly. The publishers, Goddard and Angell, were white men, and it is likely that
the majority of purchasers of Banneker’s Almanack, those who could afford such
luxuries, were also white men.
Interestingly, McHenry’s comment addressed one of the challenges Banneker
faced during the end of his lifetime—being idealized as a representative for the potential
108
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that African Americans could reach, rather than being appreciated as a man with a
particular genius. Both McHenry and Banneker argued that skin color had little to do
with one’s intelligence and ability to accomplish great things.109 One of the reasons why
McHenry’s letter is so important in the Banneker narrative is not just that it is one of the
first to appear, but that it was published while Banneker was alive (he died in 1806). Had
McHenry’s narrative contained any information that was truly erroneous, it is possible, or
even likely considering his public argument with Jefferson, that Banneker could have
disputed the information. And finally, since Banneker appealed to McHenry for this
recommendation, it is likely he provided biographical information directly to McHenry
for his narrative, purposefully excluding anything from his past that would not help his
clear desire for African-American equality, let alone freedom.
At the same time his Almanack was accepted for publication in 1791, Banneker
wrote a letter to Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary of State. Jefferson’s Notes on the State
of Virginia had been printed in Philadelphia in 1788 and it is to be expected that this book
was not only known to Banneker, but offended him deeply. While most of Jefferson’s
book described the physical terrain of the state, one section was devoted to Jefferson's
observations and prejudices about the character, intelligence, and physical attributes of
blacks.110 I would argue that Banneker was highly aware of what he was attempting to
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do in writing to Jefferson, a highly public figure whose thoughts on both slavery and the
intelligence of those of African descent were well known:
SIR—I am fully sensible of the greatness of that freedom which I take on the
present occasion; a liberty, which seemed to me scarcely allowable, when I
reflected on that distinguished and honorable station in which you stand; and, the
almost general prejudice and prepossession which is prevalent in the world,
against those of my complexion. I suppose it is a truth too well attested to you to
need a proof here, that we are a race of being who have long labored under the
abuse and censure of the world, that we have long been considered rather brutish,
than as human, and scarcely capable of mental endowments…Sir, I freely and
cheerfully acknowledge that I am of the African race; and, in that color which is
natural to them, of the deepest dye; and it is under a sense of the most profound
gratitude to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe, that I now confess to you that I
am not under that state of tyrannical thralldom and inhuman captivity to which
too many of my brethren are doomed; but that I have abundantly tasted of the
fruition of those blessings, which proceed from that free and unequalled liberty
with which you are favored, and which I hope you will willingly allow you have
received from the immediate Hand of that Being from whom proceedeth ‘every
good and perfect gift.’111

Clearly alluding to Jefferson’s own language with words like freedom, liberty, prejudice
and tyrannical thralldom, Banneker appealed to Jefferson that slavery was not only
unjust, it was based on a false belief that his own “race” was considered “brutish.”
Clearly Banneker could not understand how someone who had written the words “all
men are created equal” could actually believe that all men should not, in fact, be treated
equally or that (as Jefferson must have seen) all men were not treated equally.112 That
Banneker was privileged enough to enjoy freedom, in spite of his “complexion,” he
acknowledged, suggesting his own greater opportunity for learning and selfimprovement.
State of Virginia from The Writings of Thomas Jefferson: Volume 2, Query XIV: The administration of
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Yet Banneker also identifies himself in this letter only as a member of the
“African race” writing that he is “in that color which is natural to them, of the deepest
dye” followed here by a footnote in the letter with “My Father was brought here a Slave
from Africa.”113 One scholar argues that “[w]e have been led to believe that, in the midst
of this ambiguity, blacks wanted nothing more than to be white. But even if everything
in the culture around them had been conducive to creating this desire, the impossible
wish itself ran directly counter to the realistic, practical thrust in black consciousness.”114
Banneker did not want to be thought of as white or as even having white relatives. He
simply wanted to be treated equally with whites. As one scholar argued, “[t]he world of
the whites, attractive as it might appear at times, offered little but the certainty of
arbitrary and perpetual enslavement and inequality.” That Banneker chose to emphasize
his paternity and associated only with his father’s people, rather than with his mother’s, is
thus not surprising.
It is interesting that Banneker chose to footnote this important piece of evidence,
reminding Jefferson that his own background was only one generation removed from
slavery. Banneker was in fact telling Jefferson that in spite of his father having been a
slave, he had managed to accomplish great things, even with a minimal education and an
impoverished upbringing. Banneker’s letter focused on “the injustice of the state of
slavery” and “the horrors of its condition,” effectively using his African ancestry to argue
that the color of one’s skin does not determine one’s intelligence or abilities.115 Finally,
it is also interesting to note that Banneker included three extracts on abolition and slavery
113
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issues in his 1793 Almanack. Banneker included extracts from a speech given by
William Pitt on the abolition of the slave trade, from Jefferson’s Notes on the State of
Virginia, and from Wilkinson’s poem, “Appeal to England on Behalf of the Abused
Africans.”
In seventeenth and eighteenth-century America, those persons whose skin was
dark were classified in the greater grouping of darker-skinned peoples, a category that
contained slaves, servants, mulattoes, and free blacks, or in other words people who were
“non-white.” “Americans lumped together both socially and legally,” wrote historian
Winthrop D. Jordan, “all persons with perceptible admixture of Negro ancestry, thus
making social definition without reference to genetic logic.”116 Thus it is understandable
why Banneker would have identified himself as African because his appearance betrayed
his ancestry. Mulattoes, those whose ancestry was of mixed races, became recognized in
legislative rulings by the end of the seventeenth century in the British colonies,
suggesting that bi-racial persons were no longer an anomaly in seventeenth-century
Maryland, since legally mulattoes were now included in a category with slaves and native
people.117 Thus “Negroes Indians & Molottos” essentially become in late seventeenthcentury Maryland residents but not citizens.
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Banneker was deeply entrenched in this resident limbo. Being a free black man
meant he may have been little recognized by the white farmers who lived nearby or by
the African slave community. Banneker needed to make a case for his humanity in a
world that didn’t recognize it, if laws such as this one existed, requiring everyone but
“Negroes Indians & Molottos” to record names and place of residence for any who were
“borne married or buryed” in Maryland. Thus for Banneker to claim full or partial
African ancestry would matter little. Had he included any “white” ancestry in this letter,
some readers, including Jefferson, might have attributed Banneker’s intelligence to his
“European” ancestry rather than with his African ancestry. Banneker chose to emphasize
his African background and dark color in order to provide a more convincing argument
against slavery—Molly Welsh, her allegedly pale skin not evident in Banneker’s own
coloring, would have to wait over fifty years for her story to appear formally in public.
On August 30th, 1791, Jefferson replied to Banneker in a letter containing equally
contrived humility:
SIR—I thank you sincerely for your letter of the 19th instant, and for the almanac
it contained. Nobody wishes more than I do, to see such proofs as you exhibit
that nature has given to our black brethren talents equal to the other colors of men,
and that the appearance of a want of them is owing merely to the degraded
condition of their existence, both in African and America. I can add, with truth,
that nobody wishes more ardently to see a good system commenced for raising
the condition, both of their body and mind, to what it ought to be, as fast as the
imbecility of their present existence, and other circumstances which cannot be
neglected, will admit.
I have taken the liberty of sending your almanac to Monsiuer de
Condorcet, Secretary of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and member of the
Philanthropic Society, because I considered it as a document to which your whole
color had a right, for their justification against the doubts which have been
entertained of them.
I am with great esteem, Sir, your most obedient, humble servant,
THOMAS JEFFERSON118
118
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While Jefferson may have written to Banneker that he accepted his almanac as “proof” of
the abilities of black men, clearly he was not convinced himself. “Nobody wishes more
than I do” he wrote, “to see such proofs as you exhibit that nature have given to our black
brethren talents equal to the other colors of men.” Banneker, though a black man writing
for the cause of freeing other black men and women, was writing to a white audience—
initially in his letter to a private audience in Jefferson, and eventually, with the
publication of his letter and Jefferson’s response, to a much larger and much more public
white audience. Banneker showed uncommon savvy in promoting his cause against
slavery and for equality by timing his letter with the publication of his Almanack. While
Banneker’s pen clearly maneuvered Jefferson into a public debate, it was ultimately
Banneker’s behavior that got this racial exchange onto the streets.
With the publication of his work, and because the very nature of an almanac was
to include poetry and social commentaries unrelated to his charts, Banneker’s Almanack
was the perfect venue for attacking Jefferson publicly. Banneker appealed to George
Ellicott, who in a letter to his friend James Pemberton wrote, “Inclosed is a Coppy of a
Letter which Benjamin Banaker wrote to Thos. Jefferson, Secretary of State which he
wrote himself and desired Me to send to thee it is his wish to have it put into the
Allmanacke if its thought proper or in to the publick papers.”119 Unfortunately, a
misunderstanding delayed the inclusion of Banneker’s letter until the publication of his
1793 Almanack.
It appears that Jefferson never really forgave Banneker for speaking out against
him in so public a manner and was never genuinely convinced. “The whole do not
119
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amount in point of evidence, to what we know ourselves about Banneker,” Jefferson
wrote in 1807 to his friend, American poet and diplomat Joel Barlow (1754-1812), three
years after Banneker died and could no longer engage in a public debate; “We know he
had spherical trigonometry enough to make almanacs, but not without the suspicion of
aid from Ellicott, who was his neighbor and friend, and never missed an opportunity of
puffing him. I have a long letter from Banneker, which shows him to have had a mind of
very common stature indeed…”120
In a conversation with a British diplomat, later published from notes taken by Sir
Augusts John Foster, Jefferson reportedly said that Banneker was “a perfect black, the
son of an African” who had “considerable knowledge in mathematics so as to be able to
solve very difficult problems.” Though Jefferson also commented that “in other respects
he appeared to little advantage, particularly in his letters, he having received several from
him, which were very childish and trivial.”121 Regardless of Jefferson’s intentions, it is
clear that Banneker cleverly engaged in a public battle with Jefferson, well knowing that
he had the opportunity to publish the exchanged letters in order to offer further proof as a
learned black man of science that blacks should be treated equally with whites. And in
returning to our narrative about Molly Welsh, it must be said that, for the moment
anyway, her story was to remain behind the curtain; eighteenth-century Maryland for a
variety of reasons was not quite ready to appreciate her existence.
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During the end of his lifetime, as the previous section shows, Benjamin Banneker
had become a public figure, prone to public exposure and scrutiny. One of the reasons
we know this is because of a poem written by Susannah Mason, a young friend of the
Ellicotts, who visited Banneker in 1796. It was not unusual, it seems, for strangers to
make a pilgrimage to visit the famous African-American astronomer. As one biographer
found, “during this later period of his life, [Banneker] was much taken up with visitors
whom his fame had attracted to his simple home.”122 Mason wrote of her visit,
We found the venerable star-gazer under the wide-spreading pear tree laden with
delicious fruit. He came forward to meet us, and bade us welcome to his lowly
dwelling. It was built of logs, one story in height, and was surrounded by an
orchard. In one corner of the room was a clock of his own construction, which
was a true herald of departing hours. He took down from a shelf a little book,
where-in he registered the names of those by whose visits he felt particularly
honored123

There appears much in this narrative about making Banneker into an old sage, the young
woman who finds the wise man staring up at the skies from beneath heavily laden fruit
trees. That Banneker took out a small book in which Mason was to write her name also
suggests that he was visited by enough people that he wanted to record their names,
perhaps as proof of his public worth, perhaps just to keep the names and faces of his
visitors straight in his old age.
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Upon the occasion of her visit to Banneker at his home, Mason wrote a poem for
the famous African American scientist, which she sent to him a few days later. Mason’s
language and tone portrayed Banneker in a more “heroic” light than either of his two
previous narratives and was later widely circulated in nineteenth-century newspapers by
abolitionists:
Transmitted on the wings of fame,
Thine éclat sounding with thy name,
Well pleased I heard, ere ‘t was my lot,
To see thee in thy humble cot,
That Genius smiled upon they birth,
And application called it forth;
That times and tides thou couldst presage,
And traverse the celestial state,
Where shining orbs their circles run
In swift rotation round the sun.
…Some men, who private walks pursue,
Whom fame ne’er ushered into view,
May run their race, and few observe
To right or left, if they should swerve;
Their blemishes would not appear
Beyond their lines a single year.
But thou, a man exalted high,
Conspicuous in the world’s keen eye,
On record now thy name’s enrolled;
And future ages will be told
There lived a man named BANNEKER,
An African Astronomer!
Thou need’st to have a special care,
Thy conduct with they talent square,
That no contaminating vice
Obscure thy luster in our eyes…
For folly in an orb so bright,
Will strike on each beholder’s sight:
Nay, stand exposed from age to age,
Extant on some historian’s page…124

Mason’s rhymed address was sent to Banneker within a few days of her visit. Mason, a
Quaker and anti-slavery advocate, was also interested in social reform and she may well
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have sent her powm as a warning for the astronomer to watch his behavior in the light of
his adoring, and ever-inquiring public. Banneker’s conduct, she cautioned, must be equal
to his talent. Any outstanding vice would threaten his position as an exalted man.125
While Mason might have written this poem simply as a note of appreciation for being
allowed a visit, and thus initially intended to be read by Banneker himself, it is likely that
she had a much broader audience in mind. Her poem was quickly circulated through
contemporary newspapers, perused and criticized by a wider white population.
No book had been written to instruct Banneker how to cope with his hard-earned,
but new-found, fame. One wonders, since he chose never to marry and died alone,
whether he might have preferred to have remained unnoticed. Mason seemed to remark
on this as well as her adoration and her fear for Banneker in this poem. Mason’s poem,
though it does not mention Molly Welsh or Banneker’s ancestry, does show us that
Banneker was a public figure whose actions and life were scrutinized during the last
decade or more of his life. Any skeletons in his closet could have been rattled free here,
and if Molly Welsh was one of them, surely she would have received some attention.
Unless, of course, having a white granny, if he in fact did, was not as uncommon as we
might imagine and thus, not really worthy of mention.
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Banneker died on October 9, 1806, after taking a long walk around his property.
His obituary was published on November 19, 1806, in the National Intelligencer,
arguably one of the first, if not the first “memoir” of Banneker known (underlines mine):
“On Sunday the 12th, departed this life at his residence in Baltimore county, in the
73rd years of his age, Mr. Benjamin Banneker, a black man, and immediately
descendent of an African father…Mr. Banneker is a prominent instance to prove
that a descendent of Africa is as susceptible of great mental improvement and
deep knowledge into the mysteries of nature as that of any other nation.”126
(emphasis added)

In his obituary, Banneker was described both as a black man and the son of an African
father. No mention was made of Molly Welsh, any European ancestry, or his mulatto
mother. Banneker would have approved.
Subtle changes and patterns began to appear in the Banneker narratives which
emerged in the nineteenth century, beginning with the last of these narratives important to
the early interpretations of Banneker, published almost forty years after his death. While
the three previous narratives were written to call attention to Banneker’s
accomplishments as an important black scientist, John H. B. Latrobe’s 1845 narrative of
Benjamin Banneker was written specifically as a memoir to be read before the Maryland
Historical Society. His account was published, “extensively circulated,” and was called
the “first memorial that had ever been prepared of him.”127 Unlike McHenry’s letter,
published while Banneker was alive, Latrobe’s paper, a “Memoir of Benjamin Banneker,
Read Before the Historical Society of Maryland,” appeared in print thirty-nine years after
Banneker’s death and thus could not have been disputed by Banneker himself. As with
the three previous narratives, the audience to whom Latrobe addressed his narrative was
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white. Moreover, the moment at which Latrobe’s narrative appeared was critical in the
discussion about slavery. The Missouri Compromise had been passed in 1820. A gag
rule was in effect from 1835-1844 which prevented Congress from discussing petitions
for ending slavery and Texas was acquired as a slave state in 1845. Certainly Latrobe
was extremely aware of the language he used in his speech as he presented a sketch of the
life of Benjamin Banneker, a speech he most certainly hoped would convince people to
help fund a project he had thrown himself into heart and soul, the Maryland Colonization
Society.
Latrobe, like James McHenry, was an interesting character. During his life, he
studied engineering at West Point and went to Baltimore to work in a law office. He was
a co-founder and president of the Maryland Historical Society (1844) and was also the
co-founder of the American Bar Association in 1878. He helped organize the Maryland
Institute College of Art in 1851 was a central figure in the African colonization in Liberia
by free blacks from Maryland.128 Banneker was certainly an ideal candidate for Latrobe
to use in arguing the intelligence of African Americans in his speech before Maryland’s
social elite. The moment at which Latrobe presented his talk about Banneker to the
Maryland Historical Society—May 1, 1845—was an important time for the Maryland
Colonization Society’s effort to garner financial support in order to keep sending free
African Americans back to Africa.129 Despite Latrobe’s commitment and fervent efforts
to further the success of the Maryland Colonization Society, Moses Shepard commented
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to fellow Maryland Colonization Society member, Dr. Samuel F. McGill (then living in
Liberia) that “the whites take more interest in them than blacks.”
In light of his personal commitment to the Maryland Colonization Society, it is
not surprising that Latrobe would focus on Banneker’s racial identity while lauding his
scholarly accomplishments in an effort to question the institution of slavery and argue for
the colonization of free blacks in Maryland in Africa. Indeed Latrobe was adamant about
proclaiming that Banneker had absolutely no white blood in him whatsoever. “His father
was a native African” Latrobe wrote, “and his mother the child of natives of Africa; so
that to no admixture of the blood of the white man was he indebted for his peculiar and
extraordinary abilities. His father was a slave when he married; but his wife, who was a
free woman…belonged to a family remarkable for its intelligence.” Latrobe appeared to
draw directly from McHenry’s narrative: “his father was an African” McHenry had
written fifty years earlier, “his mother the offspring of African parents.” Yet Latrobe
took it a step further. In writing that Banneker had an African father and that “his mother
[was] the child of natives of Africa” and by directly commenting that “to no admixture of
the blood of the white man was [Banneker] indebted for his peculiar and extraordinary
abilities” Latrobe gave no room for any European ancestors in Banneker’s family tree.
Furthermore, Latrobe stated that Banneker’s intelligence, his genius, was not derived
from any “white” blood but purely from his African ancestry.
Each of these early Banneker narratives by Benjamin Banneker, James McHenry,
Susannah Mason, John H. B. Latrobe contains strong a bias, colored by each author’s
own personal agenda. Banneker, in writing that he was “of the deepest dye” and
commenting on his African ancestry, wished to prove to Thomas Jefferson that African
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Americans of all colors were intelligent and should be treated equally with whites. James
McHenry wrote his letter commenting on Banneker’s black genius in order for
Banneker’s almanac to gain publication, perhaps even making Banneker’s work more
marketable as an exceptional accomplishment by a black man. Susanna Mason wrote her
heroic poem lauding Banneker’s accomplishments and it is the dark color of his skin that
impresses Mason. Her poem is reprinted at the hands of abolitionists during the
nineteenth century.130 Finally, Latrobe argued that Banneker in his speech to the
Maryland Historical Society possessed “no admixture of the blood of the white man” in
order to support his work and efforts in the Maryland Colonization Society.
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CHAPTER III
“A REMARKABLY FAIR COMPLEXION”:
THE EMERGENCE OF MOLLY WELSH

“An able and interesting account of Ben Banneker,” wrote Martha E. Tyson in a
note to herself, “was read before the H. S. [Historical Society] in 1845 by H. B.
Latrobe…In this first memorial that had ever been prepared of him, appeared some
details of his parentage which had then been misrepresented to the author and which were
well known by many of the residents of Baltimore and its surrounding vicinity to be quite
erroneous.”131 Thus began the subtle but important introduction of the white Molly
Welsh to Benjamin Banneker’s story. Tyson’s own work appeared nine years after
Latrobe’s in 1854, as a “Sketch” of the life of Banneker. Tyson is the first person to
publish Molly Welsh’s name, and also to claim that she was not African as others had
suggested, but rather that she was a white Englishwoman.
For over a century and a half since their publication, Tyson’s narrative has been
widely held to be the most dependable source on the life of Benjamin Banneker, partly
because her notes were “connected with his story from aged persons who had known him
well.”132 Martha Ellicott Tyson, a woman whose family founded Ellicott’s Mills (where
Banneker lived) and whose father had known Banneker, claimed that her narrative was
grounded in interviews she conducted in 1836 with several surviving family members
and friends of Banneker.133 She also drew on notes taken by her father of Banneker’s life
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and manuscripts left to her family by Banneker when he died. Unlike Latrobe, whose
organization, the Maryland Colonization Society, could potentially benefit from his
presentation of Banneker as an intelligent African American, Tyson’s narrative works to
support both Banneker’s existing reputation as a man of intelligence and Tyson’s interest
in the anti-slavery cause.
As with Banneker’s previous biographers, Tyson’s own story is worthy of a
biography. Martha Ellicott Tyson was born at Ellicott’s Mills in 1795 and there died in
1873. As a child, Tyson often saw Banneker at the Elkridge Meeting House where her
family worshipped. Tyson described Banneker as having an “ample forehead, white hair,
and reverent deportment, [which] gave him a very venerable appearance, as he leaned on
the long staff (which he always carried with him) in quiet contemplation.”134 She would
have been in her eleventh year when Banneker died in 1806. A wife and mother of
twelve children, Tyson would go on to devote herself to the anti-slavery movement,
support women’s rights and serve as an elected elder of the Little Falls Friends Meeting
(a minister of the Society of Friends). Through her untiring efforts, Tyson also helped to
establish Swarthmore College, the second co-educational college in the United States.
Her family’s involvement with Banneker and her father’s constant support of
Banneker’s work, certainly made her writing his biography a likely choice. Tyson’s
father, George Ellicott, had known Banneker well and it was from him that she inherited
the “few memorials” Banneker left after his death.

As an activist, it is quite likely that

Tyson was very interested in questions of race and color, both of which were important to
the social fabric in which she lived. Besides writing about Banneker, Tyson was the
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author of many other works including a short essay on the settlement of Ellicott’s
Mills.135 Because Tyson grew up where Banneker lived, had met him when she was a
child, interviewed family and friends who had known him and was in possession of the
few papers he left after his death, her narrative, in many ways may be considered the
closest firsthand account ever recorded, though much of her narrative relies on family and
neighborhood tradition rather than written documentation.
Because Banneker was such a close friend of her father’s one cannot help but
wonder how much her father’s impression of Banneker influenced Tyson’s own views.
Also, Tyson grew up in Ellicott’s Mills, Maryland, listening to stories of Banneker and
his family. However, Tyson showed her thoroughness by researching her subject’s life
by conducting interviews with family and friends of Banneker. She used manuscripts
prepared by her father. Tyson also showed her awareness of previous narratives that
focused on only one aspect of Banneker’s racial identity as a means of rallying support
for anti-slavery movements.
Having been given an unfinished manuscript on the life of Banneker that
Susannah Mason had prepared, Tyson began to investigate the validity of certain
statements concerning Banneker’s ancestry. In an undated manuscript of her “Memoir”
Tyson commented:
After Rachel Mason had finished her Memoirs of her mother [Susannah Mason]
in 1836, she wished to prepare a narrative of the life of Benjamin Banneker, in
order that the example of his fine talents, studious habits and ultimate attainments
as an astronomer might be made useful to the people of color here as well as
elsewhere; but aware at the same time that the value of such a work would be
much increased if she could represent him, (according to a concise account which
had appeared in print) as being of strictly African parentage, she was anxious to
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procure proofs to that effect, and by the assistance of her friends made many
inquiries on the subject, and I regret to say without the desired success…136

Mason could not succeed in proving Banneker was “of strictly African parentage” Tyson
knew, because it simply wasn’t provable. Tyson continued:
At the date referred to, Banneker had been dead about 32 years but there still
remained amongst the living a few persons who had been intimately acquainted
with him—but before referring to them I asked my mother’s opinion on the
subject—she had often seem him previous to 1790, a period when he was looked
upon as a very extraordinary man, and had always understood that his mother was
a woman of mulatto complexion, very like an Indian in appearance and
uncommonly intelligent and active.” 137

Tyson’s mother suggested that she speak with John Henden, Banneker’s cousin, in order
to “establish the truth of the statement supporting his origin.” Here is where the first
written account of an oral history recorded on the life of Benjamin Banneker and his
family appears. Henden, Tyson wrote, told her that “he had been raised from a little child
by old Molly Banneker who was his grandmother, and also the grandmother of Benjamin
Banneker; she was a very industrious white woman & native of England, who came to
this country when quite young. The account was confirmed by all the aged persons I
conversed with on the subject who knew anything of the circumstances of the family.”
Hendon’s various descriptions of Molly, that she was “old” when he remembered her and
“quite young” when she came from England, as well as the idea that she was
“industrious” provided Tyson with an engaging narrative. Looking to gather more
evidence supporting Henden’s statements, Tyson “sent for a niece of Banneker named
Harriet Henderson, in order to find if her account of her grandmother would coincide
136
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with John Henden’s statement. She was young at the time of Banneker’s death…[h]er
account of Molly Welsh was similar to that I have given above with a few additional
particulars, respecting the cause of her leaving England.” 138 This last source is
conceivably the source from which Tyson concluded that Molly was a transported felon.
Tyson did not concur with Latrobe’s claim that Banneker was of only African
ancestry. Tyson suggests, giving Latrobe the benefit of the doubt, that certain details had
been “misrepresented” to him concerning Banneker’s parentage. To that effect, Tyson
wrote a letter to Latrobe in 1864; while her letter does not survive Latrobe’s response to
her does. “I stand corrected, now,” Latrobe wrote in his letter to Tyson, “on a point,
which, I could have wished, for the argument, had been otherwise.—But the truth is the
truth: and the capacity of the black color indicated, as us lawyers say, aliunde—I mean,
of the native race without white admixture.”139
The “truth is the truth,” Latrobe admitted to Tyson in this reference to Banneker
having blood other than of African descent. Since Banneker’s coloring indicated nothing
but African ancestry, it had to be as Latrobe suggests, aliunde. The evidence had to come
from elsewhere. In mid-nineteenth-century Maryland, the color of a man’s skin placed
him into certain categories. Indeed, as an article on colonization and abolition published
in The African Repository and Colonial Journal in 1834 commented, “By the laws of the
slaveholding States, any person whose veins contain as much as one quarter of African
blood is technically called a mulatto.”140 In addition, “America offered little opportunity
for blacks to become whites through intermixture. American society, wedded as it was to
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Negro slavery, drew s rigid line which did not exist in Europe.”141 Banneker looked
black, not white, and thus eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Americans associated him
with his black ancestry, rather than his white ancestry. Latrobe does not directly mention
Molly Welsh and her “whiteness,” rather he admitted he wished the story could have
been “otherwise” in order to support his original argument that Banneker had no
“admixture of white blood.” Latrobe does not further argue his point or cite any other
supporting evidence for his argument, suggesting that family tradition supporting Tyson’s
story was greater than mere gossip. It may be that Latrobe had heard rumors of
Banneker’s mixed ancestry in Baltimore but chose not to include them in his narrative
because they did not fit his agenda.
Tyson’s original narrative did not appear under her name, nor did she present it
herself in front of any historical society. On October 5, 1854, J. Saurin Norris read
before the Maryland Historical Society, A Sketch of the Life of Benjamin Banneker; From
Notes Taken in 1836. Norris was an active presenter and member of the Maryland
Historical Society and also happened to be Tyson’s nephew-in-law. Norris told the
Maryland Historical Society that the paper he read “came from a lady, who, from motives
of delicacy, had chosen to withhold her name.”142 He further validated Tyson’s reasons
for writing about Banneker—that she was “an immediate descendant of that branch of the
Ellicott family, of Ellicott’s Mills, from whom Banneker received much assistance in the
prosecution of his studies” and who “became the sole possessor of the few memorials left
of his labors.”143 Norris also claimed that the lady “had a personal recollection of the
subject of her memoir,” and that under the “superintendence and with the assistance of
141
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Mrs. Elizabeth Ellicott (her mother) undertook to use this collected material to write
about Banneker.”144 “Nearly every paper left by Banneker,” Norris told the Society, “is
now in her possession; and this sketch has been prepared with the single object of
preserving a correct and faithful record of the origin, life, habits, appearance, labors and
attainments of one, who, under the peculiar circumstances of his position, was
undoubtedly a very remarkable character.”145
Rather than simply using Banneker’s achievements in mathematics and the
sciences as an example of what African Americans could accomplish, Tyson looked to
develop Banneker as an exceptional but very real person. While previous biographers
emphasized Banneker’s African ancestry, Tyson was the very first biographer to mention
that Banneker was directly descended from a white woman. In fact Tyson devoted
several of the first pages of her narrative to introducing Molly Welsh and the importance
she played in Banneker’s life. Tyson, herself a wife and a mother of twelve, clearly
identified with the Banneker women, women determined to give their family better lives
in spite of the struggle. While the male biographers identified with Banneker’s
accomplishments and his position in society, Tyson identified with the characters in
supporting roles—the mothers, wives, and sisters who make their entrance into her
narrative.
Tyson is the first author to synthesize and publish the assertion that Molly Welsh
was Banneker’s white grandmother. In keeping with the histories of the day, no
documentation was sought or produced. Yet Tyson’s story is one that could appeal to
many people, a quintessential story of the American Dream, whose central character in
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some ways is not Banneker, but Molly Welsh, a young white emigrant from England
arriving on her own in a New Land, a woman with essentially nothing, who needed to sell
her services in order to pay for her passage. In addition to this presentation of Molly as a
woman of profound strength, Tyson’s story is also a story of profound love. If the idea of
a seventeenth-century white woman choosing a black man, and a slave no less, for a
spouse was uncomfortable for some white men, Tyson took on the challenge, attempting
to provide a greater understanding of Banneker as a man, not sprung up as a genius alone,
but a man brought up by a family of women willing to make certain sacrifices in order to
survive and even prosper against the odds.
“MOLLY WELSH,” wrote Tyson, was “a native of England who came to
Maryland, (at that time an English Colony), with a ship load of other immigrants, and to
defray the expenses of her voyage, was sold to a master with whom she served an
apprenticeship of seven years.”146 Ironically, Tyson’s claim that Molly was a white
woman appeared simply as a footnote in the text stating, “[a]ccording to the testimony of
one of her grand-children, she was not only a white woman, but had a remarkably fair
complexion.”147 The introduction of Benjamin Banneker’s grandmother as white to a
white audience was a comment certain to cause comments. While the Maryland
Historical Society, for whom the paper was written, wished to have the fact simply stated,
opinions about slavery were to be omitted.
It is not that Tyson did not have a political agenda, but rather that her particular
sponsor (the Maryland Historical Society) demanded neutrality. In a letter that Brantz
Meyer, a librarian at the Maryland Historical Society, sent to J. Saurin Norris in January
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1854, Meyer wrote most illuminatingly about the subtleties required when introducing
Molly Welsh as a white woman to a white audience:
I think Mrs. Tyson’s amendment of the sentence [that is, the footnote concerning
Molly Welsh’s complexion] not only the best that has been made, but the best that
could be made. My only desire in this matter was to have the fact explicitly stated
that Madame Bannecker [sic] was a white woman. Whether her color is displayed
at the head of the page or its foot, matters very little. The tact of woman, in this,
as in all other matters, has overcome the difficulty. In regard to other alterations I
have only to say that my chief anxiety is to have everything omitted that can in
any way connect our Society with opinions about Slavery or anti-Slavery. We
may develop as many facts as we please about “the institution,” but as you know,
there are so many “carpers and cavilers” about our Society, that I am anxious to
give them no topic for fault finding. You will oblige me very much if you will
explain or show this to Mrs. Tyson, in order that she may understand exactly my
position, and how much I was gratified by the perusal of her lucid and interesting
narrative.148

It appears that Meyer exerted editorial control over what was published by the Maryland
Historical Society. Meyer’s letter illuminates the difficulty of broaching such a difficult
topic as the sexual relations between white women and black men in a mid-nineteenthcentury slave society. That Meyer does not explicitly state in his letter the sentence to
which he is referring is unsurprising, for sexual relations between blacks and whites in
Maryland was still illegal at the time and highly controversial, and was likely the most
controversial statement in Tyson’s narrative.
Ultimately, Meyer was grateful that Tyson managed to state that Molly Welsh
was a white woman with great “tact” by incorporating the information into a footnote
rather than within the main text. Meyer’s letter seems to have moved on to the risks
associated with any more general indictment of slavery itself. Meyer encouraged Norris
to have Tyson exclude anything in her narrative “that can in any way connect our Society
with opinions about Slavery or anti-Slavery.” A certain amount of discretion, according
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to Meyer, was required so as not to cause the Maryland Historical Society problems with
the “carpers and cavilers” who abounded.
Tyson’s introduction of Molly Welsh into Benjamin Banneker’s life appeared in
1854 as follows:
The first member of the family of the subject of our notice, of whom we shall
speak, is his maternal grand-mother, MOLLY WELSH,* a native of England,
who came to Maryland (at that time an English Colony,) with a ship load of other
emigrants, and, to defray the expenses of her voyage, was sold to a master with
whom she served an apprenticeship of seven years.
After her term of service had expired, she bought a small farm, (land having then
merely a nominal value,) and purchased as laborers, two negro slaves, from a
slave ship, which lay in the Chesapeake Bay. They both proved to be valuable
servants. One of them, said to have been the son of a king in Africa, a man of
industry, integrity, fine disposition and dignified manners, she liberated from
slavery and afterwards married. His name was BANNAKER, which she adopted
as her sir-name, and was afterwards called, MOLLY BANNEKER
They had four children…Mary, their oldest…also married a native of Africa; but
of his history, tradition gives no disclosure, except, that he embraced the Christian
religion and was baptized by the name of Robert. On his marriage he took his
wife’s sir-name…
*According to the testimony of one of her grand-children, she was not only a
white woman, but had a remarkably fair complexion. 149

The information for this footnote came from Tyson’s interview with John
Henden, Banneker’s cousin and Molly Welsh’s youngest daughter Jemima’s son, when
he was quite an old man in 1836. The methods of Tyson’s interview with John Henden
and others who knew Benjamin Banneker should be considered even though we have no
way of knowing whether she framed her questions to get at issues of race and color or
whether Henden simply remembered one particular detail about his grandmother, i.e., her
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“remarkably fair” skin. Henden was supplying Tyson with an oral history. As historian
Michael Frisch comments, “oral history creates its own documents, documents that are by
definition explicit dialogues about memory, with the speaker necessarily triangulated
between past experience and present contexts of remembering.”150 We have no way of
knowing if this was all she chose to include in her biography from her interview with
Henden, whether she wrote anything else down, other descriptions, for example, of
Molly’s eye color, her height, or whether she had the marks of branding on her hand,
which was the customary seventeenth-century punishment in England for thieves.151
Tyson’s interview with Henden and other family friends and acquaintances of
Banneker’s is not, perhaps, transparent, but rather should be considered a co-constructed
encounter.152 Historian David Glassberg writes that scholars should consider how
“individual memories of the past are established and confirmed through dialogue with
others. An individual memory is the product of group communication, intimately linked
to a collective memory of the community.”153 Additionally Frisch comments that
“Memory is living history, the remembered past as it exists in the present.”154 In many
ways, because Tyson was part of Banneker’s community, because she may have been in
contact with relatives of Benjamin Banneker in the 1840s, and because she lived in the
150
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same small town where Banneker had lived (and which her family founded), her
accountability to each of these communities may have been higher than other biographers
who wrote from the outside. Ultimately, Tyson’s view was shaped by others in her
community. Likewise, Tyson would have had to judge what she should include in her
narrative by what she suspected her audience already knew, when to be “allusive rather
than precise, or sacrifice fact for evocative force.”155 Why would Tyson complicate
Banneker’s biography with the idea that he was bi-racial if it simply weren’t true?
Clearly Banneker’s father and grandfather were African which would make Banneker
three-quarters African at the least and solid enough support in the discussion for equal
treatment for African Americans.
Norris reminds us in his introduction that Tyson’s motivation in writing her
narrative was her wish to preserve a “correct and faithful record of the origin, life, habits,
appearances, labors and attainments” of Banneker. No apparent reason to embellish the
truth by creating a fictional “white” granny is indicated by the evidence. Presumably
Tyson wanted to tell the truth as she knew it, as she heard it told on the ridge, and as it
was understood to Baltimore residents in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Tyson recognized that Molly Welsh’s white skin simply could not be erased
because it was inconvenient. Instead, Tyson integrated Molly’s white skin with subtlety
into her narrative. Readers could draw their own conclusions as to what “remarkably
fair” meant for an English woman leaving late-seventeenth-century England as an
indentured servant.
“Remarkably fair” is in fact a term loaded with meanings in the nineteenthcentury mid-Atlantic. While we might today jump to the conclusion that a fair person
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worth remarking upon was tow-headed and blue-eyed, this may or may not have been the
case. Was Henden, a very old man in 1836, simply remembering his grandmother’s skin
as “remarkably fair” when compared to the rest of his darker-skinned family members?
Even though Henden would have known Molly Welsh Banneker in her older age when it
is likely that she no longer labored in the fields, could his comment that Molly’s skin was
“fair” reflect his memory of her skin tone compared with that of other tobacco farmers,
where long days working in the sun were required? Finally, does Henden’s description
of Molly offer any understanding of the meaning of “fair,” even “remarkably fair” in
early nineteenth-century Maryland in comparing her, as one might assume was his
original intent, with other white women? David Lowenthal writes, “memory sifts again
what perception had already sifted, leaving us only fragments of the fragments of what
was initially on view.”156 What was it that Henden chose to leave out of his conversation
with Tyson, one wonders, and how did his “sifted” memory alter her narrative of Molly
Welsh?
Henden’s description, or perhaps Tyson’s interpretation of his description,
certainly supports the notion of Molly’s original employment as a dairy maid, which
itself evokes images of milky-white skin. Twenty-first century readers, however, should
be cautioned in assuming that what “fair” meant to dark-skinned Henden might have
significantly different physical and social meanings from what “fair” meant to lightskinned Tyson, and what it might mean for scholars today.
Tyson had also been aware of Latrobe’s version of Banneker’s life and it is his
exclusion of certain truths that Tyson found important to the telling of Banneker’s story
that may have prompted her to write her own version. Indeed she made several
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references to his narrative in her paper even arguing that “those who, having read the
memoir prepared by J. H. B. Latrobe, may be willing to hear what still remains untold of
the history of one, whose peculiar circumstances entitle him to our notice.”157 It is not
difficult to imagine that Tyson saw Banneker having a white grandmother as one of those
“peculiar circumstances” worthy of mentioning in Banneker’s story. Tyson also
suggested in a letter to Latrobe, who failed in his study to mention both Molly Welsh’s
name or her status as a white woman, that the residents of Baltimore had a long-standing
memory of Molly and while she does not directly come out and state that it was Molly’s
position as a white women Baltimore residents remembered, the reference (enforced by
Latrobe’s subsequent response to Tyson) is implied; “In the first memorial that had ever
been prepared of his,” Tyson wrote, “appeared some details of his parentage which had
then been misrepresented to the author and which were well known by many of the
residents of Baltimore and its surrounding vicinity to be quite erroneous.”158 Here is
appears that oral tradition superceded written history as the residents of Baltimore, Tyson
claimed, already knew the facts of Benjamin Banneker’s parentage, and this of the
existence of the white Molly Welsh.
Likely as a mother of twelve children herself, Tyson saw the role of women,
particularly the role of mothers, differently from Banneker’s previous male (or admiring
female) biographers. 159 Tyson chose also to include information that Banneker’s mother,
Mary, had also married a “native of Africa.” Mary, according to Tyson, was
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As quoted in full transcription from private papers gathered by Silvio Bedini. See Bedini, The Life of
Benjamin Banneker, 353.
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There was a tendency in 19th century biographies to attribute the virtues of great men to their mothers.
While Tyson mention Mary Banneker, Benjamin’s mother, it is the grandmother with her adventurous past
who captures Tyson’s imagination.
158
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a very active woman, of bright mulatto complexion and slender person, and had
an abundant suit of strait black hair, which led persons unacquainted with her
origin to suppose she was an Indian. Being much attached to her son, she had
watched over his best interests with prudent care; a care, which we regret to
record, became necessary, from one great weakness that occasionally appeared in
this, in other respects fair character. Inebriety was the ruling vice of the day, and
he had sometimes been the victim of its influence.160 (emphasis original)

Tyson’s description of Banneker’s mother is important in validating her claim that
Banneker’s grandmother was white. Tyson described Mary Banneker as having a “bright
mulatto” complexion and “an abundant suit of strait black hair” that allowed her to pass
as “Indian” to strangers rather than as a black woman, both traits that suggest Mary’s biracial status. Also, Tyson makes note of a mother’s need to protect her child by
suggesting that Banneker had a drinking problem, his “one great weakness…Inebriety
was the ruling vice of the day.” This narrative certainly has a different feel from the
previous accounts of Banneker’s story. Tyson’s acknowledging Banneker’s drinking
habits may appear unbiased, but it may also suggest her own personal dislike, perhaps
even a female disposition, for the habit of drinking and in believing that it took a
woman’s strength, in the form of Banneker’s mother, to get him through this physical
weakness.161
Tyson, although an abolitionist herself, might have also been clever enough to
appreciate her audience’s varied feelings on the matter of interracial relations and thus
may have chosen a subtler approach of introducing a white woman and the concept of
interracial marriage into Banneker’s life merely by footnoting it. It is also interesting to
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Subsequent biographers do not make much of Banneker’s apparent like of drink. One set of historians
commented that Banneker “drank a little too much at times” as part of a longer list of what filled out the
greater part of his life aside from searching the stars. These references refer to both Tyson and Mason
narratives. See Kaplan and Kaplan, The Black Presence in the Era of the American Revolution, 150.
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note that Tyson did not just say that Molly Welsh was a white woman, but that she felt
the need to describe her as a “remarkably fair” white woman. Even as a footnote, this
juxtaposition of the fair English maid with the dark African slave suggests Tyson’s
willingness to introduce uncomfortable conversations in the name of historical accuracy.
Perhaps it was also her way of commenting, again subtly, that relationships between
white women and black men could yield intelligent, creative offspring.
From the time her narrative appeared in the mid-nineteenth century, Tyson’s
account has been the most widely accepted version of Banneker’s story and has been
referred to by some of the most prominent twentieth-century Banneker biographers
including Carter G. Woodson, Shirley Graham and Silvio Bedini. These biographers
never seemed to question Tyson’s presentation of Molly Welsh as a white indentured
servant, regardless of Tyson’s apparent lack of evidence directly relating to Molly.
Perhaps Woodson and Graham, African-Americans themselves, were simply willing to
acknowledge the interracial relationships between blacks and whites.
Something else is interesting to note about Tyson’s narrative. While a significant
number of records—indentures, passenger lists, birth, marriage, and death certificates—
were inconsistently kept, the exchange of land was quite scrupulously recorded. If as
Tyson indicated, Molly was able to purchase land, it is quite likely that a deed would
exist just as deeds have been located for Robert Banneker’s (Benjamin Banneker’s father
and her son-in-law) multiple land purchases. Since no record appears to exist proving
that Molly purchased land, it is quite likely that, if she did run her own farm as Tyson
indicates, that she was a tenant and rented land, which may not have been recorded. The
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idea that she may have rented land rather than owned land may also indicate why no
record exists of her property being willed to her children or grandchildren.
Molly Welsh, whether indentured servant, African slave or mulatto servant, may
have struggled to survive without ever expecting social commentary. Yet as Tyson wrote
in her letter to Latrobe, Banneker’s parentage was “well known by many of the residents
of Baltimore” suggesting that his parentage was worth noting, or in other words was
exceptional. A white indentured servant who married a white farmer, and who may have
even owned slaves, was not out of the ordinary in the Chesapeake region during the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Likewise, a slave or a mulatto servant who
married a slave and bore multiple daughters would have gone unnoticed during that time.
But a white woman, an indentured servant who purchased two slaves, manumitted and
married one of them, and then bore four daughters each of different hues of skin, would
have made the tongues of Baltimore residents wag. While it is not solid evidence
evoking the same confidence in historical narratives that written documents evoke,
Tyson’s comments in this letter and in her first published biographical account of
Banneker (1854) suggest that Banneker’s ancestry was exceptional, well known in oral
traditions to Baltimore residents, and was strongly enough believed at the time of her
writing that she felt she merely needed to correct misstatements, she did not need to
prove their validity in defending her own historical narrative of the first, as she called
him, “Afric-American” man of letters.
Even Latrobe was convinced that Banneker possessed only African blood. When
he was finally challenged on his overreaching statement that Banneker had no
“admixture” of European blood by Martha Tyson, whose family had not only known
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Banneker but had lived in the same small town, and who had herself met him when she
was just a child. Latrobe would, in a letter to Tyson, admit his preference for desiring his
own version of the “truth” about Banneker’s ancestry to be accepted. Yet in the end
Latrobe acknowledged Tyson’s version of the Banneker narrative, that Banneker’s
grandmother was a white woman named Molly Welsh who helped raise him and taught
him to read. Tyson’s version of Banneker’s ancestry must have had more than a kernel
of truth in it, for Latrobe never questioned its veracity. Latrobe ultimately failed to
create Banneker into an absolute emblem of “black genius” and at the same time, his
efforts at making the Maryland Colonization Society a success also met with failure. By
the 1880s, the Maryland Colonization Society was all but disbanded, in part because
many free blacks simply did not want to leave their homes. Latrobe’s version of the
Banneker narrative is just as important in following the cultural and social bias of the
times in which he lived as it is in piecing together the elusive story of Molly Welsh, and
finding when and where she appears.
Whether Tyson discovered Molly Welsh from Banneker’s own writings, her
father’s notes, or John Henden’s testimony in 1836, certainly there no obvious reason for
Tyson to fictionalize Banneker’s origins appears. Appearances mattered a great deal in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Maryland—Banneker’s dark skin color certainly did
not offer proof of his European ancestry. 162 Special interest groups like almanac
publisher Goddard and Angell and Maryland Colonization Society’s president John H. B.
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Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College Edition (New York: Webster’s New World, 1988),
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Latrobe had personal reasons to emphasize the blackness of his skin (and by association
his grandparents’ black skin) to prove that men of African origins could be as clever as
men with white skin. In contrast, Tyson’s narrative offered a number of new challenges
to a society divided by slavery.
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CHAPTER IV
“ACT WELL YOUR PART, THERE ALL HONOR LIES”: THE RECONSTRUCTION
OF MOLLY WELSH’S CHARACTER163

The United States was in many ways a greatly transformed society by the 1880s.
The National Baseball League was founded in 1876 and in 1878 audiences were enjoying
“H. M. S Pinafore,” one of Gilbert and Sullivan’s most popular musicals. In 1879,
Thomas Edison invented the incandescent light and in 1881, the year that President
Garfield was assassinated, segregation was codified in public transportation and the
Tuskeegee Institute, which became the leading vocational training institution for AfricanAmericans, was founded. The Civil Rights Act of 1875 was overturned in 1883, the
same year that Civil Service was established and Sojourner Truth died. In 1884 the
Alaskan Territory was organized, Grover Cleveland was elected president of the Untied
States and fifty-one African Americans were known to have been lynched. By 1890, the
United States Census recorded the black population to be 7,488,676 or 11.9% of the total
U.S. population.164 Though slavery and the Civil War had ended two decades earlier and
some Americans were making strides toward healing and equality, the outcome of the
Civil War and era of Reconstruction for African Americans was far from clear. At this
moment of societal turmoil, thirty years after Martha Tyson’s first Sketch of Benjamin
Banneker’s life was published, a second narrative of the life of Banneker appeared.
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This second Banneker biography was published posthumously and appeared in
1884, eleven years after Tyson’s death at age 78. This biography was edited by her
daughter, Anne. T. Kirk.165 While much of the story remains the same as Tyson’s 1854
edition, a few significant additions occurred concerning the story of Molly Welsh.166
Perhaps most important of these changes was that Molly Welsh not only married her
slave, but that when she arrived in Maryland, it was not as a hopeful dairymaid, but as a
convicted felon.167 While it is still technically Martha Tyson’s biography of Banneker,
as her name appears on the title page, for purposes of this paper, Tyson’s second
narrative will be referred to as Kirk’s biography since it is assumed that Tyson’s daughter
had significant editorial control over what to include in the revised narrative.
Martha Tyson died before she could finish her second biography of Banneker and
Kirk inherited her mother’s work. It is not known why Martha Tyson did not finish her
work and publish it during her own lifetime. Kirk took up the narrative that Tyson left
behind and whether new editorial comments were hers or her mother’s is also not known.
It is interesting to consider the timing of Kirk’s work. Why was this second biography
published eleven years after her mother’s death? Is there anything notable about the 1884
publication date? In 1884, the American Historical Association was founded to establish
professional standards for historians, and while it took several generations for standards
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to be established, certainly a new wind of professional standards was blowing. While
she was an inexperienced author who found discussions with publishers difficult, Kirk’s
work would have had to withstand the rigors of these new standards that included using
primary documents as sources and not simply relying on oral traditions for verification of
her version of events.168
While previous Banneker biographers appear to have significant
accomplishments, little is known about Anne Kirk other than she worked on her mother’s
manuscript of Banneker, had a difficult time rewriting the narrative and negotiating with
publishers. She corresponded with Frederick Douglass, asking for his advice and he
encouraged her that books for and about African Americans would sell. “My own Book
is selling very well,” Douglas wrote to Kirk; “The Story of Bannecker will not encounter
any jealousies. He has been dead too long for that.”169 Tragically, after the manuscript
was finished and submitted to a publisher, Kirk died unexpectedly that same year before
she saw her work published. Bedini posits that her difficulty in finishing the project
during her final years may have been caused by a lengthy illness.170
Kirk’s work provided a more detailed account of Molly Welsh than had her
mother’s, developing her character more fully. But in many ways Kirk displaced Molly
with Banneker’s African grandfather. Descriptions new to this 1884 edition are
underlined:
The ancestry of Benjamin Banneker, the Afric-American astronomer, can
only be traced as far as his grandparents. The first that is known of the name
Banneker is that it was borne by an African prince. He was the son of the king of
his country, who, being captured and brought to America as a slave, was
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purchased by Molly Welsh, an English woman owning a small farm near
Patapsco River, about twelve miles from its mouth.
This Molly Welsh, who was a person of exceedingly fair complexion and
moderate mental powers, had been an involuntary emigrant to America.
When a servant on a cattle-farm in her native land, where milking formed
a part of her duty, she was accused of stealing a bucket of milk, which a cow had
kicked over. For this supposed offence, she was, by the stern laws of her country,
sentenced to transportation, escaping a heavier penalty from the fact that she
could read. On her arrival here she was, as was the custom, sold, to defray the
expenses of the voyage, for a term of seven years, and purchased by a tobacco
planter on Patapsco River.
When her service had expired, land being of merely nominal value at that
period, she was able to purchase the farm mentioned above. Here, needing
assistance in her work, she bought in 1692 two negro men, one being the
“Banneker” of whom we have spoken. The other slave proved an industrious and
valuable servant, while Banneker seemed to show his royal blood by a decided
disinclination for work.
After a few years their owner set them free. The diligent worker had
meanwhile embraced the Christian religion; but the prince remained loyal to the
faith of his ancestors, and retained his African name, being simply called
“Banneker.” He was a man of bright intelligence and fine temper, with a very
agreeable presence, dignified manners, and contemplative habits. He had found
such favor in the eyes of his mistress that, on releasing him from slavery, she
married him.
Banneker died early, leaving his wife with four young children. The
family tradition tells us nothing further of her until she had a daughter grown to
womanhood. Mary, her oldest daughter, married early a native African. He had
been purchased from a slave-ship by a planter living near her mother. His
devotional turn of mind induced him early to become a member of the Church of
England, and he received the name of Robert in baptism, upon which event his
master gave him his freedom.
It was subsequent to his being a free man that he married Mary Banneker
and assumed his wife’s surname.
Robert and Mary Banneker had four children, Benjamin, the Afric-American
astronomer, being the eldest, and the only son…[Benjamin Banneker’s] bright
mind made him a great favorite with his grandmother, who found such pleasure in
imparting to him all her small stock of knowledge in the department of letters.
She much desired he should grow up a religious man, in furtherance of which
view it was her delight to have him read to her from a large Bible which she had
imported from England. 171

Here Kirk introduced several new “facts” to her mother’s previous work, though it is
possible that Tyson’s original “sketch” was not intended to serve as a comprehensive
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biography but rather as an introduction into Banneker’s life and that a longer work,
including new details Kirk incorporates, was evident in her notes. It is also likely that
Kirk was attempting to add more details, more color to Banneker’s story. Saying that she
was a English dairymaid transported to Maryland as a convicted felon certainly was a
colorful story. That is not to say that Kirk’s additions to her mother’s narrative were not
grounded in at least some evidence. Tyson’s comments that Banneker’s niece, Harriet
Henderson’s account added “a few additional particulars, respecting the cause of her
leaving England” may suggest that Harriet Henderson was the source of Molly being a
transported felon. 172
Kirk, using her mother’s notes, previous writings and her own understanding of
the story, asserted that Molly worked on an English “cattle farm” as a milk maid who was
eventually accused of stealing milk. Molly (now “exceedingly fair”), possessed only
“moderate mental powers,” though Kirk wrote that she could read, a statement that would
suggest otherwise. Kirk also introduced the suggestion that Molly was an “involuntary
emigrant to America.” Molly escaped “a heavier penalty” [such as death or
imprisonment] for “stealing milk” and was sentenced to transportation, Kirk again
asserted, because “she could read.” Through her industry (again her own words argue
against Kirk’s contention that Molly had “moderate mental powers”) Molly managed to
finish her servitude, start her own farm, and eventually purchase two slaves to help out.
While Kirk had made a point of describing Molly as having “moderate mental powers,”
she made the point to emphasize the great intelligence of both the elder Banneker
(Bannka) and the younger grandson (Benjamin Banneker). Kirk described Bannka as “a
man of bright intelligence and fine temper” and commented that it was Benjamin
172
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Banneker’s “bright mind” that made him a favorite of his grandmother. Kirk’s revisions
significantly change the character and importance of Molly Welsh and Bannka in
Benjamin Banneker’s narrative.
Kirk in her 1884 work expanded upon her mother’s narrative, giving Molly an
occupation in England (dairy maid), a reason for leaving England (transported convict
accused of “stealing a bucket of milk”), and a sense of how educated she was (she could
read). While it may seem a minor point, Molly’s “remarkably fair complexion” (a
complexion worth remarking upon) was exchanged for an “exceedingly fair complexion”
(a complexion that exceeded other fair complexions). Surprisingly, considering that Kirk
claimed she could read, Molly was now described apologetically as possessing only
“moderate mental powers.” Perhaps Kirk forgot this or the fact that Molly had in fact
“imported from England” a “large Bible” which did not survive among Banneker’s
papers, but from which, Kirk claimed, Molly taught Banneker to read.
Kirk’s descriptions of Molly seem to place her outside of the category of a woman
possessing “moderate mental powers.” Molly was a woman living during a time when
reading, particularly for a person associated with the servant class, and possessing a Bible
(few early eighteenth-century rural households could afford such items), was certainly the
exception rather than the rule.173 Furthermore, evidence would suggest that since Molly
somehow managed to survive her criminal conviction in England and her seven years of
indenture in Maryland, and that she acquired (owned or rented) land that she successfully
farmed, each spoke to her personal ingenuity, courage and fortitude, and contradict
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Tyson’s claim of her possessing only “moderate mental powers.” In addition, that she
managed to avoid punishment for her interracial union with Bannka at a time when laws
severely punished those who chose to defy them. According to one historian,
“[m]ingling of the races in Maryland continued during the eighteenth century, in spite of
all laws against it.” 174 Also, since he died at an early age, Bannka was not the parent
responsible for raising or educating either his children or grandchildren.175 Perhaps
Bannka was intelligent, though no one who had known him was still alive when Tyson
interviewed people in 1836. Thus, Kirk’s new opinions of both Molly’s and Bannka’s
intelligence should be considered nineteenth-century social activist conjecture. However,
her insistence as to the lack of Molly’s intelligence speaks louder to Kirk’s own social
and cultural agenda in raising and maintaining the importance of the African influence in
the Banneker narrative.176
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Information that Molly was a transported convict, a new detail which emerged in
Kirk’s biography of Banneker, appears to have been previously known to the residents of
Baltimore. Evidence of this can be found in a letter written in 1852 by Moses Sheppard,
thirty years before Kirk’s work was published and two years before Tyson’s first original
Sketch of Banneker appeared. Moses Sheppard (1771 - 1857), who had became
interested in Banneker after reading Latrobe’s “memoir,” located Banneker’s manuscript
journal and commonplace book in the Maryland Historical Society’s library and had them
bound in “Russia leather” to make them appear more important. Sheppard also became
intrigued by Banneker’s handwritten transcription of his letter to Jefferson and
Jefferson’s reply into his journal. Sheppard noticed that in recopying his own letter,
Banneker did not copy in the footnote referencing his father’s African origins. Sheppard
was an involved anti-slavery advocate and worked closely with John H. B. Latrobe for
several years. 177
In November 1852, Sheppard wrote a letter to a friend, George M. Justice, in
which he argued that Banneker hid his white ancestry both because he was ashamed of
the fact that his grandmother was a convict and because he wanted to establish his black
identity in order to improve African American rights more universally. As he explained
My investigations have convinced me that Bannaker’s grandmother was a Scotch
woman, he says in his letter to Jefferson that his color is of deepest dye, this must
be understood in reference to those of the same mixture, a friend who lived near
him and knew him well told me his color was “light black” or a dark mulatto,
alieas[sic] a mulatto of “the deepest dye,” strictly a quadroon reveres [sic].
Bannaker had two reasons to keep his mixture out of sight, one was that he was
177
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pleading the cause of the blacks, and he doubtless knew that it would be best to
appear as one of them, and the other that his grandmother was a convict, this
explanation is not designed to detract, as it cannot detract from the merits of the
man, and his being rather intemperate, are circumstances that his biographers
might omit, as his talents are the only question before the public…178

While Sheppard makes certain claims Tyson or Kirk never did, such as locating Molly’s
Scotch origins, this letter is important in understanding the vast amount of oral tradition
concerning Benjamin Banneker and his ancestry that was clearly circulating in
nineteenth-century Maryland.179 Knowing that this letter was in existence before either
Tyson’s or Kirk’s biographies appeared in print confirms the suggestion that “oral
traditions” concerning the Banneker family were widely known before Tyson’s 1854
biography appeared, and that perhaps Kirk (or Tyson herself) chose to incorporate such
pre-circulated stories concerning Molly Welsh into the 1884 Banneker narrative. It is
quite likely that if the convict theory was publicly circulated by the 1850s, that Tyson
knew but consciously omitted the convict piece from her work.
Although it is not known for certain where the additional material in Kirk’s
narratives came from, she had inherited her mother’s papers and subsequently her
grandfather’s papers as well. Because Tyson’s original Banneker biography had been
written with the intention of being presented as a speech, her first work may have been
limited in length. The audience gathered to listen to a biography on Benjamin Banneker
would have expected to know as much as they could about the man, not his ancestors. If
Tyson had to cut from her work, to focus on Banneker, she could easily left out
178
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information concerning his other relations, believing that eventually she would publish a
larger version of her work.
In comparison to Kirk’s 1884 edited biography, Tyson’s original account of
Molly Welsh read:

The first member of the family of the subject of our notice, of whom we shall
speak, is his maternal grand-mother, MOLLY WELSH,* a native of England,
who came to Maryland (at that time an English Colony,) with a ship load of other
emigrants, and, to defray the expenses of her voyage, was sold to a master with
whom she served an apprenticeship of seven years.
After her term of service had expired, she bought a small farm, (land having then
merely a nominal value,) and purchased as laborers, two negro slaves, from a
slave ship, which lay in the Chesapeake Bay. They both proved to be valuable
servants. One of them, said to have been the son of a king in Africa, a man of
industry, integrity, fine disposition and dignified manners, she liberated from
slavery and afterwards married. His name was BANNAKER, which she adopted
as her sir-name, and was afterwards called, MOLLY BANNEKER
They had four children…Mary, their oldest…also married a native of Africa; but
of his history, tradition gives no disclosure, except, that he embraced the Christian
religion and was baptized by the name of Robert. On his marriage he took his
wife’s sir-name…180
*According to the testimony of one of her grand-children, she was not only a
white woman, but had a remarkably fair complexion.

When comparing the two works, it is clear that the first work by Tyson was
literally a “sketch” of Banneker’s life with a focus primarily on him. With the second
work, Kirk wove into the story more about the first Banneker (here assigned the more
Africanized name “Bannka” to avoid confusion between grandfather and grandson). Kirk
places a stronger emphasis on Bannka’s importance in his grandson’s life and diminishes
Molly’s importance by introducing Molly after Bannka, and by commenting on her
180
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limited intelligence. In Tyson’s previous narrative, Molly was “the first member of the
family…of whom we shall speak.” In Kirk’s work, the African grandfather (Bannka)
displaced Molly from her place of prominence as first introduced family member;
instead, Kirk introduced the family narrative by writing “The first that is known of the
name Banneker is that it was borne by an African prince.”181
Bannka, Kirk wrote, was an “African prince…the son of the king of his country”
who was “purchased by Molly Welsh, an English woman owning a small farm near the
Patapsco River, about twelve miles from its mouth.” Further, Kirk claimed that Bannka
“seemed to show his royal blood by a decided disinclination for work” and that he “died
early” leaving Molly with four your daughters to raise on her own. Kirk also described
Bannka as “a man of bright intelligence and fine temper, with a very agreeable presence,
dignified manners, and contemplative habits,” which is similar to how she described his
grandson, Benjamin Banneker, throughout her work. Benjamin Banneker, Kirk wrote,
“presented a most dignified aspect as he leaned in quiet contemplation on a long
staff…[while Banneker’s countenance] had a most benign and thoughtful expression”
and perhaps because phrenology was still important in some nineteenth-century circles
(large forehead suggested greater intelligence), Kirk wrote that Banneker had an
“unusually broad and ample forehead.”182
Throughout this new narrative, Kirk makes a much stronger connection between
the grandfather, Bannka, and the grandson, Benjamin, writing decidedly that
Banneker inherited no trace of the Anglo-Saxon blood of his grandmother, nor did
he possess any of her mental characteristics, her powers of mind having been very
limited. All who had known his grandfather, the African prince, conceded that it
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was from him that the student grandson inherited his fine qualities of the mind
through which the name of Banneker became famous.183

Sadly, Kirk’s new narrative appears to have snagged the narrative thread of Molly as an
important character in her grandson’s life. Perhaps in introducing a white “convict” into
the family mix needed literary balance. In any case, Kirk allowed this version of the
narrative to present the “African prince, who was “disinclined to work,” (though he died
before Benjamin Banneker was born and while his oldest daughter, Mary Banneker, was
a young girl), as the most important intellectual influence in Banneker’s life.

This shift

seemed clearly to be in response to what was happening in America in 1884 and reflected
Kirk’s politics.
Kirk’s comments may also reflect a Victorian belief that offspring inherited their
characteristics from their father. Certainly Tyson’s empowerment of the male African
influence on Banneker should not be disregarded, though we do not have any oral
tradition passed down that specifically relates to Bannka, except that he was the son of an
African king, it is quite possible that the original Bannka was intelligent and resourceful.
However, the absolute exclusion of Molly Welsh (a seventeenth-century woman who
could read) as an important intellectual influence in her grandson’s life is disappointing.
While Kirk does not exclude Molly from her work, Molly is no longer the sole
grandparent mentioned by name, and her role as important figure is greatly diminished.
While preparing her manuscript for publication, Kirk sought advice from
Frederick Douglass. He encouraged her to publish quickly and said that if her book were
“small and not made to cost more than fifty cents per copy, could sell and sell well
among my newly emancipated people…The country needs it today. It will, I believe help
183
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my race immensely both as an incentive and a vindication.”184 Sadly, Kirk died suddenly
after submitting her book for publication in 1884. The responsibility of her work was
passed into the hands of a trustee and was published as a vanity press book for the author.
As such her work was largely unsold and undistributed and remained virtually unknown
to the public.185
Ultimately the reconstruction of Molly Welsh’s character in the hands of Kirk
greatly diminished her respectability and importance in the Banneker family. While
Kirk’s 1884 edited biography retained much of the basic plot of Molly’s life, Kirk added
specific details about Molly which Tyson’s earlier 1854 biography previously lacked. In
addition, Kirk placed Bannka at the forefront of her work as the intelligent member of the
family, while offering Molly up to her audience almost apologetically as being a simpleminded convict.186 Whether Kirk believed that Banneker’s strength came from his
African ancestors and had nothing to do with Molly, or whether as an upper-middle
nineteenth-century white woman she could not imagine any white woman voluntarily
marrying a black man, unless her intelligence was compromised, we do not know.
History is constantly subject to revision. “[H]istorians,” Lowenthal wrote, “always
rewrite the past from the standpoint of the present, in the process rearranging data and
altering conclusions.”187
As the nineteenth century came to a close, Molly Welsh’s place in Banneker’s
narratives had become altered once again. Instead of appearing as the hard-working,
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clever, determined English servant Tyson initially indicated she was in 1854, Molly,
through Tyson’s own revisions or at the hands of her daughter, Anne Kirk, became
characterized as an ignorant white convict. For the next thirty years Molly remained as
Kirk had presented her, an ignorant woman married to the brilliant ex-slave. Her
importance was ignored until scholars in the early twentieth century again located her
story and decided to set her free.
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CHAPTER V
“THE TALE AS IT WAS TOLD FOR A HUNDRED YEARS ON THE RIDGE”:
EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY AFRICAN-AMEICAN SCHOLARS REVITALIZE
MOLLY’S STORY

During the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, Molly Welsh
remained essentially what Tyson and Kirk wrote her to be, a white English dairymaid
transported as a convict to Maryland in the late seventeenth century. The majority of the
Molly Welsh narratives that appeared after Tyson’s second vary little in either detail or
purpose.188 Some shifted her dates around a bit. Some granted Molly more credibility as
a strong and determined character. A few apologetically explained why a white woman
might marry a black man. Some sources argue that she was in fact bi-racial and not
white. Most, but not all, did not challenge the fundamental details of Tyson’s narrative.
Many of the scholarly biographies published in the early twentieth century accept
Tyson’s account that Molly Welsh was white. In 1918, for instance, African-American
activist Henry E. Baker validated Tyson’s narrative in his essay, “Benjamin Banneker,
the Negro Mathematician and Astronomer”:
188
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Between George Ellicott and Benjamin Banneker, Mrs. Tyson says, there existed
‘a special sympathy,’ and she further refers to her father as ‘the warmest friend of
that extraordinary man.’ Her father had many of Banneker’s manuscripts, from
which he intended to compile a biography of his friend, but his unusually busy
commercial life afforded him no leisure in which to carry out this much cherished
plan. Mrs. Tyson’s account, therefore, can be relied upon as coming directly from
those who, personally knowing Banneker, and living in the same community in
frequent contact with him, had preserved accurate data from which to publish a
true record of his life.189 (emphasis mine)

During the same year, Carter Woodson (1875-1950) wrote an article that also supported
Tyson’s claim that a white servant in colonial America such as Molly Welsh could have
“intermingled” with a slave. Woodson, the son of former slaves and the first scholar to
popularize black history, argued in his essay on the miscegenation of blacks and whites
that
The status of the [servant] differed from that of the [slave] in that the former at the
expiration of his term of service could become free whereas the latter was
doomed to servitude for life. In the absence of social distinctions between these
two classes of laborers there arose considerable intermingling growing out of a
community of interests…in the plantations having a considerable sprinkling of the
two, miscegenation usually ensued.190

Woodson misquotes Tyson in a footnote (a nod to Tyson’s inclusion of Molly’s skin
color also in a footnote) writing that “Benjamin Banneker’s mother [Mary Banneker] was
a white woman who married one of her own slaves.” While this further complicates the
Molly Welsh story by identifying Molly Welsh’s daughter as white, it is important to
note that Woodson references Tyson’s 1854 narrative for his proof. While Woodson
does not further Banneker’s story, his acceptance of the bi-racial ancestry of Banneker
serves to support Tyson’s assertion that Molly Welsh (or in this case due to his misquote,
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her daughter Mary Banneker), was a white woman who married an African man. It is
important to note that these two early African-American scholars neither challenged
Tyson’s account nor denied Banneker’s white ancestry. Perhaps they more readily
acknowledged the existence of bi-racial or multi-racial individuals who resulted from the
maelstrom of cultures meeting on the North American shores. If Benjamin Banneker had
a white grandmother in his family tree, it is quite possible that Woodson and Baker did as
well.

***

Another famous African-American scholar and political activist took up Benjamin
Banneker’s story in the 1940s. In 1949, two years before she married the AfricanAmerican social activist W. E. B. DuBois, Shirley Graham (1896-1977) wrote about
Benjamin Banneker’s life in her historical novel, Your Most Humble Servant. As David
Lowenthal notes “[t]he most pellucid pearls of historical narrative are often found in
fiction, long a major component of historical understanding. Many people apprehend the
past through historical novels, from Walter Scott to Jean Plaidy, than through any formal
history.”191 Thus Graham’s historical novel should be considered an important source
that illuminates both Molly Welsh’s and Benjamin Banneker’s lives and how they’ve
been interpreted by subsequent researchers.
Graham, who was herself described as “light-brown skinned,” was, like many of
Banneker’s previous biographers, a person of significant accomplishments. Described as
“a composer, playwright, actress, drummer, biographer, editor, novelist, and political
191
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activist,” Graham, the daughter of a minister in the African American Methodist church,
was born in 1896, and throughout her childhood the family moved frequently. In 1951
when she married W. E. B. Du Bois Graham was already a prominent African-American
activist. She was a prolific writer publishing a number of biographies for adults and
children, particularly on African Americans. These include biographies of Frederick
Douglass (1947), Phillis Wheatley (1950), Booker T. Washington (1955), Paul Robeson
(1971), Dr. George Washington Carver (1973), and W. E. B. Du Bois (1971). Graham
died in China in 1977, undergoing treatment for breast cancer. 192 It seems clear why an
African-American woman writer of biographies would undertake her version of
Benjamin Banneker’s story, though it is interesting that she chose to offer a fictional
narrative rather than a historical biography.
Graham took up Kirk’s narrative of Banneker and recreated the story of
Banneker’s (and thus Molly Welsh Banneker’s) life. Although it must be acknowledged
that her work is historical fiction, Graham attempted to ground her narrative in truth,
writing “[t]his story of Benjamin Banneker has been constructed within the framework of
little-known facts. All dates and main events can be documented. Certain gaps are filled
in with incidents of whose probability I am convinced. These incidents illustrate
character, reveal trends or bring actual facts into juxtaposition so as to emphasize
them.”193 Graham’s claim that her work of fiction is grounded in documented truths
suggests that perhaps her work should be given credibility. Some historians agree with
this position like Lowenthal who believes that “historical novelists also declare intentions
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similar to historians’, striving for verisimilitude to help readers feel and know the
past.”194
While the narrative of a white Molly Welsh marrying a black slave named
“Bannaky” remains essentially the same in Graham’s novel as it was in Tyson’s and
Kirk’s biographies, some important details differ. In placing Molly Welsh in time,
Graham begins her story with an introduction to Molly first “spilling milk” in England in
1698 (rather than in 1683 as Tyson had), “on a cold, gray morning” when “a cow in
Wessex kicked over a pail of milk and the frightened milking maid fell off her stool.”195
Graham, like Tyson, felt that Banneker’s African father was an important figure and she
quickly introduces him as “the first Bannka…the son of a powerful African chief who
wrought dreadful vengeance on the Arab traders who sold his first-born into slavery.”196
It is quite likely that emerging scholarship helped Graham establish the time of Bannka’s
death when Mary, their eldest daughter, is just fourteen (possibly around 1714) though
subsequent scholars refer to Tyson’s 1683 date more frequently.197 Also, perhaps as an
apology to her still-segregated audience, Graham felt responsible for somehow
explaining that “marriages or mating between whites and blacks seemed to have occurred
rather often in early America;” for support she invoked historian Jeffrey R. Brackett’s
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study on early Maryland in which he argued that “the ‘color line’ was not drawn as
sharply in Maryland at first as it was afterwards.”198
Graham’s embellishments, the change in year of Molly’s “crime” to 1698,
identifying Molly’s English home in Wessex, the idea of a mourning father wreaking
“dreadful vengeance” upon Arab slave traders who sold his “first-born” son, were details
neither Tyson nor Kirk included in their biographies.199 Graham’s fresh details may have
been part of the local oral tradition though it is also likely that she employed literary
license in order to made a much more dramatic and engaging narrative. Graham started
Molly’s forage into the wilderness after her indenture in 1707, almost twenty years after
Tyson’s narrative had Molly venturing off on her own (Tyson had Molly leaving her
indenture around 1690). The shifting of these dates makes a significant difference,
affecting the ages at which later generations were born, pushing her daughter Mary’s
birth closer to 1710. Graham’s proposed dates are not inconceivable, though they
suggest Molly and her daughter married and had children at much younger ages. Molly’s
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responsible for both reading the contract and for signing her son-in-law’s name to the
legal document.201
Clearly Graham took historical risks in smoothing out details and in assigning
specific dates and places to this narrative:
“King’s passengers” was what they called convicts sent out from England.
The colonists earnestly protested against their introduction into Maryland since
they did not want their new home utilized as a penal colony. English courts,
however, ignored their wishes and continued to convict offenders to seven or
fourteen years’ bond service in America, according to the magnitude of their
crime. Molly Walsh had been only a bit of a lass when she was convicted. Her
sentence was for seven years. She had lost track of time. She probably served
more than her time. She knew that now she must be all of twenty-three or twentyfour years old!...
Many people who acquired land this was stayed a season and then
wandered off to some other place. That might have happened in Molly’s case had
it not been for Bannaky. Whenever “big Ma-Ma,” as she was called by her
numerous offspring, told stories about him she always mixed him and God, the
king and Job, so that it was difficult for a small boy to distinguish between them.
Indeed, if Big Ma-Ma’s tales were to be taken seriously, such differentiation was
hardly necessary. After he came, trees simply toppled over, walls went up in a
night, fish choked every stream and crops sprang out of the ground! She would
never have accepted the Anglicized spelling of his name. Bannaky was all the
name Benny’s grandfather ever had. He would not let anybody baptize him so he
never did acquire what was known as a Christian name.
The facts in the matter demand some explanation. A lone woman in the
wilderness had to have help to clear land and maintain any kind of a place for
herself. Molly Walsh seems to have made friends with the Indians and for a while
she managed some kind of existence there by the spring. Perhaps she obtained
articles for barter from them. At any rate one day she appeared at a landing near
the mouth of the Patapsco River and bought two slaves. Undoubtedly the
cheapest slaves were bought off the ships. They were often half dead, were
“unbroken,” knew nothing of white men’s ways, as like as not were dangerous,
sometimes proved to be utterly useless.
For a while it appeared that Molly Walsh had made a poor bargain. The
younger of the two Africans, and by far the most likely in appearance, would not
work. He would do nothing. Had he been purchased by a man, by any one of the
plantation owners, the stubborn African would have been beaten—if necessary, to
the death. The woman was faced with a problem. She could not beat him herself
nor did she want to turn him over to a “slave breaker”…
Then she learned from the toiler that Bannaky was the son of a chief and
could do no menial work. It was summertime and very pleasant in the woods.
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The lazy one bathed in the stream, lay in the sunshine and after a while whittled
sticks with a stone. Then one day he brought back a young deer he had killed in
the woods and laid it at her feet. This was the beginning. After Molly Walsh
became his wife Bannaky’s single thought was to make a home for her. For
fifteen years new settlers coming into the valley tried to match the excellence of
Bannaky Springs.
Marriages or mating between whites and blacks seemed to have occurred
rather often in early America…the matter of religion or race may have entered
into slavery, the “color line” was not drawn as sharply in Maryland at first as it
was afterwards…Four Children were born to Molly Walsh and Bannaky. They
seemed to have lived unmolested and in the midst of plenty. The eldest child was
but fourteen years old when Bannaky died…There were many men in the
wilderness of Maryland and few women. The widow could have married again
but she did not. 202

Graham even provided what is the closest to a physical description that Molly
ever receives in any narrative: “Long afterward [Banneker] remembered how she stood—
her soft, white hair blowing about her face, her shoulders squared. For the first time in
his life, he saw how small she really was—standing there in the midst of all those
men.”203 Living on the edge of the wilderness, buying her future spouse from a slave
ship, and teaching her grandson to read, Molly Welsh seemed to take on heroic
characteristics for Graham. Interstingly, Graham grants Molly strength often attributed
to “pioneer” women as well as to African-American matriarchs. She was a white woman,
but she was strong.
The treatment of Banneker’s story under Graham’s pen may seem less authentic
for historians, although Graham does acknowledge this potential fault by claiming to
have grounded her story in truth (even though she embellishes Banneker’s story by
making him fall in love with a slave girl whom he fails to save). Likewise, it does not
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appear to diminish the story for her if some of the original narrative seems to have taken
on a life of its own.
Even though her work was historical fiction, Graham’s book was reviewed in
several scholarly journals soon after it appeared in print. “Miss Graham’s interest in the
drama,” wrote one critic in the Journal of Negro History, “is reflected in her vivid
imagination and the development of scenes in her story. Though some of her scenes are
not historically sound nor based on any documentary evidence, she has woven them into
the story with convincing force and dramatic beauty…Shirley Graham has distinguished
herself as an expert in fictionalized narration of distinguished Negroes…”204 Another
critic commented that “Shirley Graham’s reputation as a biographer has already been
made. This is another product of her creative mind which has made other Negro
Americans live for posterity…The worth of this narrative is also heightened by the
contribution it makes to an increased understanding of the character of the eighteenth and
early nineteenth century period of our country.”205 A third review appeared in the
prestigious William and Mary Quarterly stating “Shirley Graham set out to write the life
stories of Negroes of whom the young people of her race can be proud…From this slim
material, Miss Graham has evolved a full story…Despite what might be called a partisan
interpretation of facts—his interest in pacifism was a natural result of his education by
Quakers, and as there were many good almanac makers, his claim to distinction lies not
in having made an almanac but in being the only Negro who did so—and overtones of
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emotionalism, the book is readable.”206 While most of these critics seemed to laud the
accomplishment of Graham’s novel to be both engaging and useful, the success of Your
Most Humble Servant is significantly reflected in the fact that it went through at least
nine printings up to 1971.
Graham’s epilogue is also worth noting because it references one biographer who
denied everything but Banneker’s African ancestry, John H. B. Latrobe. While her
narrative seems to rely heavily on the work of Kirk and Tyson, Graham recreates in her
epilogue the moment when Latrobe gives his “Memoir of Benjamin Banneker” to the
Maryland Historical Society. “The Historical Society of Maryland was holding its spring
meeting,” Graham writes. She continues:
Dignity and decorum sat in the high-backed chairs of the lofty room.
Some of the gentlemen had brought their ladies for this evening’s session and the
loveliness of their crinolines and ribbons was like bequests of flowers in the
somber shadows.
Then rose Jonathan H. B. Latrobe, Esq. to submit his paper. The ladies
took note of his slender good looks. The poor young man seemed nervous.

Graham then quotes directly from the beginning of Latrobe’s speech, interjecting
only one narrative comment:

“A few words may be necessary to explain why a memoir of a free man of
colour, formerly a resident of Maryland, is deemed of sufficient interest to be
presented to the Historical Society.” The whisper of sound ceased abruptly.
“There are no questions relating to our country of more interest than those
connected with her coloured population; an interest which has been increasing
year after year, until it has acquired its present absorbing character. Time and
space prohibit an inquiry into the causes of this. It is sufficient to state the
fact.”207
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It is curious that Graham chose to include Latrobe to end her story on Banneker since the
majority of her narrative is derived from the Kirk and Tyson biographies. Yet Graham
picked up on Latrobe’s interest in publicly lauding Banneker as an important African
American—a white man living in the pre-Civil War slave-owning south—and allowed
him to speak literally in her story.
Just as Norris claimed that Tyson was motivated to tell the truth when he
introduced her initial Sketch of Banneker’s life to an all-white audience in 1854,
Graham’s narrative, she claimed, was also driven by her desire to tell the truth; “Our
book came into being because many people sincerely wanted to know the truth.”208 But
why “our book?” While Graham owns the story as its author, she did not claim the story
as wholly hers, and included a list of others who helped assist her in writing Banneker’s
story. “[W]e share in the hope that we have gathered oil for the lamp,” Graham wrote,
“have done something toward trimming the wick that men may see a little clearer. We
hope we have placed the name of Benjamin Banneker among those Americans who
helped to make these United Staets the glorious nation of and by and for the people.”209
As Lowenthal writes, “[a]ll accounts of the past tell stories about it, and hence are partly
invented.”210 Even though Graham chose Latrobe to include in her story, and even
though her biography of Banneker’s life may be a fictionalized account, in it Molly’s
character was again viewed with esteem, something her character had lost under Kirk’s
pen. Through Graham, Molly reclaimed her position of importance in the Banneker
family as the white granny who helped raise Benjamin Banneker, a woman who was
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intelligent, strong, “content” and wise.211 While Tyson had introduced Molly Welsh to
audiences in 1854, Shirley Graham was the first author to bring Molly Welsh to life as a
strong-willed, determined, protective individual who cared deeply about her family.
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CHAPTER VI
“TRUE NOBILITY’S CONFIN’D TO NONE”:
MOLLY IN THE LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Molly Welsh makes another important appearance again toward the end of the
twentieth century when Banneker’s story was taken up in 1972 by Silvio Bedini (19172007). For twenty-five years Bedini served as curator at the Smithsonian Institution in
the new Museum of History and Technology, now called the National Museum of
American History, in Washington D.C. His biography of Banneker is thought by many
scholars to be definitive. In addition to carefully piecing together various biographies
that appeared over the centuries, Bedini also gathered together a significant collection of
fifty-two documents both publicly and privately owned that lend veracity to his narrative,
particularly in support of Molly Welsh as a white woman, in essence publishing an edited
collection of documents related to Banneker.
Unlike previous biographers, Bedini’s initial interest was neither in African
American history nor in Benjamin Banneker per se, but in early scientific instruments.
Thus, it was Banneker’s hand-made wooden clock that drew Bedini’s interest to the
African-American scientist, not his work as an astronomer or as an eighteenth-century
social activist. Bedini, like Graham, referred to Tyson’s narrative almost transparently.
Bedini, finding Molly’s character an important part of his Banneker narrative, explained
in great detail Molly’s assumed crime and how convicts were transported as “King’s
passengers.” He placed Molly’s arrival in Maryland, as Tyson had, around 1683 “on an
English vessel that docked at one of the major ports of entry, which may have been
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Providence (later re-named Annapolis) or Londontown. There [Molly] was sold, in
accordance with the custom, to defray the cost of her passage. Purchased by a tobacco
planter with a plantation on the Patapsco River, Molly was required to work seven years
as an indentured servant to pay for the voyage.”212 Bedini informed his readers that
Molly’s name might have been “Welsh” or “Walsh”—each have been used by
biographers—though he claimed the former to be more correct. While he did alter a few
details from Tyson’s narrative, incorporating details found in Graham’s work, such as
locating Molly’s English home in (the imaginary) Wessex, for the most part Bedini stays
true to the basic narrative published by Tyson and Kirk in 1884. In 1998, Bedini revised
his biography both to include a section on the African nature of the first Bannka and to
amend a few details previously unknown.
Bedini’s second narrative offered even a more complete study of seventeenth- and
early-eighteenth-century Maryland. He provided more details concerning servitude,
transportation, life and the landscape along the Patapsco River, and he followed the lives
of other Banneker family members about whom little was previously known. He
claimed, though without documentary evidence, that Molly was “reasonably well treated
by her master, and she made use of her time by learning as much as she could about this
new country, so different from her own. Whether she was a house servant or a plantation
hand is not known, but the latter seems more likely. Finally around 1690, Molly won her
freedom.”213 Bedini called her “a courageous and strong-willed woman” who, in spite of
living on the edge of the Maryland wilderness, never relaxed “her watchfulness and
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awareness of the dangers that might threaten her and hers.”214 Much later in his
narrative, Bedini argued that one reason Banneker might never have married was because
he lived in a very strong matriarchal family. His father died when he was twenty-eight,
leaving him enormous responsibility to take care of the family farm and his aging mother
at a time when he might think of marrying. Banneker’s “grandmother and mother had
shown themselves to be women of considerable presence,” Bedini wrote, “perhaps
dominating, and Banneker seemed to have always lived within the shadow of matriarchal
supervision.”215
Unlike Kirk’s 1884 narrative, Bedini did not discount Molly as a woman with
“moderate mental powers,” but argued that she was a woman whose farm is the center of
family activity and whose “watchfulness” kept harm at bay. Bedini wrote that Molly
took a “considerable risk” in marrying Bannka (or as Tyson and Kirk refer to him,
Banneker), acknowledging that “Maryland laws governing miscegenation were stringent
at that time. The intermarriage of white and black was regarded as a serious problem by
white males (those who made the laws) in several of the British colonies in North
America after the middle of the seventeenth century, and legislation regarding its control
became increasingly strict and was rigidly enforced.”216
A full seventeen pages after he first introduced readers to Molly Welsh, Bedini
introduced the “testimony of one of her grandsons” that mentioned that “Molly Welsh
was not only a white woman, but also had a very fair complexion and blonde hair.”217
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Bedini made some assumptions here not found in previous publications that, while they
may seem obvious to modern readers, must be approached with caution. The grandson in
question, John Henden, whom Bedini quotes as “always being considered a man of strict
integrity,” was recorded by Tyson in her 1854 narrative repeating an 1836 conversation
saying that his grandmother was remarkably fair. But never did Tyson write explicitly of
Molly as a “white woman,” nor did either her narrative nor her daughter’s mention
specifically that she had “blonde hair.”218
Bedini also wrote that the Banneky family combined “the traditions of English
country life which Molly imported to them in stories about her girlhood in England, with
the mystic lore of the African continent, conveyed in the accounts of
Bannka…intermingled with the customs and conditions of the province they lived in.”219
This last comment is particularly interesting as an innovation asserting an oral tradition of
which there seems to be no evidence. Slight tweaking such as this may change the tone
and feel of Molly’s narrative ever so slightly, but over time, such additions provide
important layers of cultural and social meanings historians can look at to understand
historical interpretation and bias injected into a narrative over time. As they accumulate
such changes begin to create a new, false reality.
Bedini also wrote that while Molly might be a fair blonde, “every member of
[Molly’s] family, including children and grandchildren, were of black complexion, some
of the darkest hue.”220 Bedini also assumed that her family had “an unusual heritage.” 221
But what did Bedini believe was so unusual about this particular free black family in
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eighteenth-century Maryland? A rather substantial and convincing study concerning free
African Americans living in colonial Maryland through 1810, published after both
editions of Bedini’s Banneker biographies, argued that the majority of free black families
in Maryland originated in the relations between white women and black men. Thus
Molly Welsh Bannaky’s family was not, as Bedini argued, particularly unusual in
eighteenth-century Maryland, but was, among free black families, more the norm.222
Simply being a free and black in eighteenth-century Maryland was the anomaly.
While Tyson and Kirk had published letters to and from Banneker in their earlier
biographies, Bedini was really the first biographer to do archival research and incorporate
into his study court records mentioning members of Molly Welsh Banneker’s family,
some of which made note of the color of her children’s and grandchildren’s skin.
Although two of Molly Welsh Banneker’s daughters had their marriages recorded, only
one was listed according to the color of her skin in the St. Paul’s Parish Marriage
Registry: “James Boston [or Baslon] to Katherine Banneker, May the 22nd, 1735,
Negroes.” The other simply stated “William Black & Esther Banneker was married
September 22, 1744” and made no mention of the color of their skin.223 Two of Molly’s
daughters—Mary Banneker who married Robert Banneker around 1730, and who was the
mother of Benjamin, and Jemima, who married a man named Henden or Hendon—did
not have their marriages recorded or the records were lost. In 1811, the son of the first
John Henden (or Hendon), the grandson who first describes Molly’s fair skin, applied for
his freedom, along with his daughter Alsey, indicating that their status as free blacks was
questioned.
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The Ellicotts, longtime friends and neighbors of the Bannekers, wrote in support
of the Hendens’ case, “we have known them for more than twenty years, during which
most of the time he has been in our employ, and for several years he and his family have
lived on our land as Tenants—That we have always considered and believed them to be
free persons & the Descendants of the Banneker family.”224 By connecting the Hendens
with the Bannekers, a family known to have been “born free” the Ellicotts hoped to
convince the court that the Hendens were also free. Perhaps simply being connected with
the Bannekers was enough to prove their point. Ultimately, the court recorded that
Henden was “descended from a few men and women of color of the name of
Banneker.”225
Like Graham’s work, Bedini’s biography was reviewed in scholarly journals.
One critic wrote that Bedini’s “book will long remain the standard reference for this
remarkable man not only because it is the first major study of him, but because the
author’s careful research and the more than sixty pages of documents and critical
bibliography he appended.”226 Another critic praised Bedini’s work arguing “[i]n recreating the milieu in which Banneker moved, the author has done a careful, scholarly,
and meticulous job” although this critic also noted that Bedini ignored “rich matter with a
potential for interesting development in Banneker’s immediate antecedents and in his
early life, but the author does not take advantage of the matter to make it come alive.
Banneker’s maternal grandmother was a blond, blue-eyed, milkmaid named Molly Walsh
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who was convicted of stealing milk in Wessex, England, and shipped as a bondswoman
to the Colony of Maryland in 1683.”227 A third critic wrote that”[a]s biography, the book
is again unconvincing. The author admits that he has had to reconstruct early chapters
from research into the times and people of Banneker’s Maryland neighborhood, and that
he had little real evidence to go on. He seems to have support for showing the scientist’s
maternal grandmother as a white woman who married a black, and the rest of his
progenitors as pure African in descent.”228 A fourth critic called Bedini’s work an
“urbane, fascinating, and graceful biography.”229 While clearly not all reviewers raved
about Bedini’s biography, a significant number felt that his work was both scholarly and
well-researched.
While Bedini had introduced Molly as an “Englishwoman” and a “servant or
milkmaid on a cattle farm,” he did not, as Kirk had done, hinge the importance of her
character on the fairness of her skin. It was really her strong-willed character that Bedini
wished to develop. In fact it was not until several pages after he introduced Molly to
readers that he felt the need to describe her as “white.” With a late twentieth-century
sensibility, Bedini provided clues for readers which allowed them to assume that Molly
was white. Perhaps he assumed his readers would have understood Molly to be white
because she was an Englishwoman and an indentured servant.
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Bedini praised Molly as “a courageous and strong-willed woman…evidently very
industrious” who became a “successful farmer.”230 He wrote with admiration of her
difficult choice of being against slavery but needing to purchase slaves in order to
survive. In 1692, Bedini wrote, Molly purchased two slaves “from a ship anchored in the
Bay” and around 1696, she married Banneky “at considerable risk to her own
freedom.”231 In many ways, Bedini created Molly as an archetype of female strength and
determination, a woman who had not been treated with kindness by her own people, and
who made the choice to cross the color barrier and marry an African prince, knowing that
in doing so her family’s freedom might always remain in jeopardy. Under Bedini’s pen,
Molly Welsh, whom he described as a strong white woman who made difficult choices in
order to survive, again gains a place of significance in the Banneker narrative.
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CHAPTER VII
“BUT WHAT ARE COLOURS? DO COMPLEXIONS CHANGE:”232
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY PERSPECTIVES ON MOLLY WELSH

For over two hundred years the life of Benjamin Banneker has been written about,
analyzed, criticized, and mulled over. At the same time, American society has changed.
Slavery was abolished. Women and African Americans gained the right to vote.
Interracial marriage became legalized. Narratives emerged about Banneker and Molly
Welsh that were written by women and African Americans and the world in which each
author lived affected their work. “[M]emory is seldom consciously revised,” David
Lowenthal wrote, “historians deliberately reinterpret the past through the lenses of
subsequent events and ideas. Both history and memory engender new knowledge, but
only history intentionally sets out to do so.”233 The authors who took up Molly’s story in
their discussion of Banneker’s life, as Lowenthal suggested, looked to reinterpret the past
as they imagined it through nineteenth- and twentieth-century lenses. Likewise, scholars
have been interested in interpreting Banneker’s family background, either wishing to
locate his genius in his African ancestry or desiring to include his European ancestry as it
was told in family oral traditions throughout the centuries as a more “honest” telling of
his story. Either way, without Benjamin Banneker, the story of Molly Welsh would have
been long forgotten.
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Because of the lack of written documentation concerning Molly Welsh, it may
never be proven that Molly was a woman who came to Maryland in the seventeenth
century, was a transported convict, served an indenture and managed not only to survive,
but to thrive in Maryland’s wilderness. Yet oral tradition and a smattering of written
evidence suggest that it is possible that a woman named Molly Welsh had an interesting
life. While Martha Tyson first mentioned Molly Welsh in her 1854 narrative, Shirley
Graham wrote of Molly Welsh as a woman who was strong-willed, determined, and
protective of her family. Silvio Bedini writing twenty years later also presented Molly as
a resolute woman dedicated to raising and protecting her family in his biography of
Banneker in 1972 (later revised in 1998). It is likely that both of these authors saw in
Molly Welsh something that would capture the imagination of their readers. Both
authors showed how a woman cast out from society could achieve her version of what
has come to be called the “American Dream.” Perhaps today even more so we search for
heroes whose deeds and accomplishments are unexpected, heart-wrenching, and long
ignored.
In December 2006 genealogist George Ely Russell wrote an article titled “Molly
Welsh: The Alleged Grandmother of Benjamin Banneker,” which appeared in the
National Genealogical Society Quarterly.234 While Molly Welsh had been included in
various Banneker biographies during the past two hundred years, Russell’s was the first
scholarly essay to focus exclusively on Molly Welsh, rather than on her famous
grandson, a comment that perhaps Molly was finally worthy of recognition in her own
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right. Russell makes the strongest argument to date against the tradition that Molly
Welsh was Benamin Banneker’s white grandmother. In fact Russell argued that although
Molly Welsh was indeed a white woman, she was not Banneker’s grandmother, but
rather was his owner.
Russell grounds his argument in written documents (something he argues
previous biographers failed to do), immediately taking issue with the fact that in the past
unsubstantiated oral family traditions were relied upon too heavily. The tone of his essay
was accusatory toward all of Banneker’s previous biographers, but he seemed to take
particular umbrage at Bedini’s account. Russell challenged Bedini’s scholarship with
such statements as “[u]ndaunted by the apparent lack of documentary records,” and
“[r]elying largely upon family traditions and neighborhood stories, supplemented by a
few primary documents…Bedini attempted to discover the Banneker family
background.”235 Russell contended that “[o]rally transmitted family traditions grounded
in fact may be confirmed by contemporary records, but others—mythical, fabulous,
faulty, misaligned, or unreliable—may be refuted by original records.”236
Russell titled his first section “Unreliability of Hearsay Evidence” and states
(albeit justifiably) that Bedini “derived most of his Banneker family history from notes
taken in 1836, thirty years after Benjamin Banneker’s death and 135 years after Molly
Welsh reportedly arrived in Maryland as a transported felon.”237 Russell argued that the
documents he used accurately establish the identity and existence of Molly Welsh.
Russell implied that his documents were more significant than the over fifty primary
documents Bedini incorporated into his work, discounting the fact that Bedini also made
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reference to deeds, marriage records, rent rolls, debt book entries, tax lists, and letters
throughout his biography. Bedini is the only biographer Russell mentioned by name; his
is the only work Russell challenged. Russell claimed (in a footnote) that his essay
“develops evidence of the existence of Molly Welsh and does not seek to extend or
enlarge the genealogy of the Banneker family.”238
Historians are right to question the veracity of oral family traditions that are
unsupported by documentary evidence and which remain (consistently) unchallenged by
scholars. But does Russell’s argument hold up to scrutiny as well? Russell hinged his
argument on written evidence, a form of recorded memory, believing in the power of
written documents to prove the existence of Molly Welsh. Yet even documents used for
evidence can be manipulated by scholars to prove a point, and the manner in which
documents are examined, chosen, and used should be questioned. Documents themselves
can include actual misinterpretation. As Richard White writes in Remembering
Ahanagran, “[t]he document does not necessarily record the truth” but what one person
wrote down at a certain moment in time. “The distinction,” White continues, “is true of
all records. They only record what someone said or saw or remembered.”239 This is
particularly apparent in one of the documents which Russell invokes, a will that has been
altered, its original content changed. Surprisingly, Russell does not question or comment
on the fact that such changes were made.
Russell’s argument is brief, merely nine pages—a significant percentage of which
is spent railing against scholars who rely too heavily on unsubstantiated oral tradition for
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evidence—and is supported by a variety of documents including wills, land records,
deeds, debt books, and inventories. Russell argued that
[f]acts notwithstanding, or even nonexistent, some published authorities persist in
claiming fictitious ancestry for famous people. Claims of a lack of records should
be a red flag that research was done in too narrow a geographic scope. Another
frequent problem is failure to properly weigh the veracity of written versus
hearsay evidence.240

Using documentary evidence in the form of Baltimore County land records, Maryland
State Archives, genealogical data, Maryland Testamentary Proceedings, Saint Anne
Parish Registers, Maryland Land Patents, Prince George’s County Debt books, and
Maryland Provincial Wills among others to support his claim, Russell refuted the validity
of previously accepted “orally transmitted family traditions.” Furthermore, Russell
claimed that biographers like Bedini were “misled” into believing that Molly Welsh
owned a farm near the one-hundred-acre Stout farm (located in Baltimore County) owned
by Banneker’s family, and thus they never bothered to search for records in adjoining
counties.241
Russell’s research into the existence of Molly Welsh led him to look beyond
Baltimore County and to evidence in adjoining Prince George’s County, Maryland,
where he found another woman named Mary Welch. What he found in looking further
field led Russell to believe that this Molly Welsh was indeed a white woman, “a real
person who enjoyed a long life in Maryland,” named Mary [whom he assumes was
nicknamed Molly]. Furthermore he asserted that Molly could not have been Benjamin
Banneker’s grandmother because she was “married, not to a negro slave named
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“Banneky, but to a white plantation owner named John Welsh.”242 But he also was able
to posit connections—though loose ones—to the Banneker family.
According to Russell, a planter named John Welsh bequeathed in his 1748 will
“unto Mary my wife” all of his land, slaves, and stock and directed that his slaves were
“to be set free.”243 Welsh also bequeathed to his mulatto Samuel Molton (Bedini
identified a Samuel “Morten” to be Benjamin Banneker’s brother-in-law having married
his youngest sister, Molly) “all the moveables that will be left after the death of said wife
Mary.” 244 Yet, Russell admitted that in spite of locating a document which may have
relevance in discovering the identity of Molly Welsh, “no inventory, account, or
distribution has been found” to amplify John Welsh’s will.

Russell posited that Mary

Welsh’s will further proved that John Welsh’s will was likely not followed.
In 1752, Russell found, Mary Welsh also made her will (though she lived until
1775). In it she stated that she “set free and discharge my mulatto Samuell Molton,
whome I likewise constitute, make and ordain my only and sole Executor of this my Last
Will and Testament.”245 This is indeed confusing language for if Molton was the
executor he cannot have been a slave as Russell insists he was.246 In spite of her
husband’s request in his 1748 will, it appears that Samuel Molton was not set free
according to John Welsh’s wishes, though it may also be that Molton was a hired hand.
Mary Welsh also wrote in her will, “I also sett free and discharge all my Negroes, that is
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to say my Negroe Solomon and Juday his wife and their children. I also sett free my
Negroes Benjn and Aleck.”247
From closer inspection it appears that Russell may have misinterpreted these
wills. Russell claimed (in a footnote) that on the original document, “[t]wo words after
“free my Negroes” in John Welsh’s will are crossed out and completely obliterated, and
the word “Benjn” was inserted above.”248 Russell asserted that this “Benjn” [no surname
attached] was Benjamin Banneker. Russell also cited a 1758 document recorded at the
request of “Mary Banicker” in Prince George’s County on March 31: “Mary Welsh
received of Mary Banicker a full consideration for a mealato servant called Samuel
Morter, and I therfour have assigned over to the said Mary Banicker, her ears [heirs],
excrs, admnrs, or assigns, forever, the said mealato servant Samuell Morter, this 27 Feb.
1757.”249 The person named Samuel “Morter” might be the Samuel “Molton” mentioned
above; both were identified as mulatto. It appears that the said “Mary Banicker”
purchased a labor contract rather than a person in this exchange. This document, Russell
suggested, demonstrates that the Bannekers and the Welshs not only knew each other but
that they had legal dealings with each other as well.
If we assume Russell’s version of events is correct, then Mary [Molly] Welsh
would have been born around 1700 and lived until 1775, around the same time that Mary
Banneker, Benjamin’s mother died.250 Thus Russell’s Mary Welsh would have been
approximately thirty-one years old when Benjamin was born. Russell offered another
piece of documentary evidence as proof of his claim that Mary Welsh was not related to
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Benjamin Banneker. In December 1773, twenty-five years after her husband’s will
requesting the release of his “Negroes,” Mary Welsh finally brought herself to release
several two years before her death. According to Mary Welsh’s will, she wished to “sett
free and discharge all my Negroes” among whom is “Benjn.”
In December 1773, Mary Welsh, finally making good her husband’s wishes in his
will, released from servitude “Negro Ben, born free, age 43,” among others. Given the
known date of Benjamin Banneker’s birth (1731) the age and date match sufficiently (and
may have been the initial connection drawing Russell to this document as evidence).
How Mary Welsh can “free” someone who was born free is neither explained nor
addressed by Russell, though again it may be possible that this was a labor contract rather
than enslavement.251 Furthermore, Mary Welsh bound herself to “200 pounds sterling to
be paid to Ben.”252 Again, Russell mentions this in support of his claim that Mary Welsh
was not related to Banneker, but he does not address why Mary Welsh would pay “Negro
Ben,” such a large amount of money. Again these are important details to address and by
not doing so, it appears that Russell simply presents selective evidence in order to prove
an existing thesis. Again, there are some curious connections between the two stories.
For example this Ben, “born free,” would have been born around 1730, roughly the same
time that Benjamin Banneker was born (1731). Thus it is understandable why Russell
was eager to associate these two Bens as the same person since both were born free, and
both were roughly the same age and the Banneker family and Welsh family had had at
least one legal dealing. But in failing to address certain issues that arise within evidence
(blotted out name replaced with handwritten “Benjn,” why a free person would be set
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free, why Mary Welsh paid Ben 200 pounds sterling), Russell neither proves that
Benjamin Banneker was owned by Mary Welsh, nor does he succeed in disproving the
narratives that Molly Welsh was Benjamin Banneker’s white grandmother.
Since most of Banneker’s important work (his calculations, the publication of his
Almanacks, his letters to Thomas Jefferson, his participation in surveying Washington
D.C.) did not even begin until he was in his late forties, and much of it when he was in
his sixties and seventies, and since the Ellicott brothers did not move to the area until
1774-1775, it is possible that, as Russell argued, these two men were one in the same.
Yet Bedini has argued (using tax records) that “[d]uring the decade or more after his
father’s death [July 10, 1759], Banneker lived alone with his mother. He was listed as a
taxpayer in St. Paul’s Parish among those parishioners whose ‘taxes as worth 100 pounds
sterling and under 300 pounds sterling’ for the years 1756 through 1762 (records for 1759
are missing) at the rate of twenty shillings annually.”253 If Benjamin Banneker was a free
tax paying parishioner in St. Paul’s Parish in the 1750s and 1760s, could he also have
been a bound servant (or slave) to Mary Welsh in Prince George’s County in the 1770s?
This seems unlikely, but not necessarily impossible as some reversal of fortune might
prompt a person to enter a longstanding labor contract. Further investigation of labor
laws in mid-eighteenth-century Maryland might reveal insights into the likelihood of
such situations.
Russell argued that no record exists that a convict named “Molly Welsh” was
transported to America before 1732: “[o]ne Mary Welch was sentenced in October 1732
in Middlesex and transported to Virginia…Another Mary Welsh was sentenced in
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December 1742 in London and transported on the ship Justitia to America in March
1743.”254 Thus according to Russell, Bedini and other biographers were wrong in
assuming Molly Welsh arrived in Maryland in 1683; Russell seems unaware the record
keepers of transported persons maintained no universal system. Such records which
Russell claims existed therefore had no government agency to track or preserve them.
Also, if what Russell claimed was indeed true, it is surprising that Martha Tyson, whose
father George Ellicott knew Banneker so well, did not mention any stories about
Banneker being a bound servant (or slave) to a woman in a different county. Because of
the small size of the town, and because George Ellicott and Benjamin Banneker were
supposed to be such close friends, it is quite likely that the Ellicotts would have heard
stories of the relationship between Banneker and this other Mary Welsh since he moved
to the area around the time that Mary Welsh’s “Ben” was released from service.
Likewise, Mary Welsh’s will contained the name “Benjn” handwritten on a line
over original words that were completely obliterated. The unclear nature of a source
which alters documents is just what Russell objected to in the works of other biographers
who depended on oral traditions for their narratives. Thus it is ironic that the bulk of his
evidence rests on an altered document with no further evidence of who changed the
document or when the change occurred. Aside from his footnote, Russell made no
further mention of this alteration and asserted that this will proves that Mary Welsh
owned Benjamin Banneker; she was not his grandmother.
In addition, Mary and John Welsh were located in Prince George’s County,
Maryland. While this county is adjoining Baltimore County where the Banneker family
is definitely known to have lived, it would have been too far for daily contact between
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this Mary Welsh and other Banneker family members.255 Russell is therefore suggesting
that until 1773, Banneker lived and worked on a farm in Prince George’s County. Yet,
why would Mary Welsh and her husband actually “own” Benjamin Banneker, if he was
the property owner of a one-hundred acre working farm, documentation for this which is
firm and incontrovertible?256 Russell does not mention the fact that Benjamin Banneker
was not only a free black man, but was in fact a substantial property owner of over one
hundred acres of land. If Banneker needed money he could have sold property as he did
later in life. As the eldest son (scholars generally agree upon this as a fact), whose name
appeared on the deed of purchase, Benjamin Banneker would have inherited the family
farm and would have been occupied with running it.
Russell’s argument is intriguing. He offers a new perspective on the Molly Welsh
story interesting for it brings up many important issues concerning the use of documents
versus oral traditions. Russell indeed has a point. Oral traditions that are supported by
documentary evidence are preferred and vice versa. Yet Russell makes no place for oral
traditions that stand in place of written documents often important for social groups that
often depended on oral traditions rather than written documents like African Americans,
poor families, women, and other minorities. If it was illegal for Molly Welsh, a white
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Englishwoman, to marry Bannka, an African slave (and for a minister to perform the
ceremony), it is highly likely that no record was made of their union. Likewise, if her
children would be punished by thirty-one years bound servitude simply for being the
product of such a union, it is also unlikely that a record was made of their birth. While a
record should exist if Molly Welsh owned property, it may be that no record existed if
she rented property. Oral tradition tells us that Mary Banneker, Benjamin’s mother,
formed a union with an African who went by the name Robert Banneker, whether
common law marriage or otherwise, we do know that Mary and Robert Banneker were
the parents of Benjamin Banneker, and the date of his birth, November 9, 1731.
Documentary evidence tells us that Robert Banneker and his son Benjamin were property
owners of one hundred acres of land and that Benjamin Banneker paid taxes on his land
in the 1750s and 1760s so why would be become a bound servant if he owned property
and had a farm to run?257 This deed confirms the oral tradition captured by Tyson and
undermines Russell’s interpretation of the evidence.
Russell, a genealogist and self-trained historian, appears to have a naïve
understanding of the documentary record. Russell’s essay brings up the idea that
documents can be manipulated in order to support an author’s argument just as oral
“hearsay” evidence can. He argued that researchers should have found particular
documentary evidence to support oral traditions and posits that scholars should have been
able to locate Molly Welsh’s English baptismal records (a record of her birth and
Christening), a record of Molly’s felony conviction (including her arrest, imprisonment,
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indictment, sentencing, reprieve, and transportation from England to Maryland), and
deeds if Molly acquired land. Land sales and the sale of servants or slaves were probably
recorded, but unless the papers of the seller or buyer were deposited in a public archive,
they would not be found. Documents were recorded by in public and in private. Russell
is naively in imagining that significant records such as those he claims should exist of a
seventeenth-century working class woman should be more readily available. Russell’s
dependence on the written record and his interpretation of gaps in the text is just as
problematic as the narratives that he argues rely solely on oral tradition.
Interestingly, Russell’s work brings up the discussion of the use of archives and
how documents can be manipulated in the hands of scholars. Fellow genealogist Paul
Heinegg, the same scholar who argued that “[m]ost free African Americans descended
from white women who had mixed-race children by African American men,” also
consulted a variety of documents similar to those Russell used for his own research on
free African-American families. 258 Heinegg consulted the Maryland State Archives,
1790-1810 census records, tax lists, wills, deeds, free Negro registers, marriage bonds,
parish records among others. Yet Heinegg’s findings do not agree with Russell’s
argument that Molly was not part of the Banneker family, though admittedly, documents
specifically related to her do not seem to have survived. Yet, Heinegg does put forward
that Molly’s daughter, Mary, was the servant of Thomas Harwood “admitted to the
Prince George’s County, Maryland Court that she had a “Malatto” child,” lending some
support to Russell’s case that the Banneker’s had a connection to Prince George’s
County. Heinegg suggests that because of the birth of the mulatto child, “the court bound
Mary for an additional seven years and bound her two-month old son Henry to her master
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until the age of thirty-one.”259 Further documents suggest that in April 1774, Mary,
Robert Banneker’s widow, testified that Benjamin was the true and lawful son of Robert
Banneker, deceased.260
Curiously, documents Heinegg locates add some important and previously
unmentioned deatails as to Banneker’s siblings and the order in which they were born.
Heinegg argues that Benjamin Banneker was not the first child, as most scholars assert
(and until Heinegg was an unchallenged “fact”), but rather that he had an older brother
Henry (born 28 September 1728), and an older sister, Molly (born around 1730).
Heinegg also suggests that Banneker had three younger sisters: Julian (a “crippled”
daughter born around 1733); another sister who married into the Black family, probably
Minta; and a sister, probably a woman named Ursula Banninger, who, like Mary
Banneker, was presented in Prince George’s Court in 1768 (lending more support to
Russell’s Prince George’s County/Banneker connection) for having a “Malatto” child.261
While none of these documents directly relates to Molly Welsh, they appear to support
both the traditional Banneker narrative connecting Molly Welsh (Heinegg also calls
Banneker’s mother Mary Welch) as Banneker’s grandmother. Yet Heinegg’s various
findings in the Prince George’s County archives also seem to offer support to Russell’s
assumptions that the Banneker family was somehow located there.

***
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In his 1794 Almanack, Banneker had written,
There is nothing that is less in our power, and less our own, than our birth.
Therefore of all pretences a man takes hold of, to value and prefer himself to
others, that of his birth appears the most groundless; and the truth is, a man does
seldom insist upon it, but for want of another merit.262

Perhaps this comment by Banneker comes closest to the truth in revealing who he was,
and why he did not want to look backward to where he came from, but forward toward
whom he (and his African American “brethren”) might become. The importance of
Banneker’s ancestry is important to our story for in it is revealed many themes important
to understanding early colonial America. Though various biographers claim that Molly
Welsh was a white dairymaid who was also a transported convict, that she owned slaves
and formed a union with one of them, and that she was a tobacco farmer who was
educated enough to read and teach her grandchildren to read, no written evidence has
been found to prove any of these claims. Rather, central to both Benjamin Banneker’s
and Molly Welsh’s stories, is the idea of how identity can be manipulated in the absence
of documentation.
These biographical accounts by and large appeared years after Benjamin
Banneker’s death. Each differs from the others in both their presentation and their
agenda. James McHenry, who provided the biographical sketch for Banneker’s 1792
Almanac, might well have been describing Banneker as an intelligent black man in order
to promote almanac sales. John Latrobe, whose lecture on Banneker was given in 1845,
spent many years as the president of the Maryland Colonization Society, a group
dedicated to the idea of removing slaves from Maryland and recolonizing them in Africa.
Thus Latrobe’s portrayal of Banneker as having “no admixture of the blood of the white
262
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man was he indebted for his peculiar and extraordinary abilities” is not surprising.
Martha Tyson, whose Quaker family founded the small town of Ellicott’s Mills where
Banneker lived, and who claimed her father was close to Banneker, was also an antislavery advocate. Shirley Graham, whose historical novel revises the role of Molly
Welsh as a strong, intelligent woman, is taken up by Silvio Bedini who also wrote that
“[t]he most important influences upon Benamin’s life were derived from those
individuals who increased his learning. The first of these had been his grandmother,
Molly Welsh.”263
Genealogist George Russell further complicated the Molly Welsh narrative by
claiming that while she was a white woman who lived in Maryland in the eighteenth
century, she was in fact not his grandmother, but was instead his owner. Russell
discounted the oral traditions heavily relied upon by past biographers, but the “written
documents” Russell incorporated into his argument were loosely interpreted and raised
reliability questions of their own. Another genealogist, Paul Heinegg, who argued that
documentary evidence suggested that the majority of free African-American families in
senventeenth-century Maryland were the products of the unions between white women
and African men, thus supporting the traditional narrative of Molly Welsh. I believe that
a significant amount of research will yet need to be conducted before it can be proven
who Molly was, if indeed it can ever be known. Oral traditions suggest certain
characteristics, qualities and activities of Molly Welsh. Documents that exist suggest a
variety of other things, some contradicting the traditional Molly Welsh narrative and
others supporting it. Memory, whether in written documents or in oral tradition, allows
historians to interpret the past but not recreate it.
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Memory, how stories are remembered, is a significant part of this paper. Ideally,
historians prefer to validate oral traditions with written documents, preferably two or
three documentary sources, yet what happens when these documents are simply
unavailable? Likewise, when looking at written sources, historians also prefer to look at
a number of different types of sources for court records alone, or newspapers alone
provide only one side of the story. While oral traditions should be questioned as to their
veracity in the absence of written evidence, it is also important to remember that oral
histories apply a date and a place to memory; we know that in 1836, for example, John
Henden, Benjamin Banneker’s cousin, remembered his grandmother Molly Welsh to
have had “remarkably fair” skin. And since memory is socially constructed, and
memories tend to be confirmed in conversations with others. Perhaps Tyson validated
her childhood memories with notes from her father and interviews she conducted in 1836.
Historians can transform history but, as David Lowenthal writes, history “is
assimilated in ourselves, and resurrected into an ever-changing present.”264 How we see
the past is influenced by where we are in the present. Perhaps there is little irony in the
fact that the remains of the Banneker family lay hidden within the contours of the
landscape in unmarked graves. Just as Molly Welsh’s narrative is hidden within the
narratives of her grandson, so we can imagine, if we look closely, where the bodies of
this unusual but gifted family lie.
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CHAPTER VIII
EPILOGUE

Forty years after Banneker’s death a Reverend from the African Methodist
Church organized a committee to create a monument for Banneker. Reverend Daniel
Alexander Payne tried to find his grave and was taken to the site of the family burial
ground by an “old-timer.” He wrote;
Beneath two tulip-trees, so grown as to seem one, lay the mortal remains of the
black astronomer of Maryland. A few yards to the north-west of the grave was
the site of his house, not a vestige of which could then be seen. It was marked
only by a shallow cavity, at the southeastern end of which stood a tall Lombardy
popular, said to be that which overshadowed the gable end of his house.265

No house was left, no bodies could be found, no material worth of any kind left to be
revered. The only thing left of the Banneker family was words, a few of which Banneker
wrote, the rest, what others chose to write about them. Whispers of the truth would
blow about for a time, generations of family and friends who knew the family would die
off, new generations of admirers would grow, picking and choosing from narratives what
they wished to know, what appealed to their objectives and agendas. While no one may
ultimately know the whole story of who Molly Welsh was, where she came from, what
made her make certain choices, somewhere woven into the narratives of Benjamin
Banneker, the thread of her story is intertwined. Molly Welsh, while an interesting
character in her own right, would have remained forgotten were it not for her grandson,
Benjamin Banneker. It is through Banneker that we come to reconstruct the various
narratives of Molly Welsh, narratives which attempt to understand why a black tobacco
265
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farmer from rural Maryland, a man largely unschooled, should manage to become an
internationally recognized scientist and mathematician, a man who calculated his own
almanacs and who corresponded with a future president of the United States. One man, it
must be further understood, not only advocated abolition, but also was himself a free
African American. We can pick it up, worry it, see where it begins or ends, but we will
probably never begin to understand, or even know for certain, about a certain dairymaid
from England, who may or may not have arrived in Maryland as a convict and who may
or may not have married an African prince.
It is remarkable that Benjamin Banneker continues to be an important figure in
African-American history. As Frederick Douglas indicated in his letter to Anne T. Kirk,
biographies of famous and important African Americans who accomplished a great many
things during their lifetimes could serve as moral exemplar for other African Americans
and for the public at large. And as Shirley Graham wrote in Your Most Humble Servant,
“[t]hough Banneker’s name is ignored by twentieth-century American scholars it would
seem to have lingered in the American mind” and thus interest in his family also
lingers.266 The story of Molly Welsh as an innocent dairymaid, unfairly convicted in
England and transported to Maryland, her apparent struggle as a tobacco farmer, and as a
woman in a bi-racial marriage, ultimately raising four young daughters alone captured the
imagination of several biographers. In spite of the interviews taken by Martha Tyson in
1836, her possession of Banneker’s papers and her family connection with Banneker,
solid evidence proving any of this has yet to be found validating Tyson’s assertions.
Likewise, other early biographers felt the need to demonstrate that Banneker was of
purely African descent, although simply being three-quarters African (as Tyson
266
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introduces in 1854) was certainly considered at the time to be “black enough.” When
“G.H.” wrote in his poem to Banneker, “But what are colours? do complexions change”
(included in Banneker’s 1795 Almanack) I wonder if he would have been surprised by the
nature of Molly Welsh’s changing complexion, or whether G. H. would have understood
“colours” to be a quality equally open to interpretation as well.
Throughout the past two hundred years the story of Molly Welsh has changed
according to who wrote it. It has been suggested that Molly Welsh was Benjamin
Banneker’s white grandmother. She has been labeled a convict, a dairymaid, even
Banneker’s owner. She has been credited for educating Banneker and scorned for her
own ignorance. It is said that she owned slaves, one by whom she had four daughters.
As much as I would like to pin her character to a page, her story remains elusive, her
character, actions, motivations unconfirmed. “Legend or truth,” wrote Graham, “this is
the tale as it was told for a hundred years on the ridge. After a time such tales have their
own way of becoming real.”267
While the true story of Benjamin Banneker’s grandmother may never be known, the rich
and varied narrative of Molly Welsh provides historians with a unique opportunity to
explore how memory constructs history, how social and cultural pressures create
historical bias, and the variety of ways in which archives can be read and manipulated.
Molly Welsh’s story is also inextricably linked with the stories of other seventeenth- and
early eighteenth-century women who came to Maryland. Their lives, their reasons for
leaving England or Scotland, and their terms of indenture shadow Molly’s story, for like
her, most of these women remain undocumented and relatively unknown in the early
formation of colonial America.
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APPENDIX I
CHRONOLOGY OF PRINT CONCERNING THE ANCESTRY OF
BENJAMIN BANNEKER

Of the over 100 published references to Banneker, only five are biographical sketches
based on contemporary sources utilizing information from acquaintances of Banneker
who had known him during his lifetime:
a.
b.
c.
d.

James McHenry (1791)
Susana Mason (1795)
John H. B. Latrobe (1845)
Martha Ellicott Tyson (Tyson wrote two narratives, one published in 1854 and
one edited by her daughter, Anne T. Kirk, and published posthumously in
1884)

Martha Ellicott Tyson’s account, in particular, appears to have influenced the
majority of Banneker biographers throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
While the first four narratives of Banneker suggest that Molly Welsh was black, the
majority of narratives beginning with (and most likely influenced by) Martha E.
Tyson’s 1854 account express a belief that Molly Welsh was a white indentured
servant, a convict forced to leave England at the end of the seventeenth century.
Twenty-first-century accounts of Banneker’s ancestry vary significantly as well, with
Molly Welsh/Walsh appearing in the Banneker narrative as a white indentured
servant to being a bi-racial servant. Perhaps the most extreme view appeared in 2006
in which the author claimed that Molly was actually not Banneker’s grandmother at
all, but rather a white woman who simply owned Benjamin Banneker as her slave.
***
While not claiming to be comprehensive, this study includes the most relevant
sources for gaining an understanding as to who Molly Welsh/Walsh was as seen
through the lens of Benjamin Banneker’s, biographers. **Note: Underlines
throughout the following text are mine and highlight particular references to
Banneker’s ancestry, shedding light on the woman Molly Welsh/Walsh might have
been.
***
1791

Letter from Banneker to Thomas Jefferson (then Secretary of State in
Philadelphia), August 19, 1791:
“Sir—I am fully aware of the greatness if that freedom which I
take on the present occasion; a liberty, which seemed to me scarcely
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allowable, when I reflected on that distinguished and honorable station in
which you stand; and the almost general prejudice and prepossession
which is prevalent in the world, against those of my complexion…
Sir, I freely and cheerfully acknowledge that I am of the African
race; and, in that color which is natural to them, of the deepest dye; and it
is under a sense of the most profound gratitude to the Supreme Ruler of
the Universe, that I now confess to you that I am not under that state of
tyrannical thralldom and inhuman captivity to which too many of my
brethren are doomed; but that I have abundantly tasted of the fruition of
those blessings, which proceed from that free and unequalled liberty with
which you are favored…
And now, Sir, I shall conclude, and subscribe myself with the most
profound respect, Your most obedient, humble servant,
B. Banneker”
1791

Letter of response from Thomas Jefferson to Benjamin Banneker,
August 30, 1791:
“Sir, I thank you sincerely for your letter and the almanac it
contained. Nobody wishes more than I do to see such proofs as you
exhibit that nature has given to out black brethren talents equal to those of
the other colors of men, and that the appearance of the want of them is
owing merely to the degraded condition of their existence in Africa and
America. I can add with truth that no one wishes more ardently to see a
good system commenced for raising the condition of their mind to what it
ought to be, as far as the imbecility of their present existence and other
circumstances which cannot be neglected will admit.
I have the liberty of sending your almanac to Monsieur de
Condorcet, Secretary of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and a member
of the Philanthropic Society, because I consider it a document to which
your whole color have a right for their justification against the doubts
which have been entertained of them.
I am, with great esteem, dear sir, your obedient, &c.
Thos. Jeffereson.
To Mr. B. Banneker”

1791

“Account of Benjamin Banneker, a free Negro,” Universal Assylum, Nov.
1791, pp 300-301. Reprint of the letter from James McHenry to Goddard
and Angell written August 20, 1791 and published in Banneker’s
Almanack for 1792. See entry for 1792.

1791

“Account of a Negro Astronomer. A Letter from Mr. James McHenry to
the Editors of the Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia
Almanack, containing particulars respecting Benjamin Banneker. A free
Negro,” New York Magazine, or Literary Repository, 1791, vol. 2, pp.
557-558. See entry for 1792.
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1792

“A Letter from Mr. James McHenry to Mssrs. Goddard and Angel,
containing particulars reflecting Benjamin Banneker, a free negro,” The
American museum, or, universal magazine, vol. 12, no. 2, (September
1792), pp. 185-187. This is the first published biography of Banneker
which mentions his ancestry. It mentions that his mother was African and
therefore his grandmother (Molly Welsh) must have been African. This
letter was also published while Banneker was alive and therefore might
have been disputed by him. A version of this letter was also used to
introduce Banneker’s 1793 Almanack, and thus may have been a
marketing ploy as well.
Benjamin Banneker, a free negro, has calculated an almanac, for the
ensuing year 1792, which being desirous to dispose of, to the best
advantage, he has requested me to aid his application to you for that
purpose. Having fully satisfied myself, with respect to his title to this kind
of authorship, if you can agree with him for the price of his work, I may
venture to assure you, it will do you credit, as editors, while it will afford
you the opportunity to encourage talents that have thus far surmounted the
most discouraging circumstances and prejudices.
This man is about fifty-nine years of age; he was born in Baltimore
county; his father was an African, and his mother the offspring of African
parents. His father and mother having obtained their freedom, were
enabled to send him to an obscure school, where he learned, when a boy,
reading, writing, and arithmetic, as far as double position. They left him,
at their deaths, a few acres of land, upon which he has supported himself
ever since, by means of economy and constant labour, and preserved a
fair reputation…
I consider this negro as a fresh proof that the powers of the mind are
disconnected with the colour of the skin, or, in other words, a striking
contradiction to mr. Hume’s doctrine, that, ‘the negroes are naturally
inferior to whites, and unsusceptible of attainments in arts and
sciences…” (p. 185-186)

1793

“Account of Benjamin Banneker, A Negro Calculator, Prefixed to His
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia Almanack and Ephemers,
For the Year of Our Lord, 1792,” Baltimore, The Bee or Literary Weekly
Intelligencer, by James Anderson, LLD, Edinburgh, vol. 13, 1793, pp 291293. Reprint of August 20, 1791 letter. (See entry for 1792).

1793

Banneker’s Almanack, and Ephemeris for the Year of our Lord 1793;
Being the First After Bissextile or Leap Year. Contains what may be
the first published biography of Banneker, attributed to James McHenry,
published eleven years before his death. James McHenry, according to
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Banneker Biographer Shirley Graham (see entry 1949) was “one of
Maryland’s most distinguished citizens, for two terms member of the State
Senate, member of the Constitutional Convention of Philadelphia, 1786,
and finally Secretary of War under John Adams.” (Graham, p. 227)
“Benjamin Banneker, a free black, is about fifty-nine years of age; he was
born in Baltimore county; his father was an African, and his mother the
offspring of African parents.—His father and mother having obtained their
freedom, were enabled to send him to an obscure school, where he
learned, when a boy, reading, writing, and arithmetic as far as double
position; and to leave him, at their deaths, a few acres of land, upon which
he has supported himself ever since by means of economy and constant
labour, and preserved a fair reputation…”
**It is interesting to note that Banneker includes in this edition of his
almanac three extracts on abolition and slavery issues. Banneker includes
abstracts from a speech given by William Pitt on the abolition of the slave
trade, extracts from Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia, and an extract from
Wilkinson’s poem, “Appeal to England on Behalf of the Abused
Africans.”
1794

Written in Benjamin Banneker’s almanac in 1794:
“There is nothing that is less in our power, and less our own, than our
birth. Therefore of all pretences a man takes hold of, to value and prefer
himself to others, that of his birth appears the most groundless; and the
truth is, a man does seldom insist upon it, but for want of another merit.”

1795

Banneker’s Almanac for the Year 1795: Being the Third after Leap Year.
Containing (Besides every Thing necessary in an Almanac,) An Account of
the Yellow Fever, Lately Prevalent in Philadelphia, with The Number of
those who Died, from the First of August till the Ninth of November, 1793.
Includes a poem written for Banneker by ”G. H.” after her visit to his
home, part of which follows:
“Fain would the muse exact her tuneful lays,
And chant in strains sublime BANNEKER’S praise;
Fain would the soar on Fame’s majestic wing,
Thy genius, great Banneker, to sing…
How clear the prods exhibited in thee,
That black men talents have as well as we,
A hue we boast to be than you more fair?...
But what are colours? do complexions change
The human intellects?Ah! doctrine strange!
Whose prejudices thus themselves expose.
Banneker shews in demonstrative light,
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Tho’ black his skin, his talents yet are bright…
Long may thou live in evidence to shew,
That Afric’s sable race have talents too…
Signed G.H.”
1806

“Benjamin Banneker” (obituary), The National Intelligencer and
Washington Advertiser, Wednesday, November 19, 1806; Issue 952; col
E.
“On Sunday the 12th, departed this life at his residence in Baltimore
county, in the 73rd years of his age, Mr. Benjamin Banneker, a black man,
and immediately descendent of an African father…Mr. Banneker is a
prominent instance to prove that a descendent of Africa is as susceptible
of great mental improvement and deep knowledge into the mysteries of
nature as that of any other nation.”

1808

“An Enquiry concerning the Intellectual and Moral Faculties and
Literature of Negroes; Followed with an account of the Life and Works of
Fifteen Negroes and Mulattoes,” Bishop Henri Gregorie (translated by D.
B. Warden in 1810), Brooklyn, Thomas Kirk, 1810.

1836

Selections from the Letters and Manuscripts of the Late Susanna Mason;
with a brief Memoir of Her Life, By Her Daughter, Philadelphia, Rackliff
and Jones, 1836, pp. 242-246 are of particular note for Banneker
information. This is one of the earliest first-hand accounts about
Banneker.

1845

“Memoir of Benjamin Banneker, Read Before the Historical Society of
Maryland,” John H. B. Latrobe, Maryland Colonization Journal, New
Series, vol. 2, no. 23, May 1845, pp. 353-364.
“Benjamin Banneker was born in Baltimore Country, near the village of
Ellicott Mills, in the year 1732. His father was a native African, and his
mother the child of natives of Africa; so that to no admixture of the blood
of the white man was he indebted for his peculiar and extraordinary
abilities. His father was a slave when he married; but his wife, who was a
free woman and possessed of great energy and industry, very soon
afterwards purchased his freedom. Banneker’s mother was named
Morton before her marriage, and belonged to a family remarkable for its
intelligence. When upwards of 70, she was still very active; and it is
remembered of her, that at this advanced age she made nothing of
catching her chickens when wanted by running them down.” (p. 6)

1845

“Benjamin Banneker,” The Cleveland Herald, Thursday, May 22,
1845; Issue 282, col B.
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“Benjamin Banneker—At the recent meeting of the Maryland Historical
Society, in Baltimore, as we learn from the Visiter [sic], John H. B.
Latrobe, Esq., presented to the society a memoir of Benjamin Banneker, a
free colored man, who was born and died upon a tract of land at or near
Ellicott’s Mills, and owned by the Ellicott family. Banneker was a selfeducated man, being a son of native Africans, who purchased their
freedom after being torn from their native land. He was the only almanac
maker for Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania for many years—a fact
which will indicated his remarkable advancement in the paths of
mathematical and astronomical science, seeing another fact, that
Banneker had no almanac or a guide in his calculations, as the almanac
makers now have.”
1846

“Benjamin Banneker: The Colored Astronomer of Maryland,” Plea for the
Oppressed and Enslaved, Austinburg (Ohio), February 2, 1847, vol. I, no.
3, pp. 1-2.

1854

A Sketch of the Life of Benjamin Banneker: From Notes Taken in 1836,
Read by Saurin Norris Before the Maryland Historical Society, October
1854. Baltimore, John D. Toy [n.d.], 20pp. Written by Martha Ellicott
Tyson but presented as anonymous. Saurin Norris was Mrs. Tyson’s
nephew-in-law. M. E. Tyson’s father, George Ellicott, was supposedly a
great friend of Banneker, and the one who loaned him the books which
started him off on his astronomy interests. The notes were compiled by
M. E. Tyson with the encouragement of her mother, Mrs. George Ellicott,
to provide material for a biography of Banneker planned by Rachel
Mason, daughter of Susanna Mason. Rachel Mason abandoned the project
before her death in 1849. Martha Tyson then prepared the paper for the
Society to serve as a correction for erroneous data previously presented by
John Latrobe (1845). Martha Tyson interviewed various individuals who
had known Banneker in his lifetime, as well as surviving relatives. It is
“one of the most valuable original sources on Banneker.”
“The first member of the family of the subject of our notice, of whom we
shall speak, is his maternal grand-mother, MOLLY WELSH*
(*text
footnote inserted here says “according to the testimony of one of her
grand-children, she was not only a white woman, but had a remarkably
fair complexion”), a native of England, who came to Maryland (at that
time an English Colony,) with a ship load of other emigrants, and, to
defray the expenses of her voyage, was sold to a master with whom she
served an apprenticeship of seven years.
After her term of service had expired, she bought a small farm, (land
having then merely a nominal value,) and purchased as laborers, two
negro slaves, from a slave ship, which lay in the Chesapeake Bay. They
both proved to be valuable servants. One of them, said to have been the
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son of a king in Africa, a man of industry, integrity, fine disposition and
dignified manners, she liberated from slavery and afterwards married.
His name was BANNAKER, which she adopted as her sir-name, and was
afterwards called, MOLLY BANNEKER.
They had four children…Mary, their oldest…also married a native of
Africa; but of his history, tradition gives no disclosure, except, that he
embraced the Christian religion and was baptized by the name of Robert.
On his marriage he took his wife’s sir-name…” (p. 4)
1856

Benjamin Banneker, the Colored Astronomer,” The Boston Daily
Advertiser, November 14, 1856; Issue 115; col A.

1867

The Evening Republican, Tuesday, July 30, 1867; Issue 94; col D.
“Many of our present Conservative, but at one time Democratic citizens
are producing arguments from President Jefferson against negro suffrage.
Will they be kind enough to copy the following letter to Benjamin
Banneker in reply to one in which Banneker avows himself one of the
African race, and of that color that is natural to them, the deepest dye. We
might mention that Benjamin Banneker was invited by and took part with
the Maryland commissioners in setting off the District of Columbia.” (See
entry for Jefferson, 1791).

1872

Daily Evening Bulletin (San Francisco, CA), Thursday, August 15, 1872;
Issue 111; col B.
“A lady correspondent of the Christian Union wants a “laurel wreath” for
Benjamin Banneker, a remarkable colored man, who was born near
Ellicott’s Mills, in Maryland, in 1732. By his own unaided genius he
made himself a scholar, delved into the profounder depths of science,
became a great mathematician, published an almanac that was widely
circulated, attracting attention among the learned men of this country and
Europe, won the warm personal regard of Thomas Jefferson (who was
proud to point to him as an illustration of the capability of the black to
cope with the whites) assisted in running the boundary lines of the District
of Columbia, and died at a good old age, profoundly respected by those
who knew him.”

1884

“Benjamin Banneker: The Negro Astronomer,” John R. Slattery, The New
York Globe, Saturday, January 5, 1884.
“The Negro stands at the white man’s door and asks for schools and
school teachers. Are you—demands the white man in return—a being of
sufficient intelligence to be worthy of good schooling? To answer that
question permit me, a lover or the colored race, to tell something of one
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Negro’s history which may stimulate your sense of justice—justice I say;
for the system of American slavery, which made the soul of the black man
darker than his skin with law-enforced ignorance, was the work of white
men. What our white people did wrongfully to their black brethren in
former times, it is but just that we should set right to their children in these
our times.
Benjamin Banneker was born in Baltimore County, not far from Ellicott’s
Mills, in 1731. His father was a slave, and by all accounts a native
African, and his mother was a free mulatto. She was a woman of great
energy and industry, and a true-hearted wife and mother. Very soon after
her marriage she purchased her husband’s freedom, no doubt from
proceeds of her own toil…The region in which Benjamin was born was
then almost a wilderness; for in 1732 Elkridge Landing was of more
importance than Baltimore, which was only laid out in 1727. It is well to
keep this before our minds, in order that the difficulties against which
Banneker had to struggle may be fairly understood. When old enough to
work he was taken from school and employed to assist his parents in their
labor; and during his early youth his destiny seemed nothing better than
that of a child of poor and ignorant free Negroes, possessing a few acres
of land in a remote and thinly-settled country district. The outlook for a
clever colored boy at the present day even is not very bright, and a
hundred and twenty years ago it must have been gloomy enough”
1884

Banneker, The Afric-American Astronomer, From the Posthumous Papers
of Martha E. Tyson, Edited by Her Daughter, (Philadelphia: Friend’s
Book Association), 1884. Tyson’s daughter was Anne T. Kirk.
“The ancestry of Benjamin Banneker, the Afric-American
astronomer, can only be traced as far as his grandparents. The first that
is known of the name Banneker is that it was borne by an African prince.
He was the son of the king of his country, who, being captured and
brought to America as a slave, was purchasesd by Molly Welsh, an
English woman owning a small farm near Patapsco River, about twelve
miles from its mouth.
This Molly Welsh, who was a person of exceedingly fair
complexion and moderate mental powers, had been an involuntary
emigrant to America.
When a servant on a cattle-farm in her native land, where milking
formed a part of her duty, she was accused of stealing a bucket of milk,
which a cow had kicked over. For this supposed offence, she was, by the
stern laws of her country, sentenced to transportation, escaping a heavier
penalty from the fact that she could read. On her arrival here she was, as
was the custom, sold, to defray the expenses of the voyage, for a term of
seven years, and purchased by a tobacco planter on Patapsco River.
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When her service had expired, land being of merely nominal value
at that period, she was able to purchase the farm mentioned above. Here,
needing assistance in her work, she bought in 1692 two negro men, one
being the “Banneker” of whom we have spoken. The other slave proved
an industrious and valuable servant, while Banneker seemed to show his
royal blood by a decided disinclination for work.
After a few years their owner set them free. The diligent worker
had meanwhile embraced the Christian religion; but the prince remained
loyal to the faith of his ancestors, and retained his African name, being
simply called “Banneker.” He was a man of bright intelligence and fine
temper, with a very agreeable presence, dignified manners, and
contemplative habits. He had found such favor in the eyes of his mistress
that, on releasing him from slavery, she married him.
Banneker died early, leaving his wife with four young children.
The family tradition tells us nothing further of her until she had a
daughter grown to womanhood. Mary, her oldest daughter, married early
a native African. He had been purchased from a slave-ship by a planter
living near her mother. His devotional turn of mind induced him early to
become a member of the Church of England, and he received the name of
Robert in baptism, upon which event his master gave him his freedom.
It was subsequent to his being a free man that he married Mary
Banneker and assumed his wife’s surname.
Robert and Mary Banneker had four children, Benjamin, the AfricAmerican astronomer, being the eldest, and the only son…[Benjamin
Banneker’s] bright mind made him a great favorite with his grandmother,
who found such pleasure in imparting to him all her small stock of
knowledge in the department of letters. She much desired he should grow
up a religious man, in furtherance of which view it was her delight to have
him read to her from a large Bible which she had imported from
England…” (pp. 9-11, 13) (Banneker’s other sisters are Minta and Mary.)
…The mother of Banneker was (her opportunities considered) a
woman of uncommon intelligence. She had a knowledge of the properties
and uses of herbs, which was often of advantage to her neighbors. Her
appearance was imposing, her complexion a pale copper color, similar to
that of the fairest Indian tribes, and she had an ample growth of long
black hair, which never became gray. (p. 24-25)
…Thomas Ellicott, who frequently saw [Banneker] during this
period [1789], describes him as ‘of black complexion, soft and gentle
manners, though manly, and with uncommonly pleasing colloquial
powers.’ His appearance gave no trace of his mixed blood. While his
mother was of quite a light tint and had perfectly straight hair, her son
showed only the negro descent. In his letter to Thomas Jefferson, it will be
seen that he speaks of his color as of ‘the deepest dye.’ The testimony of
all who knew him was to the same effect. Banneker inherited no trace of
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the Anglo-Saxon blood of his grandmother, nor did he possess any of her
mental characteristics, her powers of mind having been very limited. All
who had known his grandfather, the African prince, conceded that it was
from him that the student grandson inherited the fine qualities of mind
through which the name Banneker became famous. His superiority over
other men of his race made him an object of interest with all who knew
him. (pp. 30-31)
The countenance of Banneker had a most benign and thoughtful
expression. A fine head of white hair surmounted his unusually broad and
ample forehead…” (pp. 67-68)
1885

“The Banneker Club- A Local Literary Society—Its Character and
Antecedents,” Boston Daily Advertiser, Monday, February 16, 1885; pg 2;
Issue 40; col E.
“One of the most prosperous of the literary societies of Boston, though
little known to the public, because choosing to make itself inconspicuous,
is the Banneker Club. As its name would doubtless suggest to a person
thoroughly familiar with American biography, it is composed of colored
people. It may sound a little paradoxical to say, but in fact Banneker is
one of the eminent American names…The circumstance that he was of
African descent no doubt obscured his fame during the long pro-slavery
period which this country endred between the date of his death, in 1806,
and the beginning of the Civil War. Banneker did not begin to study
science until he was 50 years old…From the year 1793 to the year 1806,
Banneker supplied the public of the Maryland region with almanacs of his
own calculation. He assisted in the surveying and plotting and the
mathematical calculations incident thereto by which the lines of the
Disctict of Columbia were established and the city of Washington was laid
out. He was born in 1731. His grandfather was a slave, who was owned
by a woman who manumitted and married him. His grandmother taught
him to read and write but as remarked above, he was 50 years old before
he began the study of science. A copy of one of his earliest almanacs was
sent by Thomas Jefferson to the Academy of Sciences in Paris, and
Jefferson at the same time wrote the author a letter of recognition and
compliment. These practical labors of Banneker brought him fame and
what is the popular test in such matters, dollars…”

1918

Baker, Henry E., “Benjamin Banneker, the Negro Mathematician and
Astronomer,” The Journal of Negro History, Vol. 3, No. 2. (Apr., 1918),
pp. 99-118.
Validation of Martha Tyson’s account of Banneker:
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“Between George Ellicott and Benjamin Banneker, Mrs. Tyson says, there
existed ‘a special sympathy,’ and she further refers to her father as ‘the
warmest friend of that extraordinary man.’ Her father had many of
Banneker’s manuscripts, from which he intended to compile a biography
of his friend, but his unusually busy commercial life afforded him no
leisure in which to carry out this much cherished plan. Mrs. Tyson’s
account, therefore, can be relied upon as coming directly from those who,
personally knowing Banneker, and living in the same community in
frequent contact with him, had preserved accurate data from which to
publish a true record of his life.” (p. 100)
1918

“The Beginnings of the Miscegenation of Whites and Blacks,” Carter G.
Woodson, The Journal of Negro History, vol. 3, no. 4 (Oct., 1918), pp.
335-353.
Woodson’s article is concerned with miscegenation but he mentions
specifically Benjamin Banneker’s ancestry in a footnote on page 339:
“Benjamin Banneker’s mother was a white woman who married one of her
own slaves.”

1949

Shirley Graham (wife of W. E. B. DuBois) publishes Your Most Humble
Servant, a fictionalized biography of Benjamin Banneker. Graham writes
of her work, “This story of Benjamin Banneker has been constructed
within the framework of little-known facts. All dates and main events can
be documented. Certain gaps are filled in with incidents of whose
probability I am convinced. These incidents illustrate character, reveal
trends or bring actual facts into juxtaposition so as to emphasize them.”
This story incorporates a version of M. E. Tyson’s account of Molly
Walsh as an indentured convict, a character she introduces in her
Prologue:
“Benjamin Banneker’s grandmother had been an English dairy maid sent
to America. The story is that on a cold, gray morning in the year 1698 a
cow in Wessex kicked over a pail of milk and the frightened milking maid
fell off her stool. But the township’s court did not believe the unfortunate
girl’s account. She was convicted of theft and sentenced to serve seven
years of bondage in the faraway colony of Maryland. It is further told that
his grandfather, the first Bannka, was son of a powerful African chief who
wrought dreadful vengeance on the Arab traders who sold his first-born
into slavery. Legend or truth—this is the tale as it was told for a hundred
years on the ridge. After a time such tales have their own way of
becoming real.”
Graham continues Molly’s story devoting her second chapter to
Banneker’s grandmother in “A Small Landowner”:
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“Old Maryland settlers remembered the time when all a man who
wanted land had to do was go some miles through the woods, maybe cross
a river, and choose his place. Indeed, that was what Benny’s
grandmother had done back around 1707.
The day they told Molly Walsh she was free to go she tied her few
belongings in a small bundle and set out across the field, walking in a
westerly direction. Before sundown she was in wild country…
“King’s passangers” was what they called convicts sent out from
England. The colonists earnestly protested against their introduction into
Maryland since they did not want their new home utilized as a penal
colony. English courts, however, ignored their wishes and continued to
convict offenders to seven or fourteen years’ bond service in America,
according to the magnitude of their crime. Molly Walsh had been only a
bit of a lass when she was convicted. Her sentence was for seven years.
She had lost track of time. She probably served more than her time. She
knew that now she must be all of twenty-three or twenty-four years old!...
Many people who acquired land this was stayed a season and then
wandered off to some other place. That might have happened in Molly’s
case had it not been for Bannaky. Whenever “big Ma-Ma,” as she was
called by her numerous offspring, told stories about him she always mixed
him and God, the king and Job, so that it was difficult for a small boy to
distinguish between them. Indeed, if Big Ma-Ma’s tales were to be taken
seriously, such differentiation was hardly necessary. After he came trees
simply toppled over, walls went up in a night, fish choked every stream
and crops sprang out of the ground! She would never have accepted the
Anglicized spelling of his name. Bannaky was all the name Benny’s
grandfather ever had. He would not let anybody baptize him so he never
did acquire what was known as a Christian name.
The facts in the matter demand some explanation. A lone woman
in the wilderness had to have help to clear land and maintain any kind of
a place for herself. Molly Walsh seems to have made friends with the
Indians and for a while she managed some kind of existence there by the
spring. Perhaps she obtained articles for barter from them. At any rate
one day she appeared at a landing near the mouth of the Patapsco River
and bought two slaves. Undoubtedly the cheapest slaves were bought off
the ships. They were often half dead, were “unbroken,” knew nothing of
white men’s ways, as like as not were dangerous, sometimes proved to be
utterly useless.
For a while it appeared that Molly Walsh had made a poor
bargain. The younger of the two Africans, and by far the most likely in
appearance, would not work. He would do nothing. Had he been
purchased by a man, by any one of the plantation owners, the stubborn
African would have been beaten—if necessary, to the death. The woman
was faced with a problem. She could not beat him herself nor did she
want to turn him over to a “slave breaker”…
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Then she learned from the toiler that Bannaky was the son of a
chief and could do no menial work. It was summertime and very pleasant
in the woods. The lazy one bathed in the stream, lay in the sunshine and
after a while whittled sticks with a stone. Then one day he brought back a
young deer he had killed in the woods and laid it at her feet. This was the
beginning. After Molly Walsh became his wife Bannaky’s single thought
was to make a home for her. For fifteen years new settlers coming into the
valley tried to match the excellence of Bannaky Springs.
Marriages or mating between whites and blacks seemed to have
occurred rather often in early America…the matter of religion or race
may have entered into slavery, the “color line” was not drawn as sharply
in Maryland at first as it was afterwards…
Four Children were born to Molly Walsh and Bannaky. They
seemed to have lived unmolested and in the midst of plenty. The eldest
child was but fourteen years old when Bannaky died…There were many
men in the wilderness of Maryland and few women. The widow could
have married again but she did not. Then Mary, daughter of Bannaky,
was growing to womanhood. She was fair and a free mulatto. Any man in
the valley might come to marry her (by the act of 1715, ministers and
magistrates were forbidden, by fine to marry any white to “any Negro or
Mulatto slave.” A white and free Mulatto could marry, see page 20). But
the mother, remembering her own happiness, wanted the girl to marry as
she had done. This, she reasoned, would be best. So once more Molly
Walsh went down to the landing when a slave ship came in. This time she
had legal tender with which to bargain and she could take her pick. She
made a choice. They gave the slave the Christian name of Robert and
began the long, slow process of leading him to understanding…
[Molly Walsh’s] house was at the top of the hill where a plateau
had been cleared and apple trees planted in clean, straight rows.
“Bannaky Springs” was the name applied to the country for miles around,
byt Big Ma-Ma’s actual holdings now included only the hilltop, the grove
and the fields on either side as far as the creek. For the widow and her
children had not been able to keep all the land in production and as fields
lay idle they were quickly grabbed up and sown by newcomers. People in
the valley were beginning to acquire titles but this had not been true when
Molly Walsh first took up her land. Her daughter’s husband must now
pay seven thousand pounds of tobacco for the adjoining tract.”(pp. 16-23)
1972

Bedini, Silvio A. The Life of Benjamin Banneker, introduces Molly
Welsh/Walsh as English woman from Wessex (Thomas Hardy country:
think Tess of the Durbervilles) whose crime is stealing (or spilling) a
bucket of milk for which she is committed to death, which is changed to
transportation “because she can read.” MW makes her way to Maryland
where she is sold into servitude, at the end of seven years she is released,
purchases or leases or her land and begins to farm tobacco. Buys two
slaves, both of whom she manumits and one she marries (Bannaky). Four
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daughters, one of whom marries also an ex-slave, Robert, who takes his
wife’s name, becomes a Christian. Their son in Benjamin Bannaky.
1998

New edition of Silvio A. Bedini’s The Life of Benjamin Banneker. Essay
of the first chapter published in the Maryland Historical Magazine, Vol.
93, No. 2 (Summer 1998), pp 215-230. This chapter addresses Molly
Welsh (or Walsh), her background, her “crime” and transportation to
Maryland, her relations with “Bannka” (Bannaka or Banneka), derivation
of Bannka’s name, miscegenation laws, names of their four girls: Mary,
Katherine, Esther, and Jemima; Bannka’s early death and Molly’s raising
of the four girls and running the plantation on her own. Bedini cites the
four primary published accounts based on sources contemporary to
Banneker to be Senator James McHenry’s letter included in Banneker’s
almanac, John H. B. Latrobe’s memoir published forty years after
Banneker’s death, and two narratives written by Martha E. Tyson “derived
from her own recollections, those of family members, and information
obtained from others who had known the self-taught astronomer during his
lifetime.” (p. xiv)

2000

Paul Heinegg, genealogist, writes, Free African Americans of Maryland
and Delaware… See Appendix II for specific details as to his findings for
Molly Welsh and the Banneker family.

2002

Cerami, Charles, “The Prince and the Convict,” (from Benjamin
Banneker: Surveyor, Astronomer, Publisher, Patriot) Strong interest in
and evidence of MW as BB’s White grandmother, using Bedini, Tyson,
others for sources. Too long to quote here but the article/chapter
addresses MW

2006

Russell, George Ely, “Molly Welsh: Alleged Grandmother of Benjamin
Banneker,” National Genealogical Society Quarterly, Vol. 94 (December
2006): 303-314. Entire essay dedicated to disproving MW as BB’s
grandmother. Claims that since no paper trail exists MW could NOT have
been who Bedini and others claim she was. Says “Mary Welsh” was
married to a white farmer named John Welsh.

2006

Langston University web site posted 2/1/2006.
http://media.www.lugazette.com/media/storage/paper816/news/2006/02/0
1/LuVoices/Benjamin.Banneker.Scientist.nov.1731Oct.9.18061547168.shtml.
By Dr. Eric Anthony Joseph:
“Our first ebony hero is Benjamin Banneker, a self-educated scientist,
astronomer, inventor, writer, and anti-slavery publicist…He was one of
the first African-Americans to gain distinction in science. Here is his
story. Molly Walsh, a bi-ethnic (black/white) woman, had been accused of
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stealing milk and was condemned to death for this crime in England. Her
sentence was then reduced to being sent to the British Colony in North
America. She forcibly emigrated from England to the colony Maryland as
an indentured slave in bondage to serve seven years on her crime. When
her servitude ended Molly purchased slaves and a farm along the
Patapsco River near Baltimore. In time she set the slaves free and
married one of them, a man named Banna Ka. His name was later
changed to Bannaky and then to Banneker. They had several children,
one was a daughter named Mary. Mary Bannaky grew up and married a
man named Robert, who was a former slave who had bought his own
freedom before marrying Mary.” (Underline mine)
2006

Web Source: http://www.blackpast.org/?q=aah/banneker-benjamin-17311806 contributed by Richard Johnson, University of Washington
(2006/7?) Benjamin Banneker, free black, farmer, mathematician, and
astronomer, was born on November 9, 1731, the son of freed slaves
Robert and Mary Bannaky, probably near the Patapsco River southeast of
Baltimore, Maryland, where his father owned a small farm. For some
years, Benjamin seems to have served as an indentured laborer on the
Prince George’s County plantation of Mary Welsh, who had dealings with
the Bannaky family and in 1773 executed her dead husband’s instructions
to release several of her labor force including “Negro Ben, born free age
43.” Walsh was surely not Banneker’s grandmother, as argued by many
biographers, but she did leave him a substantial legacy. He then lived
alone as a tobacco farmer near the Patapsco River.

2007

Banneker's mother was Mary Bannaky (1710-1790–?). Oral tradition
states that her mother was a European American named Molly Walsh. The
story goes that Molly became the owner of a farm and married one of her
slaves named Bannakay, whom she freed. They had four girls and Mary
was the oldest. (While Wikipedia is often questionable, it is also intersting
to note what popular culture reports on Benjamin Banneker.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Banneker)

2008

From http://www.africawithin.com/bios/ben_banneker.htm: Benjamin
Banneker (1731-1806), an African American mathematician and amateur
astronomer, calculated ephemeredes for almanacs for the years 1792
through 1797 that were widely distributed.
On Nov. 9, 1731, Benjamin Banneker was born in Baltimore County, Md.
He was the son of an African slave named Robert, who had bought his
own freedom, and of Mary Banneky, who was the daughter of an
Englishwoman and a free African slave. Benjamin lived on his father's
farm and attended a nearby Quaker country school for several seasons.
He received no further formal education but enjoyed reading and taught
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himself literature, history, and mathematics. He worked as a tobacco
planter for most of his life.
2008

From http://inventors.about.com/od/bstartinventors/a/Banneker.htm:
On November 9 1731, Benjamin Banneker was born in Ellicott's Mills,
Maryland. He was the descendent of slaves, however, Banneker was born
a freeman. At that time the law dictated that if your mother was a slave
then you were a slave, and if she was a freewomen then you were a free
person. Banneker's grandmother, Molly Walsh was a bi-racial English
immigrant and indentured servant who married an African slave named
Banna Ka, who had been brought to the Colonies by a slave trader. Molly
had served seven years as an indentured servant before she acquired and
worked on her own small farm. Molly Walsh purchased her future
husband Banna Ka and another African to work on her farm. The name
Banna Ka was later changed to Bannaky and then changed to Banneker.
Benjamin's mother Mary Banneker was born free. Benjamin's father
Rodger was a former slave who had bought his own freedom before
marrying Mary.
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APPENDIX II
BANNEKER FAMILY TREE

The following information on the Banneker and Welsh family trees is quoted directly
from Paul Heinegg’s Free African Americans of Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Maryland and Delaware (Baltimore: Clearfield Co. Inc., 2000).
Heinegg writes that his information is “[t]he history of the free African American
community as told through the family history of most African Americans who were free
in the Southeast during the colonial period.”
**

**

**

BANNEKER FAMILY
1. Mary1 Welch, born say 1690, was a convict servant who married a slave named
Bankka. They had four daughters: Mary, Katherine, Esther, and Jemima. Some of her
children adopted the name Banneker [Barnes, Baltimore County Families, 1659-1759;
Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 19]. They were the parents of
2

i. Mary, born say 1710.
ii. Katherine, born say 1714, married James Boston, "Negroes," on 22
May 1735 in St. Paul's Parish, Baltimore.
iii. Esther, born say 1716, married William Black, 22 September 1744 in
St. Paul's Parish [Reamy, Records of St. Paul's Parish, I:32, 36].
iv. Jemima, born say 1720, married Hendon. She had a son named John
Hendon who was in charge of the Ellicott & Company Stables and was
still living in 1836 when he was inteviewed by Martha Tyson, the author
of Banneker, the Afric-American Astronomer [Bedini, Life of Benjamin
Banneker, 24].

2. Mary2 Welch, born say 1710, was the servant of Thomas Harwood on 13 November
1728 when she admitted to the Prince George's County, Maryland Court that she had a
"Malatto" child. The court bound her for an additional seven years and bound her twomonth- old son Henry to her master until the age of thirty-one [Court Records 1728-9,
346-7]. She was married to a former slave named Robert and they were using the name
Banneker by March 1736 when the Baltimore County Court declared that they were levy
free during the lifetime of their "crippled mulatto" daughter Julian [Barnes, Baltimore
County Families, 1659-1759]. On 10 March 1737 Robert purchased 100 acres in
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Patapsco Upper Hundred, Baltimore County, called "Stout," for 7,000 pounds of tobacco,
listing his six-year-old son Benjamin as co-owner [Land Records HWS #IA, ff. 58-9]. He
had also acquired 25 acres, called "Timber Point," before 1737 when he was taxable on
both tracts [Debt Book, Baltimore County, Calvert Papers No. 904, p.69 in the Maryland
Historical Society, cited by Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 29, 347]. Robert was
called "Robert Banakey, a Negro free," on 1 November 1743 when the Baltimore County
Court ordered that his daughters be levy free for the future [Proceedings 1743-6, 78].
Robert died on 10 July 1759 according to the entry in his family bible. He had daughters
Molly, who married a member of the Morten family, and Minta who married a member
of the Black family [Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 46-7]. Mary, widow of Robert
Bannaker, was still living on 19 April 1774 when she deposed that Benjamin was the true
and lawful son of Robert Banneker, deceased [Baltimore Chattel Records 4:98]. Mary
and Robert were the parents of
3

i. ?Henry Welch, born 28 September 1728.
ii. Molly, born say 1730, married a member of the Morton family,
perhaps identical to Samuel Morton who was listed in the Ledger of
Ellicott & Company between September 1774 and July 1775. They were
the parents of Greenbury Morten who was employed at Ellicott's Lower
Mills [Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 62]. Greenbury was head of a
Patapsco Hundred, Baltimore County household of 7 "other free" in 1810
[MD:644]. Another member of the Morton family was Deb. Morton,
head of a Baltimore City household of 6 "other free" in 1810 [MD:280],
perhaps identical to the Deb Morton who was counted in Baltimore City
with 8 "other free" in 1810 [MD:300].
iii. Benjamin Banneker, born 9 November 1731, taxable as a bachelor
owning 100-300 pounds in St. Paul's Parish, Baltimore sometime between
1756 and 1762 [Wright, Inhabitants of Baltimore County 1692-1763, 75].
He sold 20 acres of his land to Greenbury Morten on 20 December 1785,
and 10 acres to his neighbor, John Barton on 2 April 1792 [Land Records
WQ# Y, ff. 653-4; WG #HH. ff. 341-2]. This was land his father had
purchased in 1737. John Barton was head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred,
Baltimore County household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:639]. He also
sold two acres to Edward Shugar on 10 December 1794 [Land Records
WG #PP:606-8]. Edward was head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred
household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:641].
iv. Julian, born say 1733, the "crippled" daughter of Robert and Mary
Banneker.
v. a daughter, married a member of the Black family.
vi. a daughter, perhaps Ursula Banninger who was presented by the Prince
George's County Court in 1768 for having a "Malatto" child on
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information of the constable of Rock Creek Hundred [Court Records
1766-8, 574; 1768-70, 477]. She may have been the wife of William
Hubbard/ Hubert, head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred, Baltimore County
household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:639]. William was the father of
Henry and Charles Hubbard who obtained certificates of freedom in
Loudoun County on 24 December 1795: son of a free woman and
grandson of Robert Banneker, whose wife was also a free woman. Robert
Banneker lived in Baltimore County about two and a half miles from
Ellicott's Mills [Certificates of Freedom in the Loudoun County
Courthouse, cited by Journal of the AAHGS 11:123].
3. Henry Welch, born 28 September 1728, son of Mary Welch, may have been the
father of
i. Thomas, head of a Kent County, Maryland household of 5 "other free"
in 1800 [MD:168].
ii. James, head of a Charles Town, Cecil County household of 1 "other
free" in 1790.
iii. Rebecca, head of a Loudoun County, Virginia household of 3 "other
free" in 1810 [VA:291].
iv. Clary, head of a Stafford County, Virginia household of 2 "other free"
in 1810.
**

**

**

WELSH FAMILY
The following Welsh family information is almost identical to the Banneker family
information, though a few slight differences exist, which is why I chose to include it in the
Appendix as well.
1. Mary1 Welsh, born say 1690, was a convict servant who married a slave named
Bankka. They had four daughters: Mary, Katherine, Esther, and Jemima. Some of her
children adopted the name Banneker [Barnes, Baltimore County Families, 1659-1759;
Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 19]. They were the parents of
2

i. Mary, born say 1710.
ii. Katherine, born say 1714, married James Boston, "Negroes," on 22
May 1735 in St. Paul's Parish, Baltimore.
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iii. Esther, born say 1716, married William Black, 22 September 1744 in
St. Paul's Parish, Baltimore [Reamy, Records of St. Paul's Parish, I:32,
36].
iv. Jemima, born say 1720, married Hendon. She had a son named John
Hendon who was in charge of the Ellicott & Company Stables and was
still living in 1836 when he was interviewed by Martha Tyson, the author
of Banneker, the Afric-American Astronomer [Bedini, Life of Benjamin
Banneker, 24].
2. Mary2 Welch, born say 1710, was the servant of Thomas Harwood on 13 November
1728 when she admitted to the Prince George's County, Maryland Court that she had a
"Malatto" child. The court bound her for an additional seven years and bound her twomonth- old son Henry to her master until the age of thirty-one [Court Records 1728-9,
346-7]. She was married to a former slave named Robert and they were using the name
Banneker by March 1736 when the Baltimore County court declared that they were levy
free during the lifetime of their "crippled mulatto" daughter Julian [Barnes, Baltimore
County Families, 1659-1759]. On 10 March 1737 Robert purchased 100 acres in
Patapsco Upper Hundred, Baltimore County, called "Stout," for 7,000 pounds of tobacco,
listing his six-year-old son Benjamin as co-owner [Land Records HWS #IA, ff. 58-9]. He
had also acquired 25 acres, called "Timber Point," before 1737 when he was taxable on
both tracts [Debt Book, Baltimore County, Calvert Papers No. 904, p.69 in the Maryland
Historical Society, cited by Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 29, 347]. Robert was
called "Robert Banakey, a Negro free," on 1 November 1743 when the Baltimore County
court ordered that his daughters be levy free for the future [Proceedings 1743-6, 78].
Robert died on 10 July 1759 according to the entry in his family bible. He had daughters
Molly, who married a member of the Morten family, and Minta who married a member
of the Black family [Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 46-7]. Mary, widow of Robert
Bannaker, was still living on 19 April 1774 when she deposed that Benjamin was the
true and lawful son of Robert Banneker, deceased [Baltimore Chattel Records 4:98].
Mary and Robert were the parents of
3

i. ?Henry Welch, born 28 September 1728.
ii. Molly, born say 1730, married a member of the Morton family,
perhaps identical to Samuel Morton who was listed in the Ledger of
Ellicott & Company between September 1774 and July 1775. They were
the parents of Greenbury Morten who was employed at Ellicott's Lower
Mills [Bedini, Life of Benjamin Banneker, 62]. Greenbury was head of a
Patapsco Hundred, Baltimore County household of 7 "other free" in 1810
[MD:644]. Another member of the Morton family was Deb. Morton,
head of a Baltimore City household of 6 "other free" in 1810 [MD:280],
perhaps identical to the Deb Morton who was counted in Baltimore City
with 8 "other free" in 1810 [MD:300].
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iii. Benjamin Banneker, born 9 November 1731, taxable as a bachelor
owning 100-300 pounds in St. Paul's Parish, Baltimore sometime between
1756 and 1762 [Wright, Inhabitants of Baltimore County 1692-1763, 75].
He sold 20 acres of his land to Greenbury Morten on 20 December 1785,
and 10 acres to his neighbor, John Barton on 2 April 1792 [Land Records
WQ# Y, ff. 653-4; WG #HH. ff. 341-2]. This was land his father had
purchased in 1737. John Barton was head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred,
Baltimore County household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:639]. He also
sold two acres to Edward Shugar on 10 December 1794 [Land Records
WG #PP:606-8]. Edward was head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred
household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:641].
iv. Julian, born say 1733, the "crippled" daughter of Robert and Mary
Banneker.
v. a daughter, married a member of the Black family.
vi. a daughter, perhaps Ursula Banninger who was presented by the Prince
George's County court in 1768 for having a "Malatto" child on
information of the constable of Rock Creek Hundred [Court Records
1766-8, 574; 1768-70, 477]. She may have been the wife of William
Hubbard/ Hubert, head of a Patapsco Upper Hundred, Baltimore County
household of 5 "other free" in 1810 [MD:639]. William was the father of
Henry and Charles Hubbard who obtained certificates of freedom in
Loudoun County on 24 December 1795: son of a free woman and
grandson of Robert Banneker, whose wife was also a free woman. Robert
Banneker lived in Baltimore County about two and a half miles from
Ellicott's Mills [Certificates of Freedom in Journal of the AAHGS 11:123].

3. Henry Welch, born 28 September 1728, son of Mary Welch, may have been the
father of
i. Thomas, head of a Kent County, Maryland household of 5 "other free"
in 1800 [MD:168].
ii. James, head of a Charles Town, Cecil County household of 1 "other
free" in 1790.
iii. Rebecca, head of a Loudoun County, Virginia household of 3 "other
free" in 1810 [VA:291].
iv. Clary, head of a Stafford County, Virginia household of 2 "other free"
in 1810.
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APPENDIX III
INTERNET RESPONSES TO MOLLY WELSH

While analyzing the veracity of web sites that discuss either Banneker or Molly
Welsh might seems to deviate from trying to locate a historically accurate account of
Molly Welsh, at the same time web sites provide an interesting perspective on the
shifting views of who Molly might have been. Looking at Banneker literature arising in
the early twenty-first century, it is important to begin by recognizing that a variety of
comments arise on internet web sites. While internet sites may not hold up to the same
professional standards that published articles and scholarly biographies seek to, it is
important to at least acknowledge that a multiplicity of stories with varying points of
view are circulating on the web about Molly Welsh. Interestingly, the majority of these
web sites do not deviate from Bedini’s (or Tyson’s) narrative. This chapter will attempt
to establish whether new information recently published regarding Molly Welsh should
be considered a legitimate argument.
“Molly Welsh, was an English dairy maid who was falsely convicted of theft and
indentured to a Maryland tobacco farmer” one author wrote on the PBS website. “After
working out her indenture, Welsh rented and farmed some land, eventually purchasing
two African slaves whom she freed several years later. In violation of Maryland law,
Welsh wed one of her former slaves, Bannke or Bannaka, said to be the son of a chief.”268
Another site commented that Banneker’s “grandfather was a slave from Africa and his
grandmother, an indentured servant from England. His grandfather was known as Banna
Ka, then later as Bannaky, his grandmother as Molly Walsh. His grandmother was a maid
268

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part2/2p84.html. Accessed 3/20/2008.
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in England who had been sent to Maryland as an indentured servant.”269 A third site,
more specifically focused on African American history, stated “Benjamin Banneker was
born in 1731 just outside of Baltimore, Maryland, the son of a slave. His grandfather had
been a member of a royal family in Africa and was wise in agricultural endeavors.”270
This site is one of a very few that does not include any information on Molly Welsh or
the fact that Banneker might have had a white grandmother.
Some web sites, however, do not take up Tyson’s or Bedini’s argument that
Molly was a white woman. On a Langston University web site, Dr. Eric Anthony Joseph
wrote
Molly Walsh, a bi-ethnic (black/white) woman, had been accused of stealing milk
and was condemned to death for this crime in England. Her sentence was then
reduced to being sent to the British Colony in North America. She forcibly
emigrated from England to the colony Maryland as an indentured slave in
bondage to serve seven years on her crime. When her servitude ended Molly
purchased slaves and a farm along the Patapsco River near Baltimore. In time she
set the slaves free and married one of them, a man named Banna Ka.271

Joseph presents Molly as bi-ethnic (mulatto) who, though she came from England, was
an “indentured slave in bondage.” While indentured servitude has been considered a
form of slavery, the difference lay in the fact that at the end of their service, indentured
servants were allowed to go free, whereas slaves, by the late seventeenth century in
Maryland, were servants for life.
Writer Mary Bellis agrees with Joseph’s view of Molly as “bi-racial” in her web
entry:

269

http://www.phillyburbs.com/bhm/banneker1.shtml. Accessed 3/20/2008.

270

http://www.blackinventor.com/pages/benjaminbanneker.html . Accessed 3/20/2008.

271

From the web site
http://media.www.lugazette.com/media/storage/paper8116/news/2006/02/01/LuVoices/Benjamin.Banneker
.Scientist.nov.1731Oct.9.1806-1547168.shtml. Accessed 3/12/2008.
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Banneker's grandmother, Molly Walsh was a bi-racial English immigrant and
indentured servant who married an African slave named Banna Ka, who had been
brought to the Colonies by a slave trader. Molly had served seven years as an
indentured servant before she acquired and worked on her own small farm. Molly
Walsh purchased her future husband Banna Ka and another African to work on
her farm. The name Banna Ka was later changed to Bannaky and then changed to
Banneker.272

Finally, Richard Johnson, professor of History at the University of Washington,
Seattle argued that Molly Welsh, though she may have existed, was in fact not actually
related to Benjamin Banneker;
Benjamin Banneker, free black, farmer, mathematician, and astronomer, was born
on November 9, 1731, the son of freed slaves Robert and Mary Bannaky,
probably near the Patapsco River southeast of Baltimore, Maryland, where his
father owned a small farm. For some years, Benjamin seems to have served as an
indentured laborer on the Prince George’s County plantation of Mary Welsh, who
had dealings with the Bannaky family and in 1773 executed her dead husband’s
instructions to release several of her labor force including “Negro Ben, born free
age 43.” Walsh [sic] was surely not Banneker’s grandmother, as argued by many
biographers, but she did leave him a substantial legacy. He then lived alone as a
tobacco farmer near the Patapsco River.273

While previous biographers from Latrobe and Mason to Tyson and Bedini have made
Molly Welsh out to be either black or white, these twenty-first-century web entries argue
that Molly was a mulatto woman or that she was simply not related to Banneker at all.

272

http://inventors.about.com/od/bstartinventors/a/Banneker.htm. Accessed on 3/20/2008.
http://www.blackpast.org/?q+aah/banneker-benjamin-1731-1806. Contributed by Richard Johnson.
Accessed 3/20/2008.
273
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APPENDIX IV
MARYLAND LAWS DIRECTLY PERTAINING TO SLAVERY, RACE,
INDENTURED SERVITUDE, WOMEN, AND MARRIAGE IN SEVENTEENTHAND EARLY EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MARYLAND

(Note: Original seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century spelling was maintained in the
following text to maintain authenticity wherever possible)
**

**

**

1630: (Virginia), the “Governor and Council in Court ordered Hugh Davis to be
whipped before an assembly of Negroes and others for abusing himself to the
dishonor of God and shame of a Christian by defiling his body in lying with a
Negro”
See Carter G. Woodson, “The Beginnings of the Miscegenation of Whites and
Blacks,” page 342.
1638/9:“ An Act For the descending of Land”
“a widow immediately after the death of her husband (is She have no jointure)
Shall be admitted Tenn.t during her life to one third part of all the Land…”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, February-March 1638/9, p. 60)
1638/9: “An Act For the peopling of the Province”
“if any person or persons his her or their heirs to whom the Lord Proprietarie or
his heirs shall hereafter grant or assure any Mannour Lands or Tenements within
this Province Shall not at some time within the Space of three whole years
togethere have so many able persons (being Christians) planted Settled or
dwelling in or upon the same Land or some part thereof as are mentioned to be int
Consideration of granting the same lands in the originall grant thereof made by
the Lord Proprietarie or his heirs as well for the strength and Security of the
plantation here as for the Service of the Lord Proprietary and his heirs that then
and in every such case it Shall be lawfull for the Lord Proprietary or his heirs to
grant or lease any part of the said Lands so granted and unoccupied to any other
person for a Life or Seven years and to receive the fine and first Years rent
thereof” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, February-March 1638/9, p. 63)
1638/9:“An Act For Succession to Goods”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, February-March 1638/9, p. 64-5)
1638/9:“An Act For Planting of Corne”
“That every person inhabitant of this Colony planting Tobacco shall yearly at the
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season plant and tend or cause to be planted and tended two acres of Corne for his
own food and two acres of Corne more for every person in his family planting
Tobacco upon pain of forfeiting to the Lord proprietary five barrels of Corne or of
other Commodities to the value thereof for every two acres of Corne wherein he
shall make default to the Contrary” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, FebruaryMarch 1638/9, p. 79)
1638/9:“An Act Limiting the times of Servants”
“all persons being Christians (Slaves excepted) of the age of eighteen years or
above and brought into this province at the charge & adventure of some other
person shall serve such person at whose charge and adventure they were so
transported for the full terme of foure years only to commence from his or their
Arrivall in the province (except any other time were contracted for by Coven.t
And the Charge shall be accompted and adjudged that persons by whom or whose
order the passage money was paid to the Master or Merchant. And all persons
under the age of eighteen yeeres transported into this province at the charge and
adventure of some other person shall serve such person at whose Charge he or
they were transported untill such person or persons so transported shall be of the
full age of four and twenty Years…And every maid Servant being Christian
except before excepted of the age of twelve Years old or under shall be bound to
Serve the partie or parties transporting her or them for Seven Years and if she be
above the age of twelve Years She Shall serve for four Years only…and at the
end of any the said termes of Service expired the Master or Mistress of such
Servant (at the time when the said term is expired) Shall give unto such man or
maid Servant such Conditions as were Convenated by the Indentures or first
Covenants or (in default of such Covenant) shall give unto them three barrels of
Corn a hilling hoe and a weeding hoe and a felling axe and to a man Servant one
new Cloth sute one new Shirt one pair of new Shews one pair of new Stockins
and a new monmoth Capp and to a maid Servant one new petty coat and wast coat
one new smock one pair of new Shoes one pair of new stockings and the Cloths
formerly belonging to the Servant.” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, FebruaryMarch 1638/9, p. 80)
1640: “An Act touching Marriages”
“No partie may Solemnize marriage with any woman afore the banes 3 days
before published in some Chappell or other place of the County where publique
instnts are used to be notified or else afore oath made & caution entered in the
County Court that neither partie is apprentice or ward or precontracted or within
the forbidden degrees of consanguinity or under govermt. Of parents or tutors and
certificate of such oath & caution taken from the Judge or Register of the Court
upon paine of fine & recompence to the partie grieved” (Maryland Assembly
Proceedings, October 1640, p. 97)
1640: “An Act Touching Servants Cloths”
“A Servant at the end of his Service shall have by the custome of the Country one
good Cloth suite of Keirsy or broad cloth a Shift of white linen one new pair of
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stockins and Shoes two hoes one axe 3 barrells of Corne and fifty acres of land
five whereof at least to be plantable women Servants a Years Provision of Corne
and a like proportion of Cloths & Land” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings,
October 1640, p. 97)
1640: “An Act Touching Tobacco”
“No Tobacco shall be exported or attempted to be exported out of the province
until it have been Sealed by a Sworne viewer upon pain of treble
forfeiture…”(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, October 1640, p. 97)
1650: “An Order agt Ingrossers &c”
“noe person or psons within this Province may or shall buy, bespeake pmise or
contract for any goods or Servants (brought into the Province) with intent to sell
the same within this Province, nor may sell the same within the Province within
the space of one whole yeare after at greater price then hee bought them at…”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, April 1650, p. 294)
1650: “An Order for reliefe of the poore”
“all maimed, lame or blind psons within the County of St. Maries not being able
to get theire living by working or otherwise shalbe maintained & allowed (by an
eqall Assessmt. To bee levied and brought in with the other Levies upon such
Inhabitants of the County aforesaid as shall not make a free and willing
contribucon out of their charitable disposicons) sufficient competicon and meanes
for their maintenance of all such Lame and other persons as aforesaid” (Maryland
Assembly Proceedings, April 1650, p. 296)
1654: “An Act Concerning a Register of Births Marriages & Burialls”
“The Names of all that shall be borne, Married or buries within the Province shall
be Exhibited to the Clarke of Every Court who shall keep a Just Register thereod
who sall be allowed five pounds of Tobacco as a ffee due to him for Every such
Regist.r made and kept” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, October 1654, p. 345)
1654: “An Act against Ingrocers”
“no person or psons within this province may or shall buy bespeak pmise or
Contract for any Goods or Servants brought into the Province with intent to sell
the same within this Province in the space of one whole year after at greater price
than he bought them at, unless such Goods or Servants were so bought, bespoken
pmised or Contracted for, Seven days after the Arrivall of such Goods or Servants
within the province if it were in any Pinnice or Vessell of Lesser burder than fifty
Tunns or Twenty Eight days after the Arrivall of such Goods or Servants …”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, October 1654, p. 351)
1654: “An Act for all Servants Comeing into the province with Indentures”
“all Servants Coming into this province without an Indenture or Covenant if they
be above the age of twenty yeares shall serve four yeares from 16 years of age
unto twenty six years, from twelve to Sixteene, shall serve seven yeares, if they be
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under twelve, they shall serve until they come to the age of one & twenty
years…the said Court may Judge their age which shall be Entred in a Book of
Record to be kept for that purpose and the Clark of the Court shall have three
pounds of Tobacco for Every such Entry…That all Servants at the Expiration of
their Severall times of Service (if there be no other agreement) besides their old
Cloathes shall be allowed one Cloth suit one pair of Canvis Drawers, one pair of
Shoes and Stockings one new Hatt or Capp, if he hath not one Sufficient at that
present, one falling Axe one weeding Hoe, two Shirts and three Barrells of Corne,
and if there be any agreemt. To the Contrary hereof, the allowance shall be
according to the bargaine and Contract made between the master or owner, And
the Servant, And if the Servant or Servants shall be Assigned over or hired to any
person or persons whatsoever he or they with whome such Servant or Servants
shall serve to the Expiracon of his or their time of Service shall by vertue herof be
Compelled to pay and Satisfie his or her the said Servant or Servants, Severall
dues by Indenture or otherwise” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, October 1654,
p. 352-3)
1658: “An act Concearning a Register of Births Marriages and Burialls”
“Be it Enacted by the Pord Proprietary by and with the consent of this present
Generall Assembly That the Names of all that shall be borne, Maried, or buried
within this Province shall be exhibited to the Clearck of Every respective County
Court who shall keepe a just Register thereof, who shalbe allowed ffive pounds of
Tobacco as a few due unto him for Every such Register made and kept. And
every person infringing the said lawe for the space of Two monethes after such
Birth Marriage or Buriall Each Person soe infringing shall forfeit twenty Pounds
of Tobacco to the said Clerke” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, April 1658, p.
373).
1658: “An act Concearning Servants that have Bastards”
“Whereas divers women Servants wthin this Province not having Husbands living
with them, have bene gotten with Child in the tyme of their Servitude to the Great
dishonnor of God and the apparant damage to the Masters, or Owners of such
Servants, and no lawe yet provided where that damage shalbe
recoverable….every such Mother of a Bastard Child not able sufficiently to prove
the party charged to be the begetter of such child, in every such case The mother
of such Child shall onely be liable to satisfie the damages soe sustained by
Servitude, or other wayes as the Court before whom such matter is brought shall
see convenient.” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, April 1658, p. 373-4)
1658: “An act for the Publication of Marriages”
“all persons who shall desire Marriage have liberty to apply themselves either to a
Magistrat or Minister for the Contracting thereof…all Persons within this
Province intending marriadge shall make publication thereof, either at the county
court Church Chapple next where they dwell, or meeting Howse…if any person
shall presume to contract Marriadge without such publication and certificat as
aforesaid, Every such publication and certificat as aforesaid shalbe liable to a fine
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of five thousands Pounds of Tobacco the one halfe of said fine to the Lord
Proprietary, the other halfe to the Informer.” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings,
April 1658, p. 374)
1661: Maryland: The Pre-amble reads:
“And forasmuch as divers freeborn English women, forgetful of their free
condition, and to the disgrace of our nation, do intermarry with negro slaves, by
which also divers suits may arise, touching the issue of such women, and a great
damage doth befall the master of such negroes, for preservation whereof for
deterring such free-born women from such shameful matches, be it enacted: That
whatsoever free-born woman shall intermarry with any slave, from and after the
last day of the present assembly, shall serve the master of such slave during the
life of her husband; and that all the issues of such free-born women, so married,
shall be slaves as their fathers were…And be it further enacted: That all the issues
of English, or other free-born women, that have already married negroes, shall
serve the master of their parents, till they be thirty years of age and no longer.”
(Archives of Maryland, Proceedings of the General Assembly, 1637-1664, pp.
533-534.) Note that planters, in order to benefit from the law, sometimes married
white women servants to “negroes” in order to transform the “negroes” and their
offspring into slaves, a violation of the ancient unwritten law that children of a
free woman (the father being a slave) followed the status of their mother as free.
1662: (Virginia): “imposed double fines for fornication with a Negro, but did not restrict
intermarriage until 1691.”
See Carter G. Woodson, “The Beginnings of the Miscegenation of Whites and
Blacks,” page 342.
1664: “An Act Concerning Negroes & other Slaves”
“all Negroes or other slaves aready within the Province And all negroes and other
slaves to bee hereafter imported into the Province shall serve Durante Vita And
all Children born of any Negro or other slave shall be Slaves as their ffathers were
for the terme of their lives. And forasmuch as divers freeborne English women
forgettfull of their free Condicon and to the disgrace of our Nation doe intermarry
with Negro Slaves by which alsoe divers suites may arise touching the Issue of
such woemen and a great damage do befall the Masters of such Negros for
prevention whereof for deterring such freeborne women from such shamefull
Matches Bee it further Enacted by the Authority advice and Consent aforesaid
That whatsoever free borne woman shall inter marry with any slave from and
after the Last day of this present Assembly shall Serve the master of such slave
during the life of her husband And that all the Issue of such freeborne woemen
soe marryed shall be Slaves as their fathers were And Bee itt further Enacted that
all the Issues of English or other freeborne woemen that have already marryed
Negroes shall serve the Masteres of their Parents till they be Thirty yeares of age
and noe longer.” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, September 1664, p. 533-4).
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1671: “An Act for the Encourageing of Importacon of Negros and Slaves into this
Province”
“Whereas Severall of the good people of this Province have been discouraged to
import into or purchase within this Province any Negroes or other Slaves and such
as have Imported or purchased any such Negroes or Slaves have to the great
displeasure of Almighty God and the prejudice of the Soules of those poore
people Neglected to instruct them in the Christian faith or to Endure or permit
them to Receive the holy Sacrament of Baptisme for the Remission of their SInns
upon a mistake and ungrounded apprehension that by becoming Christians they
and the Issues of their bodies are actually manumitted and made free and
discharged from their Servitude and bondage be itt declared and Enacted by his
Lordship the Lord and Proprietary of this Province…That where any Negro or
Negroes Slave or Slaves being in Servitude or bondage is are or shall become
Christian or Christians and hath or have Received or shall att any time Receive
the Holy Sacrament of Baptizme before or after his her or their Importacon into
this Province the same is not nor shall or ought the same be denyed adjudged
Construed or taken to be or to amount unto manumicon or freeing Inlarging or
discharging any such Negroe or Negroes Slave or Slaves or any his or their Issue
or Issues from his her their or any of their Servitude or Servitudes Bondage or
bondages….any such becoming Christian or Christians or Receiveing the
Sacrament of Baptizme Every such Negroe and Negroes slave and slaves and all
and every the Issue and Issues of every such Negroe and Negroes Slave and
Slaves Is are and be and shall at all tymes hereafter be adjudged Reputed deemed
and taken to be and Remayne in Servitude and Bondage and subject to the same
Servitude and Bondage to all intents and purposes as if hee shee they every or any
of them was or were in and Subject unto before such his her or their Becoming
Christian…” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, April 1671, p. 351)
1676: “An Act for the Publicacon of Marriages”
“all persons who shall desire Marriage have Liberty to apply themselves either to
a priest minister Pastor or Magistrate for the Contracting thereof…all persons
within this Province intending Marriage shall make Publicacon thereof either att
the Church or Chappell County Court or meeting house next where they dwell…if
any such person shall presume to Contract Marriage without such Publicacon be
made & Certificate thereof has as aforesaid or eithout particular Lycence from the
Right Hon. The Lord Proprietary or his Leiutenant Generall or Cheife Govenour
for the time being doe Privately within the Limitts of this Province Contract
Marriage Every person soe Contracted or marryed shall be Lyable to a fine of one
Thousand pounds of Tobacco And every such Preist Minister Pastor or Magistrate
Joyning in Marriage any persons without such Publicacon or Lycence or any
waies infringing this Act shall be Lyable to a ffine of five Thousand pounds of
Tobacco…Bee itt further Enacted That all such Marryages as shall not be made or
Celebrated before some Priest Miniter Pastor or Magistrate with five sufficient
witnesses att Least according to the forme before menconed shall be & are hereby
declared null & voyd…the Priest Minister Pastor or Magistrate are by vertue of
this Act hereby Impowered to aske demand Receive & take from the parties soe
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marryed or Joyned together the Summe of one hundred pounds of Tobacco”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, June 1676, p. 522-3)
1676: “An Act Relateing to Servants and Slaves”
“noe Servant or Servants whatsoever within this Province whither by Indenture or
according to the Custome of the Countrey or hired for wages shall travel by Land
or water tenn miles from the house of his her or their Master or mistrisse or dame
without a noate under their hands or under the hand of his her or their Overseer (if
any be) under the Penalty of being taken for a Runnaway & to Suffer Such
penaltyes as are hereafter provided against Runawayes…for the better
ascertaining of what each Servant according to the Custome of the Country shall
have att eh Expriacon of the tyme of their Servitude Bee itt Enacted by the
authory & advice and Consent aforesaid That Every man Servant shall att such
tyme of Expiracon of his servitude aforesaid have allowed and given him a good
Cloath suite either of Kersey or broad Cloath a shift of white Linnen to be new
one new paire of Shews & Stockens two hoes, one ax & three barrels of Indian
Corne all women servants att the tyme of the Expiracon of their Servitude as
aforesaid shall have allowed and given her the like provision of Cloathes & Corne
as aforesaid…for the Just ascertaining & Limitting of Servants times of servitude
Bee itt Enacted by the Authority by & with the advice and Consent aforesaid That
whosoever shall Transport any Servant into this Province without Indenture Such
Servant being above the age of two & twenty yeares shall be obliged to serve the
full Space & Terme of five yeares if between Eighteene & two & twenty without
Indenture Seven Yeares if under fifteen & without Indenture shall serve till he or
they arrive to the full age of two & twenty yeares” (Maryland Assembly
Proceedings, May-June 1676, p. 523-527)
1678: “all negroes and Slaves whatsoever shall be Exempted the duty of Trayning or
any other Millitary service” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, OctoberNovember 1678, p. 56)
1678: “An Act for keeping a Register of Birthes Marriages and Burialls in each
Respective County”
“the names Surnames and places of abode of all manner of persons within this
Province Except Negroes Indians & Molottos that shall from and after the
Publicon of this Act be borne married or buryed within this Province together
with the Respective dates of the day moneth and yeare of our Lord of their said
Birth Marriage and Buryall shall be Exhibited to the Clarke of each Respective
County Court by the father of any such Child that shall be borne, the person
marryed or next of kinn Executor Administrator Master of mistress to him or
them that shall be buryed as aforesaid within two moneths after such birth
marriage or burial aforesaid under the penalty of twenty pounds of
Tobacco…[every clerk who registers] in a faire legible hand the names Surnames
places of abode together with the Respective dates of the day moneth and yeare of
our Lord of the births marriage or burials soe Exhibitted as aforesaid for which he
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shall have as his fee the sume of five pounds of Tobacco” (Maryland Assembly
Proceedings, October-November 1678, p. 76-7)
1681: “An Act concerning Negroes & Slaves—”
“all Negroes & other Slaves already Imported or hereafter to bee Imported into
this Province shall serve (durante vita) & all the Children already borne or
hereafter to bee borne of any Negroes or other Slaves within this Province shall
bee Slaves to all intents & purposes as theire fathers were for the Terme of theire
naturall Lives. And for as much a diverse ffreeborne Englishe or Whitewoman
sometimes by the Instigacon Procuremt or Conievance of theire Masters Mistre or
dames & always to the Satisfaccon of theire Lascivious & Lustfull desires, & to
the disgrace not only of the English butt allso of many other Christian Nations,
doe Intermarry with Negroes & Slaves by which meanes diverse Incoveniencys
Controversys & suites may arise Touching the Issue or Children of such
ffreeborne women aforesaid, for the prvencon whereof for the future, Bee itt
further enacted by the Authority aforesaid that if any Mar Mirs or dame having
any ffreeborne Englishe or white woman Servt as aforesaid in theire possession or
property, shall by any Instigacon procuremt knowledge permission or
Contriveance whatsoever, suffer any such ffreeborne Englishe or Whitewoman
Servt in theire possession & wherein they have property as aforesaid to Intermarry
or Contract in Matrimony with any Slave from and after the Last day of this
present Session of Assembly, That then the said Master Mistress or dame of any
such ffreeborne women as aforesaid, soe married as aforesaid, shall forfeite &
Loose all theire Claime & Title to the service and servitude of any such ffreeborne
woman & alsoe the said woman Servt soe married shall bee & is by this present
Act absolutely discharged manymitted & made free Instantly upon her
Intermarriage as aforesaid, as also the said Mar Mirs & dame shall forfeite the
sume of Tenn Thousand pounds of Tobacco…And any priest Minister Majestrate
or other person whatsoever, within this Province that shall from & after the
Publicacon hereof Joyne in Marriage any Negroe or other Slave to any Englishe
or other whitewoman Servt ffreeborne as aforesaid shall forfeite & pay the sume
of Tenn Thousand pound of Tobacco.” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings,
September 1681, p. 203-4)
Maryland :Act of Repeal Pre-amble reads: “Forasmuch as, divers free-born
English, or white women, sometimes by the instigation, procurement or
connivance of their masters, mistresses, or dames, and always to the satisfaction
of their lascivious and lustful desires, and to the disgrace not only of the English,
but also of many other Christian nations, do intermarry with Negroes and slaves,
by which means, divers inconveniences, controversies, and suits may arise,
touching the issue of children of such free-born women aforesaid; for the
prevention whereof for the future, Be it enacted: That is the marriage of any
woman-servant with any slave shall take place by the procurement of permission
of the master, such woman and her issue shall be free.”
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See Hurd, Law of Freedom and Bondage, VI, pp. 249-250. The effect of this law
was to try to prevent the prostitution of white servants by their masters to an
economic purpose, though it did not prevent the miscegenation of the two races.
Mingling of the races continued during the 18th century in spite of laws against it.
1692: (Virginia): Preamble reads: “And for the prevention of that abominable mixture
and spurious issue which hereafter may increase in this dominion, as well by
negroes, mulattoes, and Indians intermarrying with English, or other white
women, as by their unlawful accompanying with one another, Be it enacted by
authoritie aforesaid, and it is hereby enacted, That for the time to come,
whatsoever English or other white man or woman being free shall intermarry with
a negro, mulatto, or Indian man or woman bond or free shall within three months
after such marriage be banished and removed from this dominion forever, and that
the justices of each respective countie within this dominion make it their
perticular care, that this act be put in effectuall execution.”
“If any free English woman should have a bastard child by any Negro or mulatto,
she should pay the sum of fifteen pounds sterling, within one month after such
bastard child should be born, to the church wardens of the parish where she
should be delivered of such child, and in default of such payment she should be
taken in to the possession of the said church wardens and disposed of for five
years, and such bastard child should be bound out as a servant by the church
wardens until he or she should attain the age of thirty years, and in case such
English woman that should have such bastard child be a servant, she should be
sold by the church wardens (after her time is expired that she ought by law to
serve her master) for five years, and the money she should be sold for divided as
before appointed and the child should serve as aforesaid.”
See Carter G. Woodson, “The Beginnings of the Miscegenation of Whites and
Blacks,” p. 343.
See also, Hening, The Statues at Large, I, pp. 146, 552; II, 170; III, pp. 86-88,
252.
1692: “An Act concerning those Servants that have Bastards”
“every such mother of a Bastard Child not able Sufficiently to prove the party
charged to be the begetter of such Child, in every such Case the Mother of such
Child shall only be liable to satisfy the damage so sustained by Servitude or
otherwise as the Court before whome such Matter is brought shall see
Convenient…if any such Mother as aforesaid be able to prove by such Testimony
or Confession of the Party charged being a Single person and a freeman, did
before the begetting of such Child promise her Marriage, that then he shall be at
his choice either to performe his promise to her or recompence her abuse as the
Court before who such matter is brought shall see Convenient, the quality and
Conditions of the Persons considered…” (Maryland Assembly Proceedings, May
10-June 9, 1692, p. 501-2).
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1692: “An Act prohibiting all Masters of Ships or Vessells or any other persons from
Transporting or Conveying away any persn or persons out of this Province
without Passes”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, May 10-June 9, 1692, p. 504-5).
1692: “An Act for encouragemt of the Importa of Negros & Slaves into this Province”
“Whereas severall of the good people of this Province have been discouraged to
Import into or purchase within this Province any negroes or other Slaves, and
such as have Imported or purchased any such Negroes or Slaves, have to the great
displeasure of Almighty God and the prejudice of the Souls of those poor people
neglected to instruct them in the Christian Faith or to induce or permit them to
receive the Holy Sacrament of Baptisme for the remission of their sins upon a
mistake and ungrounded Apprehension, thereby becoming Christians, they and
the Issues of their bodies are actually manumitted and made free and discharged
from their Servitude & bondage. Be it declared and Enacted by the King and
Queens most Excellt Majesties, by and with the Advice and Consent of thos
present Genll Assembly and by the Authority of the same, That where any Negro
or Negros Slaves or slave being in servitude or bondage is or shall become
Christian or Christians and hath or have received or shall at any time receive the
Holy Sacrament of Baptisme before or after his her or their importation into this
Province the same is not nor shall or ought the same to be deemed adjudged or
free Enlarging and discharging any such Negro or Negros Slave or Slaves or any
his her or their Issue or Issues from his her or their or any of their Servitude or
Servitudes Bondage or Bondages. But that notwithstanding any such becoming
Christian or Christians or receiving the Sacrament of Baptisme, every such Negro
or Negroes slave and slaves and all and every the issue and issues of every such
negro and Negros Slave and Slaves is are and be and shall at all times hereafter be
adjudged reputed deemed and taken to be and remain in Servitude and bondage
and Subject to the same Servitude and bondage to all intents and purposes as if he
she or they or every and any of them was or were in and Subject to before such
his her or their becoming Christian or Christians or receiving of the Sacrament of
Baptisme any opinion or Matter or thing to the Contrary notwithstanding.”
(Maryland Assembly Proceedings, May10- June 9, 1692, p. 505-506).
1692: “An Act concerning Negro Slaves”
“all negroes and other slaves already imported or hereafter to be Imported into
this Province, shall serve their naturall lives and all the Children born already or
hereafter to be born of any Negroes or other Slaves within this Province shall be
Slaves to all intents and purposes as their parents were for the terme of their
naturall lives. And forasmuch as diverse free born English and white women,
sometimes by the Instigation procurement or Conivance of their Masters Mistress
or Dames, and always to the Satisfaction of their Lacivious lustfull desires, and to
the disgrace not only of the English but also of many other Christian nations, do
sometimes intermarry with and Sometimes permit themselves to be gotten with
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child by negros or other Slaves by which means diverse Inconveniences
Controversies and suits may arise touching the issue of Children of such English
or White women as aforesaid, For prevention of which Inconveniences and others
of the like nature and Equall evill Be it Enacted by and with the advice and
consent aforesaid, That any freeborn English or white woman that shall after the
Publication of this Law either intermarry with or permit herself to begotten with
child by any Negro or other Slave, shall undergo the paines and penalties by this
Law hereafter provided against them, That is to say any free born English or
white woman be shee free or Servant and shall hereafter intermarry with any
negro or other Slave or to any Negro made free, shall Imediatly upon such
Marriage forfeit her freedome and become a Servant during the Terme of seven
years to the use and benefit of the Ministry or the Poor of the same Parish at the
discretion of the Vestry men of the Parish to which the said Woman at the time of
Marriage did belong, and if he be a free Negro or Slave to whom she intermarried,
he shall thereby also forfeit his freedome and become a Servant to the use
aforesaid during his naturall life. But if the said English or white woman as
aforesaid at the time of such Marriage as aforesaid if the Marriage be without the
Conniveance or procurement of her Master Mistrees or dame be a Servant she
shall finish her time of Servitude together with what damage shall accrew to her
Master Mrs or Dame by occasion of any Children that may happen to be begott of
her during the time of her Servitude as aforesaid, And after the Expiration of her
Servitude & Satisfaction for the damages as aforesaid (which shall always be
adjudged by the Justices of the County Court wherein they live or dwell) she shall
become a Servant during the Terme of Seven years as aforesaid to the use
aforesaid, and the issues of such women shall likewise be Servants to the uses
aforesaid till they arrive to the Age of one and twenty years (that is to say) if their
issues be begott within such marriage as aforesaid, And if any free woman or
Servant as aforesaid shall permitt themselvs to be begotten with child by any
negro or Slave not marryed together as aforesaid, shall for every such Offence
suffer the pains and penalties hereafter menconed and Expressed (that is to say) If
a free woman at the time of the begetting or bear-ing of such Bastard Child as
aforesaid, she shall become a Servant and Serve to the uses aforesaid during the
space of seven years to commence from the time of her delivery of such bastard
Child as aforesaid, and if he be a free Negro or Slave that shall be the begetter of
such Child and proved against him in such manner and forme as by one other Act
Entituled an Act concerning those Servants that have Bastards is pro-vided for
proof for proving any person to be the begetter of the Bastard Child, the said free
Negro shall likewise become a Servant for seven years to the use aforesaid to
comence from the time of the womans delivery as aforesaid But if the woman be
a Servant at the time of such begetting and bearing of such Bastard Child as
aforesaid she shall first serve out her first time of Servitude and make Satisfaction
for the damage as aforesaid, and after shall serve the Term of Seaven years as
aforesaid to commence from the finishing her first Service as aforesaid, and the
master of every such woman Servant is hereby enjoyned and required to deliver
the said Servant woman at the Expiration of her Servitude as aforesaid, to the
Vestry men of the Parish aforesaid, to which she belongs, to-gether with such
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Bastard Child if living for the use aforesd under penalty of making Satisfaction for
the same, and all such Bastard Children to be Servants to the uses aforesaid till
they arrive to the age of thirty one years And be it Enacted by the Authority
aforesd by and with the consent and advice aforesaid that any freeborn English or
white man that shall from and after the Publication of this Act either inter marry
wth or begett with Child any negro woman or Slave when proved against him shall
be lyable to the same paines and penalties as in and by this Act is provided against
English or white woman And be it likewise Enacted by and with the Advice and
consent aforesaid That if any Master Mis- tress or dame having any free born
English or white woman Servant as aforesaid in their Possession or propriaty shall
by any Instigation procurement, knowledge permission or Conive-ance
whatsoever suffer any such freeborn English or white woman Servant in their
Possession & wherein they have pro-priety as aforesaid to Intermarry or contract
in Matrimony with any Negro or Slave from and after Publication of this Act,
That then the said Master Mistress or dame of such free-born woman as aforesaid
so married as aforesd shall forfeit and loose all their claim or Title to the Service
or Servitude of any such free born woman, and also the said woman Servant so
marryed shall and is by this present Act against such Master Mistress or dame
(only and no otherwise) absolutely dis-charged mannumitted and made free
instantly upon her Marriage as aforesd from the Service Imployment or demand of
any such Master Mistress or dame so offending as afore-said and the said English
or white woman to be Servants with their Issues as aforesaid within such
marriages as aforesaid to the uses aforesaid, And the Master Mistress or dame so
offending as aforesaid, shall also forfeit the sume of Ten thousand pounds of
Tobacco one half to the King and Queen their heirs and Successors for the support
of Government within this Province, The other half to him or them that shall
informe or sue for the same to be recovered in any Court of Record within this
Province by bill plaint or Information wherein no Essoine Protection or wager of
Law shall be allowed, And any Priest Minister Magistrate or other person
whatsoever within this Province that shall from and after the Publication hereof
joyn in Marriage any Negro or other Slave to any English or other white woman
Servant free born as aforesaid shall forfeite and pay the sum of Ten thousand
pounds of Tobacco, one half to their said Majesties their heirs and successors, to
the use aforesaid and the other half to the Informer to be recovrd as aforesaid Any
Law Statute or use-age to the Contrary notwithstanding.” (Maryland Assembly
Proceedings, May 10- June 9, 1692, pp. 546-549).
1704: Marriages:
I. “All persons who desire Marriage, shall apply themselves either to a Minister,
Pastor, or Magistrate, for the contracting thereof.
II. Publication of intended Marriage shall be made either at Church, Chappel,
County Court or Meeting-house, next where the parties dwell…And if any person
shall presume to contract Marriage, without such publication, and Certificate
thereof, or particular Licence from the Governor, every person so Marry’d shall
be liable to a fine of 1000 l. of Tobacco.
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III. All Marriages not made before some Minister, Pastor, or Magistrate, with 5
sufficient Witnesses at least, shall be null and void.
IV. All Ministers, Pastors, and Magistrates, who according to the Laws of this
Province do usually joyn People in Marriage, shall joyn them in manner and form
as exprest in the Liturgy of the Church of England; after which the Minister,
Pastor, or Magistrate shall say I being hereunto by Law authorized, do pronounce
you lawful Man and Wife.
V. The Minister, Pastor, or Magistrate, may receive from the parties Marry’d, 100
l. of Tobacco.
Servants and Slaves, Runaways:
I. No servant or Slave shall travel above 10 mile from his Masters House, without
a Note under the Hand of his Master or Overseer, under the Penalty of being taken
up for a Runaway.
II. Any such Servant absenting from his or her Master or Mistress, shall serve 10
days for every one days absence…
VIII. Every Man Servant shall have given him at the time of the expiration of his
Service, one new Hat, a good Cloath Suit, a new Shift of White Linnen, a pair of
new French full Shoes and Stockings, two Hoes and one Axe, and one Gun of 20
s. price, not above 4 foot Barrel, nor less than 3 and a half. And every Woman
Servant shall have given her at the expiration of her Servitude, the like Provision
of Cloaths, and 3 Barrel of Indian Corn…
XII. A Servant Imported into this Province, without Indentures, if above the age
of 22 yeawrs, shall be obliged to serve 5 years, if between 18 and 22, 6 years; if
between 15 and 18, 7 years; if under 15, he shall serve until he attains the Age of
22 years…
XVIII. If any Master, Mistress, or Overseer of any Servant, shall deny sufficient
Meat and Drink, Lodging and Cloathing, or unreasonably labour them beyond
their Strength, or debar them necessary Rest and Sleep, the same being
sufficiently proved in the County Court, the Justices may fine such Offender for
the first and second Offence as they please, not exceeding 1000 l. of Tobacco to
the King; and for the third offence, set such Servant so wrong’d at Liberty, and
free from Servitude.
XIX. All Negroes and other Slaves imported into this Province, and their
Children, shall be Slaves during their Natural Lives.
XX.(An Abridgement of the Laws in Force and Use in Her Majesty’s Plantations,
1704, pp. 45-46, 68-72)

1715 and 1717: Maryland: Laws passed to reduce to the status of a servant for seven
years any white man or white woman who cohabited with any Negro, free or
slave. Their children were made servants for thirty-one years, a black thus
concerned was reduced to slavery for life and the maintenance of the bastard
children of women servants was made incumbent upon masters. If the father of
an illegitimate child was discovered, he would be made to support the offspring.
If not, the duty fell to the mother who had to discharge it by servitude or
otherwise (Act of Assembly, Oct, 1727).
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1728: Maryland: “Whereas by the act of assembly relating to servants and slaves, there
is no provision made for the punishment of free mulatto women, having bastard
children by negroes and other slaves, nor is there any provision made in the said
act for the punishment of free negro women, having bastard children by white
men; and forasmuch as such copulations are as unnatural and inordinate as
between white women and negro men, or other slaves.”
“Be it enacted,” That from and after the end of this present session of assembly,
that all such free mulatto women, having bastard children, either within or after
the time of their service, (and their issue,) shall be subject to the same penalties
that white women and their issue are, for having mulatto bastards, by the act,
entitled, An act relating to servants and slaves.”
“And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, by and with the advice and
consent aforesaid, That from and after the end of this present session of assembly,
that all free negro women, having bastard children by white men, (and their
issue,) shall be subject to the same penalties that white women are, by the act
aforesaid, for having bastards by negro men.”
See Dorsey, The General Public Statutory Law and Public Local Law of the State
of Maryland, from 1692-1839, p. 79.
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APPENDIX V
1685 INDENTURE

The following document is an example of a servant indenture written for Mary Elling,
Spinster, age twenty-one, giving her services to Joseph Jones, Maryland, 1685, for a
period of four years. Mary Elling, if our story is correct, was a contemporary of Molly
Walsh and thus her indenture can be used to see the language and style of such
documents, demonstrating the kind of document Molly Walsh might have had. A literal
transcription follows.274
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Provincial Court Land Records, 1676-1700
Volume 717, Page 435
http://aomol.net/megafile/msa/speccol/sc2900/sc2908/000001/000717/html/am717--435.html
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This Indenture made y.e third daÿ of October Ann Dm one thousand six
hundred Eightÿ five and in the first ÿeare of the Reigne of James the second
King of England Between Marÿ Elling Spinster of the one partÿ and Joseph
Jones Now bound for Marÿland in the shipp William and Thomas on the other
Partÿ Witnesseth That the said Marÿ Elling Doth thereby Covenant
promise and grant to and with the said Joseph Jones his Executors and
assignes from the day of the date hereof until her first and Next arrival in
Mariland and after for and during the term of foure ÿears to serve in such
service and Imploÿement as he the saÿd Joseph Jones or his assignes shall there
Imploÿ her according to the Custom of the countrÿ in the Like Kind In
Consideration Whereof the said Joseph Jones doth herby covenant and grant
to and with the said Marÿ Elling to paÿ for her passing and to find and
allowe her Meat drink apparrel and Lodging with other Nessaryes during
the said terme and at the End of the said term to paÿ unto the said Mary
Elling double apparell and all other Necessaries and things according to the
Custome of the said Countrÿ and the said Mary Elling doth affirm her selfe
to be twentÿ one ÿeares of age on the daÿ of the date of these presents In
Witnesse Whereof the parties above Mentioned to these Indentures have
Enterchangeablÿ set their hands and seals the day and ÿeare above written
sealed and delivered in

the marke of

the presence of

H+

John Jones

Joseph Jones
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(sealed)

John Johnson Publick Notarÿ
sworne in London
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APPENDIX VI
A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
TRANSPORTATION RECORDS

Archives available in various published lists of emigrants from England to the
American colonies yielded few definitive answers as to who Molly Welsh was or where
she came from. In looking over lists of passengers bound from England and Scotland to
Maryland during the late seventeenth century I considered a variety of likely Christian
names including Margaret and Mary (names connected to the diminutive “Molly”), as
well as the surnames Wales, Welch, Welsh, Walsh.

Other qualifications I took in

consideration when looking over long lists of passenger names were the date of departure
(particularly the 1680s), the age of the passenger being transported (generally speaking
between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five), the location of a person’s residence (most
from England and Scotland, with the majority leaving from London), the length of
indenture (generally four to seven years), and the reasons, if any were listed on the
document, for signing an indenture. Such considerations yielded the following results.
In August 1684, a “Margaret Wales” from Angus Scotland came to Maryland,
bound to one Richard Fyfe of Maryland for four years.275 Margaret Wales could be a
likely candidate if it could be proved that she was seventeen or eighteen years of age
when they traveled. Another woman, Margaret Williams, a spinster, was bound to Phillip
Clarke of Maryland for four years in July 1684, though spinster likely indicates someone
older than seventeen or eighteen years of age.276 Mary Newman, aged twenty-two and a
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Ghirelli, A List of Emigrants from England to America 1682-1692, 85.
Ghirelli, A List of Emigrants from England to America 1682-1692, 86.
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“gentleman’s daughter” from Kent, was bound for four years in Maryland in August
1685, though her age and date of arrival are slightly inconsistent with Molly’s age and
dates.277 Margarett Owen from London was bound to Richard Fyfe for five years in
Maryland in August 1684, quite likely traveling on the same ship as the above mentioned
Margaret Wales.278 Twenty-one year old Mary Pippin of Middlesex was bound to John
Tanner of Maryland for four years in August 1685; again, Mary Pippin’s twenty-one
years do not match Molly’s age well.279 Some other interesting candidates include Mary
Pond, the daughter of an innkeeper, who was bound to Richard Heath for four years in
Maryland in 1684, having been imprisoned for petty theft. Pond was charged with
“having pilfered a paire of stayes and several other things from her master and Mary
Barnes haveing received part of the same goods and encouraged them, committed to
Bridewell [prison], July 24, 1684.”280 Another convict includes Mary Read who was
also imprisoned for petty theft and “committed to Bridewell [prison] for pilfering two
chickens out of the shop of John Corfield, Master. July 22, 1684.”281 These two women
were indentured on the same day, July 25, 1684; both were bound to Richard Heath of
Maryland for four years. Mary Savery, spinster, and Mary Tidwell, spinster, were both
bound to Abraham Wilde for four years in August 1684. Mary Taylor, aged nineteen,
was bound to John Parricke for five years in Maryland in August, 1685.282 From Bristol,
Mary Price sailed on the “Society” to Maryland in December 1680. Margaret Napp
sailed from Bristol on the “Great Society” to Virginia or Maryland in August 1684. Mary
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Ghirelli, A List of Emigrants from England to America 1682-1692, 59.
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Knowles sailed on the “Patience” in August 1684 and Mary Williams left Bristol on the
“Maryland Merchant” for Maryland in December 1684.
During this ten year period (1680-1690) no “Mollys” are recorded having traveled
to Maryland from London, England, though it is unlikely that anyone would use the
diminutive version of their name on an official government document. However, there is
evidence that four “Margarets” and nine “Marys” were recorded as bound for service in
Maryland leaving from London; two of those were sent to Bridewell Prison for petty
theft, one was a gentleman’s daughter and one, Margaret Wales, was from Scotland.283
In addition, four women who might have been called “Molly” sailed from Bristol during
the 1680s. While looking at these names does not provide any conclusive evidence as to
how Molly Welsh came to Maryland in the first place, especially if one scholar is right in
arguing that “no extensive list of emigrants from the period when registration was in
semi-private hands [the period roughly 1686 to 1717] has ever been found,” it is an
interesting list to consider nonetheless in the light of how many potential Marys,
Margarets and Mollys must have traveled from England to Maryland during the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.284
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While it does not prove anything, it is interesting to note that Moses Sheppard, a Baltimore
businessman, Quaker and philanthropist, wrote a letter in 1852 to a friend remarking, “My investigations
have convinced me that Banneker’s grandmother was a Scotch woman.” His letter to a friend is one of the
unpublished sources collected by Silvio Bedini for his Banneker biography. The letter remains in a private
collection. See Bedini. The Life of Benjamin Banneker, 338-339.
284
Ghirelli, A List of Emigrants from England to America 1682-1692, ix.
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